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ABSTRACT 
The geologic history of sedimentary strata exposed off the southeast coast of 
Baffin Island on Ouqaluit. Durban and Padloping islands is poorly understood. A 
~ . . . 
model explaining the environments of deposition and age of these strata is a v~u-
able contribution towards the construction of the geologic history of this region. both 
in terms of plate tectonics and hydrocarbon exploration~ 
By using facies analyses, deposition at the onset of faulting took place in braided 
str~ams which was followed by deposition in backswamp regions of fluvial13nviron-
ments, meandering streams, and locally, distal alluvial fans. Volcaniclastic facies are 
. . \ 
also represented at the upper contact of strata with volcanic basaltic breccia. 
Two miospore assemblages consisting of: Assemblage 1 (dominated by ·bisac-
cate pollen, and contains specimen(s) of Qjstaltrjanguljsporjtes peflllexus (Singh) 
Singh, Eoyeoglejchenjjdjtes confossus (Hedlund) Burger, Lycopodjacjdjtes canalicu-
la.Ws Singh and Cedripjtes canadensis Pocock among others and woody and coaly 
debri~) and Assemblage 2 (containing specimens.OtJrjvestjbylopolleojtes betu!ojdes 
· nd Pesayjs tagluensjs Elsik and Jansonius among others and dinoflagelates) 
as Aptian to latest Albian and Late Paleocene-Eocene, respectively. Oat-
paleobotany is supportive of these ?ges. Assemblage 1 occurs in D.urban 
lslan strata. and in strata located below the first volcanic ash and debris flow on 
P tfloping and Quqaluit islands. respectively. Assemblage 2 occurs in strata located 
n and above the first volcanic ash on Padloping Island and in strata located above 
the debris flow on Ouqaluit Island. 
Thevegetation in this sma:ll fault-bounded bas.in appears to be tMt of a ~on i fer 
dominated forest High percentages of bisaccate pollen in the meandering stream 
complex may indicate a vegetation preference with fluvial style, however. hydrody· 
namic conditions played an·important role in pollen distribution. 
Thermally immature, wood and coal dominate the organic matter in these beds. 
\. 
iii 
Therefore, the~e strata, given a sufficient geothermal history. may source gas and 
. I . 
minor liquid hydrocarbons offshore. 
The dep_ositional model indicates that ttie timing of either initial rifting or crustal 
attenuation between Greenland and North America was Early Cretaceous . . 
KEY WORDS: Sedimentology._ Palynology, Facies •• Fluvial, Hydrocarbons. Baffin Is-
land, Cretaceous. 
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·cHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Purpose and Objectives 
Discovery of hydrocarbon slicks in Baffin ·Bay during the 1970's has initiated an 
interest in the sedimentary outliers exposed along the southeast c(\ast of Baffin Is-
. ' 
land (Loncarevic and Falconer, 1977; Levy. 1978, 1979; Maclean and Falconer, 
1979; Levy and Maclean, 1981; Grant .at .a.l.. 1986). Study of the pre-Quaternary 
sedimentary geology of this area contributes information towards a better under-
standing of the timing of tectonic events in Baffin Bay and Davis Strait. Research of 
this nature also provides important data concerning the hydrocarbon potential of tho 
adjacent offshore region. This study is a sedimentological and palynological investi-
gation of the reported Cenozoic strata off the southeast coast of Baffin Island in Mer-
- . ' 
chants Bay, on Padloping, Quqaluit. and Durban islands (Figure 1.1 ). 
This r~search involves the identification of depositional environments, utilizing · 
facies analysis and age refinement of strata using palynology and paleobotany, thus 
establishing a basis for postulating sedimentary basin development. Investigative 
techniques for each subdiscipline of. this stu~y are presented at the beginning of 
each chapter. 
1.2 Previous Studies 
The first documented reports of sediments on Padloping, Ouqaluit, and Durban 
islands is from the Norse sagas (Mowatt, 1 965). Mowatt ( 1965) states that in 982 
(A.D.) Erik the Red crossed Davis Strait and explored the coast of Baffin Island. 
Mowatt (1965) mentions a prominent point. known to Erik and his people as Coal 
Cape, which may have been the sediments near Cape Dyer (Figure 1.2). Sutherland 
( 1853) reported coal at Cape _Durban which was used to supply whaling fJeets along 
the coasts of Baffin Island and Greenland. Mowatt (1965) and Sutherland (1853) 
constitute the only reports of coal occurring on the coast of Baffin Island. However, 
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3 
this author suspects Sutherland (1853) is referring to Padioping Island since the only 
coal observed in the study is on Padloping Island. 
Based on megaflora! remains found in shales on Durban Island, McMillan {1910} 
proposed a TPrtiary age for the sedimentary strata in the region . 
. : :· Over the next sixty years literature concerning this area dea·ls mainly with volcanic 
rocks which conformably o~erlie the sedimentary strata. Works by Kidd (1953}: 
Wilson and C1arke (1965), Clarke (1967), Clarke (1968), Clarke (1970),-Ciarke and 
Upton ( 1971 ), Deutsch .e.1 at. (1971 ). and Kristjansson and Deutsch (1973) discuss 
the volcanics in detail. Clarke and Upton (1971) mention the sedimentary strata 
I 
briefly and suggest that the coastal outliers at the Cape. Dyer area are erosional prod· 
ucts created during the rifting stage prior to the opening of Baffin Bay. They also 
state, based on paleobotanical work by Bell that the sediments on Ouqaluit. Padlop-
ing and Durban islands. are Tertiary in age. 
'· 
· During 1976 and 1979 hydrocarbon sticks were observed in Scott Inlet and 
Buct'lan Gulf (loncarevic and Falconer, 1977; Levy, 1978, 1979; Maclean and Fal-
coner, 1979; Levy and Maclean, 1981; Grant .e..t .al-. 1 986) (Figure 1.2). These ob-
servations, at a time when Canada was attempting to secure hydrocarbon reserves 
for future self-sufficiency, generated a great deal of interest in the sedimentary strata 
below Baffin Bay and Davis Strait and in the pre-Quaternary sediments exposed 
along the coast of eastern Baffin Island. 
The most recent works in the study area are those of Holloway ( 1984) and Sears 
( 1986). Holloway ( 1984) reached the following conclusions: (a} the age of the sedi-
ments on the three islands is Early Cretaceous; (b) the depositional environment was 
terrestrial; and (c) the sediments may or may not be related to the rifting of Baffin 
Bay. Sears (1986) states that the sedimen!S are of a fluviodeltaic origin and were 
derived from tho surrounding gneiss and local granite. He correlated the sedimen-
tary outliers from the three islands and suggests that the strata on Durban Island 
represents a distinct lobe of a delta comlplex. 
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1.3 AcceS$ and logistics 
Access to the study area is achieved by flying north from Montreal to lqaluit (for-
merly Frobisher Bay) and Broughton Island.. The study area 'ies approximately 80 
km southeast of Broughton Island. Travel to this remote locality is by small inshore 
fishing vessel. 
. " 
Weather and ice conditions play a major role in the quality and quantity of geo-
logic field work that can be carried out on the southeast coast of Battin Island. With· 
out helicopter support the field season can be very short. three to four weeks in late 
July and early August because of poor weather and pack ice conditions. During the 
/ 
field season of 1985, weathor and ice conditions presented no transportation or ac-
cess problems. The field season of 1986 was !iOl so favorable; thick pack ice short-
. ened the field season to only two days. 
The main base camp for field operations in 1985 and 1986 was constructed on 
the north shore of Padloping Island, just inland from a prominent spit. From this loca-
tion the strata on Padlpping Island, east of the camp, ~nd the strata on the north 
coast of Ouqaluit Island, . were examined. Field work on Durban Island ( 1985 field 
season only) was based in an abandoned D.E.W. (Distant Early Warning) Line Sta· 
tion warehouse. Sedimentary strata are located on cliHs east of the Island top camp. 
· 1.3~ 1 Field Methods 
Field operations consisted of detailed measurement of sections noting lithology, 
color, grain size, bed contacts. (scoured, sharp or gradational), and primary and sec· 
ondary sedimentary structures. Palynological sampres were collected approximately 
every five metres. 
Five stratigraphic sections have been measured (two sections from Quqaluit and 
' 
Padloping islands and one section from Durban Island) (Appendix A,·A,) (F~ure 
1.1}. Collections include (a) l 50 palynological samples, (b) 26 petrology samples 
6 
(thin sectioned). and (c) 15 samples of fossil plants and plant remains. The sedimen-
fl 
taty sections on all three islands are located ori steep cliff faces adjacent to Davis 
Strait (Figure 1.3). 
1.4 Geologic Setting 
1.4.1 tectonics 
The tectonic history of Baffin Bay is a complex, and to datQ, contes ted issue. The 
present geological setting is explained by invoking one of two general models. The · 
first states that Baffin Bay fonned in the Paleogene as seafloor spreaqing along the 
western arm of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge separated Labrador and Baffin Island from 
Greenland (CiarkeUpton, 1971; Keen w al .. 1972, 1974; Srivastava, 1 978; Jackson 
mat .. 1979; Menzies, 1982; Rice and Shade, 1982) (Figure l .4A). The second 
model states that Baffin Island and Greenland did not drift apart to form Baffin Bay. 
Baffin Bay formed by the foundering of continental crust by extensionaJ forces; little 
~ ' 
, riew oceanic crust was produced (Grant, 1975, 1980; Umpelby, 1979; Kerr, 1960) 
· (Figure 1.4B). A small belt of oceanic crust has been observed near the centre of 
.Baffin Bay parallel to, and running between, Cape Hooper and Bylot ~sland; (Figure 
1.2). Oceanic crust has not been observed in Davis Strait east of Cape Dyer (J. Knill 
and 0. Friedenreich, pers. comm .. Shell Canada Resources Umited). However, ac-
. cording to Rice and Shade (1982), only a po'!i~n of Davis Strait is not floored by true 
oceanic crust. 
According to Rice and Shade ( 19~) sedimentary strata preserved in the Cape 
. . 
Dyer area on Quqaluit, Padloping and Durban islands, mark the initiation of the Cre-
. . 
taceous-Tertiary spreading events of Baffin Bay and are therefore a key in under-
. . ~ 
standing the tectonic history of this area. Srivastava ( 1978)' suggests a late Creta-
ceous (75 Ma) date for the initiation of rifting between Greenland and North America. 
This present study has redefined the age of the strata as Aptian to latest Albian and 
Figure 1.3 Sedimentary strata overlain by volcanics and talus on Padloping Island. 
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Late Paleocene-Eocene, respectively. 
1.4.2 Structural Framework 
Numerous northwest-southeast striking. westerly-dipping normal faults (Menzies. 
-~. - . 
1982) and many fault-related Tertiarx-Cretaceous sedimentary basins are located in 
the Davis Strait-Baffin Bay area (Miall, mal., 1980). Normal faults are visible on off-
shore seismic sections (Figure 1.5) and in outcrops onshore (Figure· 1.6). These~ 
strike northwest-southeast and dip towards the west. Throw on these faults is in the 
order of hundreds of metres with the angle of throw decreasing with depth {listric) (J. 
·Knill an d 0. Friedenrei~h. pers. comm., Shell Canada Resources ltd). These faults, 
likely associated with rifting or crustal attenuation of the region, formed half-graben 
. -- r 
.. ·"' . 
stru~:;tures. into -.yhich continental sediments were deposited. 
1.4.3 Basement 
The region~lly extensive Precambrian basement consists o1 migmatized. amphi-
bolite to granulite facies paragneisses. composed of quartZ, feldspar, and biotite, 
with minor amounts of apatite, muscovite, garnet, epidote, zircon, and magnetite. 
The gneisses are cut by pegmatite dykes of 1700 m.y. (Clarke and Upton. 1971 ), and 
on Durban Island, by an undated muscovite-tourmaline granite. A regolith, usually 
five to ten metres thick, is commonly observed on basement rock which is covered by 
·sedimentary strata._ The regolith consists of weathered bedrock weakly bound in a 
yellow-orange clay matrix. 
1.4.4 Sedimentary Roel<s 
Sedimentary strata. previously d~scribed as Cenozoic in age and of fluviodel-
. -
taic origin, occur as outliers on the southeast coast of Baffin Island on Quqaluit. Pad· 
loping and Durban islands (Clarke and Upton, 1971 and Sears, 1986). -Strata consist 
10 
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12 
of poorly lithified sandstones and ·shales with minor coal which is locally found uncon: 
' ~ . . 
formably overlying the regolithic ·paragne1ss (Sears, 1986). The sandstones are 
composed of quartz. feldspar, and mica (Clarke and Upton, 1971; Sears, 1986). 
The sedimentary strata were deposited in small fault-bounded basins on the mig-
matiz.ed Precambriim paragneissic basement (Sears, 1986). Sections have been 
·disrupted by post-depositional faulting, soft-sediment deformation and cryogenic ac- . 
tivity (Sears. 1986) . . 
1.4.5 Volcanics 
Volcanic strata conformably overlie th" sedimentary strata on all the islands ex-
. . 
amined in Merchants Bay and .form high cl iffs between Cape Dyer ·and Quqaluit Is-
land (Figure 1. 7) .. The volcanics consist of subaerial olivine-rich basaltic lava which Js 
underlain, locally, by subaqueous volcanic breccia (Clarke and Upton, 1971 ). Vol-
canic ash beds are interbedded with sedimentary strata on both Padloping and 
Ouqaluit islands. The geology of these basalts and volcanic breccias has been dis-
cussed in detail by Wilson and Clarke (1965) , Clarke (1970} and Clarke and Upton 
( 1971 ). Clarke and Upton (1971) suggest an age of 58± 2 m.y for the basalts based 
on potassium-argon dating by Farrar. However Deutsch e.tal. (1971). and R Clarke 
(pers. comrn., Dalhousie University) stale that the potash content of the rocks is ex-
ceptionally low for continental basalts and thereby makes potassium-argon dating 
very difficult. B. Clarke (pers. comm., Dalhousie University) and E. Deutsch (pars. 
comm., Memorial University of Newfoundland) question the credibility of the potas- , 
sium-argon date. 
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Figure 1 . 7 Basaltic flows and crossbedded basaltic breccia compose the cliffs at 
Cape Searle, Quqaluit Island. 
\ 
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· CHAPTER 2 SEDIMENTOLOGY 
2.1 Introduction 
. Sedimentary strata. consisting of interbedded sandstones. mudstones and coal 
are well exposed on 'the southeast coast of Baffin Island. These strata are excellent 
research material for facies analyses. 
Facies descriptions. spatial distribution, pro~ss interpretations. and associations 
allow the generation of local environment of deposition interpretations. With this 
framework, th'e construction of, fluvial facies models and the reconst.ruction of the 
depositiqnal history for the sedimentary strata exposed on the southeast coast of 
Baffin Island is achieved. 
2.2 Facies Descriptions, Dlstrlbutlon and Process . 
< 
Interpretations 
Eight facies are described, illustrated and interpreted using the criteria for facies 
outlined by Reading (1978). Exposed .strata of facies are referred to as "units". Min-
eralogical composition and sorting were determined from the study of thin sections 
(Section 2.'5). Detailed l_ithological logs (stratigraphic sections) of all facies are pro-
. . 
vided in appendices A1-A3• The eight facies are: 
A: Coarse-Grained Sandstone E: Medium-Bedded Sandstone 
B: Mudstone F: Arkosic Sandstone 
C: Interbedded Sandstone and Mudstone G: Gravel-Supported Conglomerate 
0: Subbituminous Coat H: Volcanic Ash 
Facies A: Coarse.Grained Sandstone 
Description 
Facies A is characterized by beds of medium to coarse-grained subarkosic to 
quartzarenitic sand, whi(e to greyish-white in color (Figure 2.1). This facies is found 
. . . . . 
in units whose average thfckness is 3 .5 metres with a minimum of 0.25 metres and a 
maximum of :approximately 6 metres. Bed thickness ranges .from centimetre-scale 
r · 
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near the base of units to decimetre-s'cafe near the top of units. &.:l contacts in Fa-
•· 
cies A are always scoured. 
Trough cross bedding is very common; sets average 10 em in thickness and 30-
40 em in length. Granules and very coarse sand are common at the base of the sets. 
Locally, centimetre-scale ripple cross stratification. outlined by organic plant debris, 
. ' 
are present in finer beds of this facies. Thin bands of terrestrial organic. debris occur 
between trough cross bed sets. Other rarely observed depositional sedimentary 
structures include centimetre-scale horizontal lamination and centimetre-scale mas-
siva sands. Although fossils are uncommon, some samples from beds of Facies A 
yield terrestrial palynomorphs and wood . 
. DlstrJbutton 
This facies occurs at the base of aft sections except Section 1 (QU-01A) on 
Ouqaluit Island (Figure 1:1 ); Beds coarsen upward from medium grained sand to 
coarse grained sand with granules. Centimetre-scale beds near the base of units 
thicken to decimetre-scale beds towards the top of units. The lower contact of beds 
is always scoured and the basal occurrence is uncqnformabfe over highly weathered 
.Precambrian migmatized gneiss. The upper contact of the highest beds of Facies A 
is always sharp to beds of Fattes B. D. or C. 
Process Interpretation 
Lithology, grain size, and sedimentary structures indicat.e that sediments of Fa-
cies A were deposited in a high energy setting where currents Winnowed silt and 
clay. Trough cross stratification in medium- to coarse-grained sands has been ad-
dressed by many researchers (HarmS and Fahnestock, 1965; Miall, 1977). It has 
g~nerally been accepted that large-scale (depth greater than 10 em) trough cross 
·stratification is formed by the migration of dunes in the lower flow regime (Harms and 
Fahnestock,' 1965; Miall, 1~7). · Trough cross beds 10 em in thickness dictate 
megaripple amplitudes of 15-20 em (Cant. 1982). According to the studies of Harms 
I 
~· 
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and Fahnestock (1965) water depth would have exceeded 30 em. Ripple cross 
stratification, more common in thinner beds of Facies A. occur most commonly near 
the top o.f beds where they formed as "smalr ripples superimposed on the underlying 
megaripple. 
The coarsening upward (reverse grading) of beds in ttlis facies, is explained by 
migration of bar heads over bar tails as sand forms migrated downcurrent; this is 
similar to deposits described by Steel and Aasheim (1978). Preservation of a com· 
plate bar deposit may result in a coarsening-.upward sequence; however, th~ more 
common situation is the preservation of partial sequences consisting of numerous 
superimposed sets of trough cross bedded sandstones (Miall, 1986). The increase 
in thickness or beds of Facies A upsection may be a function of increased deposition 
(higher deposition rates and/or greater availability of sand) thereby creating l~rger 
sand forms with time. 
Petrologically, the absence of sedimentary rock fragments. the prominence of 
gneissic and granitic rock fragments and the angularity of clasts in the sandstone 
samples from Facies A strongly suggests only one cycle of weathering and deposi-
tion. These sandstones resemble the first-cycle fluviatile Sioux Quartzite sandstones 
of southwestern Minnesota (Southwick itt aL 1986}. 
The absence of fine -grained sediment and presence of many indicators of a hi~h 
energy environment and the stratigraphic position of this faCies - at the base of each 
, measured section, where it unconformably overlies the Precambrian migmatized 
gneiss (not uncommon. e.g. Southwick ttl al .. 1986). combined with information on 
lithology, grain size, fossils and sedimentary structures, suggests that Facies A rep-
resents the deposits of sinuous crested dunes in · a terrestrial aquatic depositional 
environment. 
Facies 8: Mudstone 
Description 
.. 
.. 
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Facies B consists of grey to black, massive or laminated mudstone. Laminated 
dark-colored sections. which contain a high concentration of organic matter are pres-
ent. The thickness of beds varies significantly from 1.5 metres to a maximum of 6.0 
metres. Terrestrial plant debris, laminated plant debris and terrestrial palynomorphs 
(discussed in Chapters 3 aQd 4) are common. Root traces and faunal remains are 
not common; only one root trace w.as identified in this investigation. At some locali-
ties there are welt preserved coniferous needles and fern'fronds on beddin.g planes. 
Two very thick beds (1 .5-3.0 m) of structureless, organic rich mudstone are of-
note; they contain well preserved logs and log debris of ?Metasegyoja (Plate 1, Fig-
ure 1). These occur in the upper part of Padloping Island Section 1 above beds of 
Facies H (Volcanic Ash) and in the upper part of_ Ouqaluit Island Section 1 above 
beds of Facies G (Gravel Conglomerate) (Figure 2.2). 
Distribution 
Facies B makes up only a small percentage of the sections studied; it is present in 
widely spaced intervals. Upper and lower contacts with beds of other facies (A, C 2, 
C 1 , 0, F and H) are sharp. 
Process Interpretation 
Grain size and lack of traction features indieate that sediment of this facies was 
deposited from suspension. The dark color of this facies is from high levels of carbon 
associated with with plant detritus, variations in which have produ~ed laminae (Potter 
.at a!.. 1980). Siderite concretions may form around nuclei of decaying organic matter 
under conditions of low Eh and high H2S levels produced by sulfate-reducing bacte-
ria (Pettijohn, 1975). These concretions commonly form around terrestrial plant root-
. lets (Collinson and Thompson, 1 982) as may be the ease in this study. 
Based on the sedimentol09i(fll characteristics it is likely that Facies B (mudstone), 
formed in pools of standing water. The presence of terrestrial palynomorphs and 
abundant woody debris svggests a terrestrial origin. 
18 
Figure 2.1 Facies A: Coarse-grained sandstone. 
Figure 2.2 Extremely organic rich mudstone containing 
?Metaseguoia logs and voluminous organic debris. 
/ ' 
r · 
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Facies C: Interbedded Sandstone and Mudstone 
Description 
Facies C is characterized by interb~ded (em-scale) fine . to very fine-grained 
poorly lithified sandstones (suba~oses and greywackes) and grey to grey-black 
. . . 
mudsto~es (Figure 2.3). This facies has bee~ divided into three subfacies based on 
i . -
. the estimated ratio of sandstone to . mudstone iri the strata (C,-20% poorly lithified 
sandstone; C2-50% poorly lithified sandstone; C3-near 100% fine-grained, moder-
ately sorted, poorly lithified feldspathic graywacke). 
Subtacies C, has an average unit thickness of approximately 2 metres and 
ranges from 0.25 to 20 metres. Beds of bulbous (upper surface of beds) calcite-
cemented concretionary sandstone are present in a 20 metre thick unit of C,. These 
calcite-cemented quartzwackes are medium bedded, generally< 0.40 metros thick. 
very fine grained and poorly to mocjerately sorted.· Woody plant debris form laminae 
and are common in th'e silty and clay-rich strata of this subtacies. Organic plant mat-
ter includes coniferous needles. "planthash", fern fronds and terrestrial'palyhomor- · 
phs (discussed in Chapters 3 and 4). 
Subfacies C2 ranges in unit thickness from 1 :o to 3 metres with an average of 1.3 
metres. Laminae of woody plant debris are common in tho silty and _clay~rich 'strata .. 
Plant matter includes coniferous needles and "planthash" with poorly pt~sarved fem 
!.ronds. Palynomorphs present in samples from strata of subfacies C~ are te r~estrial. 
· Subfacies C3 is characterized by thinly bedded (3-10 em), fine-grain~. moderately 
sorted, feldspathic graywackes and well-sorted quartzarenites which are white to yel-
lowish white (cream) inC9lor. Average unit thickness of subfacies C3 is 0.50 metres I . 
with a r~ge from 0.2~o 0.60 metres. Horizontal lamination is the dom.inant sedi-
mentary structure; locally, small-scale ripple cross stratitication and massive beds 
are· present: Rip-up clasts (< 3 em in maximum dimension) of red (oxidized) 
mudstone are common, particu(arty along lower contacts. Also present are rare, 
\ 
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Figure 2.3 Facies C: Interbedded sandstone and mudstone (subfacies C1 , C2 and 
C3 are indicated; total thickness of C3-C2 is 10 m). 
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small(< 2 em in diameter) siderite concre~ons. 
Distribution 
Beds of this facies are common and occur in all sections examined in this study. 
The internal and lower contacts between beds of subfacies c,. subfacies C
2 
and 
subfacies C, are gradational. The ·upper contact of b,eds of subfacies C, to beds of 
subfacies C, are usually scoured and sharp, however, all other upper contacts of 
beds of these subfacies to overlying strata are gradational, except when overlain by 
beds of Facies A orE, 1Q..which case the contact is sharp and erosional. 
Process Interpretation 
The predominance of very fine sandstone and mudstone in sublacies C, suggests 
that these ~nits were deposited in a relatively low-energy environment, such as 
abandoned channels and other topographic lows, with periodic interruption by a 
' higher energy deposition medium; similar to deposits discussed by Williams and Rust 
(1969) .. Thin laminae of mud in subfacies C, represent suspension sedimentation in 
pools of standing water like those discussed by Miall (1977) and Tunbridge (1981). 
Based on the data presented, including terrestrial org_anic matter and palynomorphs, 
subfacies C, ":lost likely represents continental deposits which formed in pools of 
shallow water. 
sy.wtcies c2 is very similar to subfacies c, and the processes of deposition are 
intimately related. In comparison to subfacies C, this subfacies contains more sand-
sized particles and a greater amount of horizontal lamination. Higher sand content, 
and the dominance Qf horizontal lamination is interpreted to represent higher-energy . 
conditions in· similar processes of deposition. 
Subfacies c, is interpreted as having formed at higher energy conditions than ei-
ther C, or C2• The grain size, bed ·thickness, dominance of horizontal lamination 
(upper now regime plane bed), suggests that this deposit likely formed at high flow 
velocities in shallow water. Abundant terrestrial organic maHer along with lithologic 
' 
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type and sedimentary structures suggests a terrestrial origin similar to subfacies C2, 
however, higher energy. 
Facies D: Subbituminous Coal 
Description 
Coal found in eight laterally restricted (presumed < 50 metres long), thin (max. 
thickness :a 1.5 m) seams on Padloping Island is black and blocky with thin (mm-
scale) bright bands: Uthotypes, associations of different macerals and mineral mat-
ter giving the coal a distinct banded or stripped aspect, have been estimated accord-
' 
ing to terminology from McCabe (1984) and Bustin .Waf. (1983). The coal consists or 
approximately 60% vitrain and 40% durain; resin in the form of amber is present in 
minor amounts (1 -2%). Padloping Island coals contain a rich assemblage of terres-
trial fossil palynomorphs (discussed in Chapters 3 and 4). 
~roximate analyses (Bonnell, 1986; Cape Breton Coal Research) or the coal 
show wide ranging values of % moisture, % ash, % volatile matter, % fixed carbon, 
and BTU/Ib (Table 2.1). The sulphur values are consistently low (0.34% to 0.53%). 
Distribution 
Coal is restricted in its occurrence; it is found only in Padloping Island Section 1. 
Facies 0 is overlain by beds of mudstone (Facies B) in all but two cases where the 
coal is overlain by beds of Facies E and subfacies C,, respectively. Upper and low~r 
contacts of the coals are sharp, however, scour surfaces are not present. Rooted 
horizorno, below the coals were not observed. However, six out of the eight coal oc-
currences lie directly over beds of Facies A or FaCies E, quartz-rich sandstones; 
other coals occur associated in sequences of Facies B. Splits in the coal are com-
mon. 
Process Interpretation 
~- .. 
According to Bustin ~ af. (1983) the initial stage of coal formation is the deposi-
Moisture 
Ash 
Volatile Matter 
Fixed Carbon 
Sulfur 
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TABLE 2.1 · 
. PROXIMATE ANALYSES OF COALS 
(from Bonnell; 1986) 
Sample Numbers 
PD-01C-19A PD-01A-OO PD-01C-11 
7.23 8.53 10.29 
11 .28 8.63 24.92 
43.67 41.13 33.93 . 
37.82 41.71 30.86 
.45 .47 .34 
P0-01C-15 
14.09 
20.91 
33.12 
31 .88 
.53 
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tion of peat in quiet shallow water settings, isolated from clastic input. Bright bands in 
the coal. vitrain, form from undegraded peats. The absence of tusinite in coals sug-· 
gests an even precipitation pattern with a high water table (McCabe, 1984 ). How-
ever, banding in the coal (vitrain and durain}, r.tay indicate subtle variations (energy 
level and/or supply of organics) in the depositional en'lironmont at the time of peat 
\ . . 
accumulation. High ash content in c~als (> 8% for coals from Padloping Island) may 
be attributed to clastic input in the area of. peat accumulation (Fielding, 1985; Bustin, 
.at al.. 1983; McCabe, 1984}; swamps must be isolated from active clastic deposition 
for peat accumulation to reach suHicient levels for the formation . ~oal (McCabe, 
1984). Thin coal seams(< 1.5 m) with numerous thin interbeds ofmud (splits) are 
formed by fr~quent .contemporaneous progradation of overbank fines into swamps 
··:eombined with locally rapid basin subsidence or flooding (Falini, 1965; Fielding, 
- . 
1985). This scenario of an uneven subsidence rate is app_licable to the coal seams 
on Padloping Island. Peat growth may have been periodically terminated by a rapid 
rise of the water table caused by floods, avulsions or subsidence, which drowned the 
bogs and allowed only mud deposition. Therefore it seems likely that the coal seam 
thinness is related to poor peat development conditions rather than erosion (scours 
at the top of coal seams were not observed). 
Coal on Padloping Island has low sulphur values with a very limited range. Hunt 
and Hobd~y (l984), in a study exa~i~ir1g the petrographi~ compositio( and sulphur 
content of some co-als from eastern Au.stralla, conclude that fluvial coals usually con-
tain .< 0.55% sulphur. They, as do Casagrande .at al. (1977) and Home _e!af. (1978). 
. . . 
· attribute higher. sulphur values in lower delta plain C<?afs to higher concentrations of 
sulphate in marine waters. Cecil .Gl.il-(1985) state that pH, r~ther. than the simple 
· ·presence of marine water, is the und~rtying factor controlling the ·concentration of 
sulphur. low pH_ will result in coals with low sulphur and ash (~rom mineral leaching) · 
values. 
.. 
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The absence of root traces and stumps in growth position suggests, according to 
work by Bustin .e.t.al (1983) that these coals are neither autochthonous nor hypauto-
chthonous. The absence of root traces below the coal beds is likely related to the Eh 
of the environment. However, Nye and Tinker (1 977) propose that the pH in the 
immediate environment of the roots may rise and cause disintegration of the roots. 
Fluids present during or after the formation of the coal may have destroyed any root 
traces which might have been present. Alternatively, the initial organic maller form-
ing the base of the coal deposit may not have been rooted at all, suggesting that the 
initial vegetative materials were allochthonous. 
Peat associated with the coal found on Padloping Island probably accumulated in 
a backswamp environment. The backswamp coals in the meandering river deposits 
of the Port Hood Formation (Gersib and McCabe, 1981) are an excellent analog to 
the coal found on Padloping Island. 
Facies E: Medium-Bedded Sandstone 
Description 
.. 
Facies E is characterized by beds of fine-grained poorly lithified sandstone, 
subarkosic to quartzwacke in composition, white to yellowish-white in color (Figures 
2.4-2.7). Grain size of individual beds ranges from medium-fine to fine, however. 
very rare coarse lenses occur. Bedding is decimetre scale with an average bed 
thickness of approximately 1 dm. Unit thickness of Facies E averages 5 metres with 
a range of 1.5 to 12 metres. Sedimentary structures include large-scale cross stratifi-
cation in the form of epsilon cross bed sets (Fjgure 2.4). These cross beds tend to 
. dip 10·15 degrees in an easterly direction, depending on local variations. Foresets 
are usually highlighted by variations in very fine sandstones. mudstones and terres-
trial organic debris. A loealized occurrence (near base of Section 1 on Cuqaluit Is-
land) of Facies E exhibits scour-and-fill structures (Figure 2.5). Scours (channels) 
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are 2 metres deep and approximately 10-15 metres wide. Other less common de-
. positional structures include isolated smalt~ea!e trough cross beds, ripple cross 
stratification (most common near the upper contact of beds), and a lew thin (<3-5 em) 
horizontally laminated beds. 
At some localities there are convolute laminae present in the upper 1-3 metres of 
units of Facies E (Figure 2.6) . Convolutions. outlined by fine sediment and terrestrial 
organic debris are defined by broad folds. Small, ( < 3-5 em in diameter) red .. 
mudstone rip-up clasts. which imply local erosion of poorly lithified ~ubstrate . are 
. .. 
common in beds located at the base of units of Facies E. Their abundance generally 
decreases upsection within each unit of Facies E. Siderite concretions (3-6 em in 
diameter) occur sporadically in units of Facies E. Bulbous calcite-cemented concre-
tionary sandstone(< 1 m thick) occurs rarely in beds of Facies E (Figure 2.7). Fossils 
in beds of Facies E include well-preserved ?Metaseouoja ~ogs (located above the 
first volcanic ash on Padloping Island). terrestrial plant debris and a rich assemblage 
of terrestrial palynomorphs (discussed in Chapters 3 and 4). 
Distribution 
Facies E is observed in all the stratigraphic sections except that measured on 
Durban Island. The basal contact of beds in this facies is always sharp w ith erosional 
evidence, rip up clasts. present. The upper contact is usually gradational to beds of 
subfacies C, or C2• HowEwer. when overtain by beds of Facies 8 or 0 theupper con-
tact is sharp. The single unit of Facies E containing fossil logs and fog debris (lo-
cated above Facies H on Padloping Island) has both a sharp upper and lower con-
tact with-beds-of--vofcanie--breccia-and Facies B. respectively. 
Process Interpretation 
· Deposition in channels by laterally migrating bars commonly produ~es sand de-
posits with lateral accretion surfaces - epsilon cross stratification (Walker and Cant,· 
1984; Allen, 1964). However, Allen (1964) states that lateral aceretion may also form 
• 
Figure 2.4 Facies E: Fine grained sandstone; epsilon cross sets dip 10-15 degree to 
the east (staff is marked in 0.5 m intervals) (Quqaluit Is.). 
Figure 2.5 Channel cut-and-fill and epsilon cross sets in Facies E (Quqaluit Is.). 
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Figure 2.6 Convolute lamination in Facies E. 
Figure 2. 7 Bulbous concretionary sandstone in Facies E. 
• 
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by the downcurrent, and lateral spreading, of channel bars by foreset addition. The 
scant presence of scour-and-fill structures in Facies E is ·supportive of bar 
migration(e.g. Allen, 1964). 
According to Gersib and McCabe (~981) channel sand thickness is roughly · 
equivalent to channel depth. Channels representing Facies E were approximately 2 
metres deep and were commonly eroding into previously deposited channel-fills to 
form stacked sands (Figure 2.5). 
Horizontally laminated sands within this facies formed at high velocities (high flow 
regime). Rare small-scale ripple cross stratification near the top of beds of Facies E 
are related to the migration of ripples as flow velocities decreased to lower flow re-
gime. Small-scale cross stratification in the middle of b~ds . of Facies E is related to 
small asym~etrfcal ripples formed by low intensity cu~ents. Normal grading within 
the sandstones of Facies E is a reflection of the decreased ability of the depositing 
medium to carry sediment during channel abandonment (e.g . Howell and Farm, 
1980). 
Contorted and convoluted bedding, caused by either syn-depositional or early 
post-depositional liquefaction (producing sediment which acts thixotropically), sug-
gests that Facies E sands may have formed by extremely rapid deposition with rela-
tively high pore pressures (Ayers, 1986; Collinson and Thompson, 1982; Gersib and 
· ~~~Cabe, 1981; Miall. 1977; and Ray, 1976). Liquefaction can be triggered by exter-
nal forces such as sudden uplift or earthquake activity possibly related to regional 
tectonic activity {Collinson and Thompson. f 982; Gersib and McCabe. 1981 ). Cal· 
cite-cemented concretionary sandstone beds present in Facies E form as a tesult of 
cementation by downward percolating fi~Jids {saturated with respect to CaC03); stra· 
· tigraphically controlled by fine-grained horizons, which acted ·as impermeable layers . 
. . 
stopping the How of fluids downward. Sandstones of. Facies E represent terrestrial, 
moderate to high energ~ channelized deposition. 
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Facies F: Arkosic Sandstone 
Description 
Facies F is a medium- to coarse-grained, arkosic to subarkosic light pink sand-
' stone (Figure 2.8); bedding is massive. The only sedimentary structures present 
were, rare small-scale trough cross beds found near the top of the section on Du{ban 
Island. Strata in the upper 9 metres of section on Durban Island coarsen upward. 
Organic matter present in beds of Facies F includes coniferous needles. terrestrial 
palynomorphs and terrestrial "planthash". 
Distribution 
The only in situ. occurrence of Facies F is on Durban Island where it is very poorly 
' 
exposed due to internal slumping and surface erosion. This facies apparently makes 
up more than 80% of the sedimentary strata on Durban Island. Very thickly bedded 
• 
strata ot Facies Fare well exposed in the upper 9 metres of the stratigraphic section. 
. --
Float samples (isolated cobbles) of Facies F are present on high cliffs above the 
-sedimentary strata on both Padloping and Ouqaluit islands. The lo.;;er contact of the 
single unit of Facies F, over beds of Facies 8 (mudstone) is sharp. The section ex-
amined is not overlain by any other strata. Clarke and Upton (1971 ). cite this unit of 
Facies F as being upwards of 250 metres thic~ However, this author's inyestigation 
indicates a thickness of only 86 metres; Clarke and Upton {1971) may have meas-
ured repeat section caused by faulting. 
Process Interpretation 
The characteristics of thi~ facies may suggest a very high energy deposit. how-
ever the single outcrop observed is very poorly exposed (only tentative interpreta-
tions are implied). Granitic rocks aro common sources for arkosic sediments (Pet-
. . 
tijohn, 1975); the strata of Facies F appear to occur as a thickwedge-shaped deposit 
which is fault-bounded to the east against a ?granite. Coarsening upward in the 
. . 
upper 9 metres of the section on purban Island may be in response to basinal tecton-
J 
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., 
ics. Progradation of sand bodies down-slope in an attempt to retain equilibrium in a 
subsiding basin will result in a deposit which c,parsens upward (Rust and Koster, 
1 984; Ethridge, 1985b, Heward, 1978). Facies F represents a high energy continen-
tal deposit. 
Facies G: Gravel-Supported Conglomerate 
Description 
A single outcrop (6 metres thick) of very poorly sorted, polymodal. gravel-sup- · 
ported conglomerate occurs in Quqaluit Island Section 1 (Figure 2.9). This yellow-
brown weathering conglomerate is composed of sub-rounded gneiss and granite 
boulders (approximately 20% of total volume) up to 0. 75 metres in diameter. and a 
gravel ma~rix composed of similar material and quartz pebbles. No sedimentary 
structures or organic matter were observed in the conglomerate. 
Distribution 
This facies comprises approximately 20% of Ouqaluit Island Section 1 (QU-O 1 A). 
The lower contaci of the only occurrence of the facies. over beds of what may be 
. 
Facies E (?),was not observed d irectly. Although lateral relationships could not be 
observed in detail, it appears that the conglomeratic body pinches to the west and 
may be lensoid in shape. The upper contact of this unit is sharp with beds of Facies 
8 (mudstone) which contain logs and organic debris of ?Metaseguoja: 
Process Interpretation 
According to Harms, Southard, and Walker (1982), polymodal, matrix-supported 
· gravel conglomerates with boulders arid no obvious preferred clast orientations. like 
Facies (:;, are deposited in extremely high-energy environments. Absence of grac!-
. ~ 
. 
ing. lamination, imbrication, and any internal sedimentary structures, along with the 
ma trix-supported nature of the gravel, according to Miall (1977) indicates deposition 
in a very hig~ energy sening, possibly, debris flows. 
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Figure 2.8 Facies F: Arkosic sandstone. 
Figure 2.9 Facies G: Gravel-supported conglomerate. 
-~. 
Facies H: Volcanic Ash 
Description 
33 
Moderate to well-sorted volcanic ash beds (Figure 2.1 0), consisting of volca~ic 
glass, minor quartz crystals and grains, feldspar and biotite crystals, and scattered 
lithic fragments (gneissic), constitute Facies H. The only sedimentary structure pres-
Q 
ent in Facies His slight normal grading. observed microscopically. Two petrologically 
distinct volcanic ashes · have been recognized. The ash on Padloping Island is 
dacitic, whereas the ash on Quqaluit Island is basaltic and contains marine palyno-
. morphs. 
Distribution 
Volcanic·ash occurs at the upper contact of ~ad loping Island Section 1 and Ouqal-
uit Island Section 1. The volcanic ash is found on Padloping Island in beds slightly 
over 2 metres in thickness s&par.ated by beds of Facie~~ (mudstone). Medium bed-· ' 
. · ded (10-20 em) volcanic ash is also present in Padloping Island Section 1 (located at 
' . . 
approximately the same stratigraphic level as the "main" volcanic ash beds). Upper 
.. 
and lower contacts of the ash beds are sharp; no internal scour surfaces were noted. 
Process l~terpretatlon 
... 
Facies H (Volcanic Ash) is interpreted as an air-fall ash. This is supported by li- · 
~ . tt1ology, sortjng andgraded bedding. Air-fall ashes are composed of at least 50% 
ash.-sizoo parti?les (< 2 mm) that are usoally ...,ell sorted (Best, 1982; Williams anct 
McBirnay, 1979). ~ased on the two ·petrologically different ashes, more than one 
phase:of ·"air-fall" occurred in the study area. The presence of marine palynomorphs 
indicates niarirre cond.itions at the .time of basaltic "air-fall" In the region. 
-2.3 Facies Associations 
five facies associations· (groups of facies that tend to· occur together and which 
... 
Figure 2.10 Facies H: Thin beds of Volcanic Ash interbedded with fine grained sedi-
ment on Padloping Island. 
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are genetically or environmentally related (Reading, 1978)) are identified and sum-
marized in Table 2.2. 
Eades Assocjatjon 1: Facies A (Coarse-Grained San"dstone. terrestrial deposits of 
sinuous-crested dunes) and C (Interbedded Sandstone and Mudstone. overbank 
deposits) constitute Facies Association 1. A number of terrestrial environments may 
represent Facies A. Given the lack of fine-grained sediment and many characteris-
tics of a terrestrial high energy environment. the possibilities include (a) alluvial fans, 
(b) braided streams or (C) meandering streams. However. the abundance of trough 
cross beds suggests a subaqueous origin in well confined channels, thereby ruling 
out (a}. 
Miall's (1977) classification of the various fluvial fac_ies in a braided depositional 
. 
environment states that a medium to very coarse-grained sand, which may have 
pebbles and sets of trough cross beds, forms by the migration of dunes in the lower 
flow regime. and is common in braided streams. Williams and Rust (1969) point out 
that pebbly beds and pebbly sands are commonly formed in high energy channel-bar 
complexes. The occurrence of Facies A directly on the Precambrian basement aids 
in ruling out possibility (c) listed above. Facies A represents deposits of s inuous 
crested dunes, possibly, in a,braided stream environment 
According to Williams and Rust (1969) deposits like subfacies C, are commonly . 
formed in relatively low-energy environments, Such as abandoned fluvial channels. 
Change in grain size from sand to silt and clay indicates waning flows. which com-
bined with lack _of evidence for traction deposition, is most consistent with deposition 
as overbank deposits · on a floodplain (Elliott, 1974; Miall. 1977; and Steel and 
Aasheim, 1978). Thin laminae of mud represent suspension sedimentation occur-
ring during the final stages of a flood cycle in pools of standing water in a fluvial envi-
ronment (Miall, 1977; Tunbridge, 1981). Subfacies C, r~presents floodplain deposits 
.. 
which were periodically interrupted by higher energy dei;osits. 
FACIES · 
A.i>SOCIA TION 
1 
2 
= 3 
4 
5 
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TABLE 2.2 
FACIES ASSOCIATIONS 
MAIN FACIES 
A {Coarse Grained 
Sandstone 
[Deposits of 
Sinuous Crested 
Dunes]) 
C (lnterbeddeg 
Sand~tone and Mud-
stone· ) 
[Ov~r6ank Deposits)) 
B (Mudstone [Pond 
Deposits]) 
D (Coal [Deposits 
. of Peat Swamps)) 
· C (as above) 
E (Medium Bedded 
Sandstone {Point 
Bar Deposits]) 
C (as above) 
F (Arkosic Sand ? 
· [Alluvial ? 
Fan]) ? 
G (Gravel Supported 
, Conglomerate 
[Debris Flow]) 
H (Volcanic Ash 
[Air-_fall Volcanic 
Ash]} 
L · 
INTERPRETATION 
BRAIDED 
STREAM 
# 
DEPOSITS 
BACKSWAMP 
DEPOSITS 
MEANDERING 
STREAM 
DEPOSITS 
DISTAL 
. ALLUVIAL FAN 
DEPOSIT 
VOLCANI-
CLASTIC 
DEPOSITS · 
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Subfacies. C2 is very similar to subfa<;ies C, and also represents overb_ank depos-
its. According to Tunbridge (1981) and Harms and Fa~nestock(1965) horizontaity 
laminated sands may represent deposits of high energy sheet flood deposits. How-
ever, E11iott (19741 points out .that rapidly alternating sands and muds of varying 
. thick~ess · i~plies deposition a ·n levees of river or stream banks. Levee deposits 
{sub facies C2 ?) are finer than channel deposits and are composed of very tine sand 
and silt with minor thin laminae of organic debris or clay (Coleman and Gagliano. 
1964). . . . ~ . · . . 
Grain size. bed thickness. domirianc?r-~rizontallamination .. andstratig.raphic 
relationships, suggest that strata of subfacies C3 were deposited as fluvial overbank 
flows (crevasse splays). similar to those described by Harms and Fahnestock (1965). 
Tunbridge (1981) and Walker and Cant (1984). Crevasse splay deposits form at h1gh 
flow velocities. shallow depth. and are typically sandy, fairly y;·ell sorted, and well 
stratified (Nilsen, 1982). 
Based on the stratigraphic position of Facies Association 1 (base of each meas-
ured section, where it unconformably overlies the Precambrian basement), lithology, 
terrestrial fossils, organic debris, grain size and sedimentary structures. it is sug-
gested that it represents the deposits of sinuous crested dunes (Facies A) and minor 
overbank fines (Facies C) in a braided stream environment. Facies Association 1 is 
termed the WBraided Stream Complex~. 
Facjes Assocjatjon 2: This facies association consists of mainly Facies B {Mudstone, 
\ . pond deposits), D (Coal. organic accumulations) and minor amounts of C (Interbed-
ded Sandstone and Mudstone. overbank deposits. discussed above). Based on 
I 
sedimentological and paleotological characteristics. Facies B (Mudstone}, formed in 
pools of standing water; in backswamp regions of a fluvial depositional environment, 
like Facies "Fsc" in Miall's (1977} classification of fluvial facies. Facies D (Coal) 
formed from organic accumulations-in peat swamps isolatea from clastic input. 
. I 
' 
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The:association of ponds. peat swamps and minor overbank sediments (quiet 
. . 
~ater deposition)~ absence of high energy deposits (i.e. Facies A or E). a~d abun-
dance of terrestrial organic matter and terrestrial fossils, suggests that Facies-Asso-
. • t • : - .-
ciation 2 most ~ikely formed in-backswamp regions of a fluvial depositional ~system. 
Facies Association 2 is termed the "Backswamp Complex". 
Eacjes AssQcjation 3: Facies E (Medium-Bedded Sandstone, terrestriaJ channel de-
. . -- -· 
. . 
posits) and Facies C (Interbedded Sandstone. and ~udstone, overbank deposits, 
discussed above) constitute Facies Association 3. Epsilon cross stratification in Fa-· 
cies E represents the lateral. migration of channels in a terrest~ial environment; most 
likely in a fluvial setting. Small-scale cross stratification in the midtile of beds of '-_ • 
. cies E_isrelated to small asym.melrical ripples form~d by. low intensity currents; these . '\ 
are sometimes fourJd in the middle part of point bar deposits (Ray, 1976; Hobday m 
.a.l-. 1981 ). Fining-upward se_guences, like beds of Facies E. are character.istic of fine-
grained fluvial deposits and most likely formed by point bar migration (McGowen and 
Garner, 1970; Steel p.nd Aasheirn, 1978). Th·e upward fining in units of-Facies E is 
, . 
the result of the lateral migr~tion of environments (i.e. channel floor, point bar, fiood 
· , 
plain) characterized by different grain sizes. The. relatively thick, massive sands of ·. 
~acies E that do not exhibit sedimentary structures, are interpreted as point bar de-
posits similar those described by Plint and Van de .Poll (1982). Their exp!anation for 
the lack of sedimentary structures. like beds decribed by Gersib and McCabe (1981 ). 
is due to relatively uniform grain· size and post-deposition in .siW liquefaction. Expo-
sure and oxidation of overbank sediments (Facies C) produced small siderite concre-
tions, wttrch aceording to Hobday §.1 af. (1981) are. abundant in point bar sands (Fa-
cies E). According to Ray(1976).convolute lamination can occur during the waning 
phase of a flood, in fluvial depositional settings. This author concludes that Facies E 
represents deposits of point-bars in a fluvial environment. , 
The anomalously thick (20 metres) unit of subfacies. C, in Padloping Island Sec-
-, 
( 
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tion 2 likely represents a sequence of vertical accretion deposits (overbank fines) 
which accumulated adjacent to stacked sand bodies (Facies E) that were being de-
posited in a. confined meander belt (e.g: Walker and Cant 1984). 
The presence of point-bar and overbank deposits in Facies Association 3 sug-
gests a fluvial setting; most likely a meandering stream environment. Facies Asso· 
ciation 3 is termed the "Meandering Stream Complex". 
Facjes Assocjation 4: Facies Association 4 consists of Facies F (Arkosic Sandstone. 
' 
high energy terrestrial deposit) and minor amounts? of FaCies C (Interbedded Sand· 
stone and Mudstone, overbank deposits, discussed above). The characteristics of . 
Facies F suggest a very high energy deposit; however the only section of Facies F is 
very poorly exposed. Possibilites for processes producing such a deposit include (a) 
pebris flows, (b) braided stream deposits, (c) alluvial fan deposits. The presumed 
small percentage of mud and sedimentary siructures. isolated occurrence, and strata 
thickness may suggest that Facies Association 4 represents a mid to distal deposit of 
an alluvial fan. The presumed lack of sedimentary structures and the sediment sort-
ing (moderate to well) rule out possibilities (a) and (b) respectively. According to Rust 
(1979) deposits of this type are of tectonic signifieance and indicate sharp terrestrial 
. . . 
relief at the time of deposition. Facies Association 4 is termed the "Distal Alluvial 
~- ..:--- •· 
Fan". 
Facjes Association 5: Facies G (Gravel-Supported Conglomerate, very high energy 
. . . ~ . . 
deposit, possibly a debris flow) ano Facies H (Volcanic Ash. air-fall ash) constitute 
Facies Association 5. Facies G. a very high energy deposit, may be a debris flow. A 
number of criteria for.debris flows, outlined by Nilsen (1982), apply to Facies G: (a) 
the composition of the conglomerate dictates that the source was near (i.e. the Pre· 
cambrian gneiss and the granitic body on Durban Island); (b) the deposit exhibits 
characteristiCS of a very high energy depositional environment; (C) poor sorting with a 
wide range of clast sizes; (d) sub-rounded clasts. indicating a short period of trans· 
• 
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· port prior to depOsition; (e) yeltow color and lack of organics and fossils suggesting 
, 
deposition in subarea! oxidizing conditions; (f) absence of sedimentary structure~; 
and (g) association with a fault-bounded sedimentary basin. Facies H (Volcanic Ash) · · 
is hydrodynamically interpreted as an air~fall ash. 
The association of two facies· which indicate high energy and tectonic activity in 
the region sugg~olcaniclastic-related origin. Facies Association 5 is termed 
• 
the ·volcaniclastic Complex". 
2.4 Synthesis of Environments of Deposition 
The stratigraphic sequence on Padloping, Quqaluit and Durban islands indicates 
initial deposition in a braided fluvial environment (Figure 2.11) which, on QuqaJuit and 
Padloping islands, is followed by deposition in a meandering fluvial environment 
. ~ 
{Figure 2.12). Paleocurrent direction was approximately to the north, based on cross 
bed measurements (Facies A and E) and the increase in thickness of braided and 
meandering stream deposits northward towards Ouqaluit Island. This change from 
braided to meandering deposition pattem is not uncommon in other similar se-
quences (e .g . the Fort Union Formation; Beaumont ,1979). In the Scat by Formation 
(M. Jurassic) of Yorkshire a similar change from braided stream deposits to meander-
ing stream deposits was attributed by Nami and Leeder ( 1978)' lo the reduction of 
stream gradients during the initial deposition stages following uplift . . 
An important consideration in this context is that vertical sequences may not be 
. . 
.,. . 
due entirely to the migration of laterally adjacent facies within a particular deposi-
tionai system (i.e. coal overlying polntbar sands). but rather to major changes in de· 
positional systems through time {McCabe, 1984). . The change in · river system 
(braided to meandering) reflects changes in discharge of the river, or ot slope, ·origi· 
' nating from tectonic, climatic or "et:tstatic changes. Tectonic movements in the local 
(} 
I 
I 
I • 
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Figure 2.11 Braided stream depositional environment. 
.. 
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Levee 
.L_::_;....~~Previously Deposited 
Lateral Channel Sand 
Figure 2.12 Meandering stream depositional environment. 
l 
• 
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source area may . have resulted in lowering th!3 source rocks relative to the drainage 
region or a lowering of gradient through time in the sedimentary basin and a change 
in fluvial pattern from btaided to meandering. 
. . 
Strata from all three is1ands have been correlat~ in stratigraphic sections which. 
use the upper contact (with basaltic breccia) as a datum (Figure 2.13). This was 
chosen because of the likelihood that these beds represent a geologically instanta· . 
neous e~eAt Upper strata (Facies F) on Durban Island are anomalous and repre· 
sent deposition in a separate depositional basin. Facies F (Distaf-A!Iuvial Fan) is of 
tectonic.significance and may represent a local deposit formed proximal to an u;')lilted 
. ' 
area. 
2.5 Sandstone Petrology 
Twenty-eight samples of ~andstones from outcrops on Padloping, Quqaluit, and 
. Durban islands '!\'ere thin-sectioned and stained fOf a variety of carbonate species 
(High Fe; Low Fe Calcite and Dolomite) using Alizarin RedS and potassium ferricya-
nide foUowing a staining method as stated In Adams .e.t al. ( 1984}. In these samples 
only low Fe calcite was found. Many samples were very poorly consolidated and 
. . . 
were therefore impregnated using blue epoxy .before thin sectioning. The blue dye 
facilitates recog~ition of pore space. A_ minimum of 500 points per thin section sup-
plied data on mineralogical composition. This number insures that for major constitu-
ents, the volume of observed constituents is within± 4.5% of the actual volume with 
.. ·a 95% .level of confidence (Van d~r Plas and lobi, 1965). Grain size and/or thin 
. . . . 4 
section condition allowed onfy 250 points for three samples (PD-0 fA-BASE. PD-01 B· 
09, and· P0-02A-58). Fra_gments counted in the analyses include: quartz. feldspar, 
mica, tourmaline, garnet, magnetite; organics, and lithic rock clasts (only granitic and 
gneissic rock clasts were present) . Clay matrix, calcite cement. hematite cement, 
and pore space were also counted (Appendix 8,). 
. . 
Section 1 Section 
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L_S_e_c_li_o_n_1-----::S:-e-c~t:-i o-n-::2~·15 k m _,___S_e_c_t i_o_n _ _. 
PADLOPI NG I SLAND DURBAN ISLAND 
~ 
~ 
ENVIRONMENT 
Volcaniclastic Complex 
Main "acies Include G and H . 
Distal Alluvial Fan 
Mai n "aci es Include F and C. 
Meandering Stream Comp lex 
Main Facies Include E and C. 
Backswamp Complex 
Main Facies Include B. D and C. 
Braided Stream Complex 
Main Facies Include A and C. 
vertical Scale 
Figure 2.13 Correlation of depositional complexes. 
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2.5.1 Detrital Modes 
Sandstone samples have been classified according to McBride (1963). Wackes, 
those samples containing more than 15% matrix are·classified according to Folk 
(1 980). This classification allows best representation of data (referring to apices of 
triangles for plotting detrital mode data) since the only lithic rock fragments present 
are granitic or gneissic . . Granite and gneiss are the two rock types presumed to be 
the source for the sandstones. In McBride's ( 1963) classification, the majority of the 
sandstones from this study fall in the arkose and subarkose fields. Sandstones from 
Durban Island (Facies F) fall in the subarkose and arkose categories (Figure 2.14). 
Sandstones from Ouqaluit Island (only 3samples) fall in three separate categories, 
quartzarenite (Facies E), subarkose and lithic subarkose (Facies A), with the mean 
., . 
composition falling in the subarkose field (Figure 2.14). Padloping Island sandstones 
have varied compositions, most plotting near the quartz pole (Figure 2.14); the mean 
composition of these sands is subarkosic. Padloping Island sandstones with >"15% 
clay matrix (Figure 2.15) include quartzwa,ckes. and mora commonly, quartz-rich 
feldspathic greywackes (subfacies C3 and Facies A and E). 
. 2.5.2 Framework Grains .;,~ . · 
Quartz is the most abundant framework grain present in all the sandstones; it 
ranges from 37% to 89% of the total rock volume (Appendix B,). Monocrystalline 
quartz is dominant with potycrystalline quartz found in only very small percentages 
(< 3% rock volume}. 
. • 
Feldspar, both alkali and plagioclase. is common; plagioclase is far more common 
· than orthoclase . . Carlsbad and albite twinrling are common in the plagioclase feld-
spars. Microcline, exhibiting polysynthetic twinning, is the most common alkali feld · 
· spar. 
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QUARTZ · DURBAN ISLAND 
QUARTZ 
QUARTZ PADLOPING ISLAND 
SUB ARKOSE 
,. SUBLITHARENITE 
10% 
25% 
FELOSPATHIC 
LITHIC ARKOSE LITH.ARENITE ROCK FRAGMENTS 
10% 
Figure 2.14 Detrital plots for sandstones(·= mean composition). 
/ 
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PADLOPING ISLAND 
' QUARTZ 
QUARTZWACKE 
FELDSPAR 1:1 ROCK FRAGMENTS 
' 
Figure 2.15 Detrital plot for Padloping Island sandstones with > 15% clay matrix; 
(*• mean composition). 
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Rock fragments consist of clasts of weathered granite and gneiss; both are sus-
pected source· rocks for the sediments. Detrital heavy minerals include tourmaline, 
garnet. and magnetite .. Biotite and muscovite compose < 5:0 of total rock volume 
(muscovite is more commori than biotite). ...(', 
2.5.3 Matrix and Cement 
Sandstones which contain > 15% clay matrix are termed wackes {Folk, 1980). 
The only wackes identified during the study were from Padloping Island. Many of the 
. ·; . . 
• J · 
unconsolidated sands from Ouqaluit Island appear to be wackes, however. inability 
to sample precluded thin section determination. 
Cements (calcite, hematite, and quartz overgrowths) contribute from 0% to 44% 
of total rock volume. Hematite cement is'fo~nd only in sandstones from Durban Is· 
. . 
land. Sec;ondary calcite cement is observed only in sandstones from Padloping Is· 
land and represents precipit~tion under diagenetic conditions that were unusual for 
the sediments in this study. Quartz overgrowths were observed in some samples; 
however, they were diHicult to discern and so their abundance is probably underesti· 
mated. 
2.5.4 Grain Size, Sorting and Texture 
The grain sizes (visual estimation) of the samples studied in thin section are: 
medium to very coarse for Facies A, very fine to medium for Facies C, very fine to 
. 
very coarse for Facies E {only three samples). and medium to very coarse for Facies 
. . ' ' . . . 
F ~ Sorting of these sandstones varies considerably (very poor to well), however, the 
majority of the sandstones are poorty sorted. All samples exhibit suba11gular to an· 
gular grain sh3Pes. 
2.5.5 Petrologic Summary 
The higher percentages of heavy minerals in the Durban lsland sandstones (no 
,. 
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finer than other sandstones from other areas in this study) probably represents closer. 
proximity to the granitic source. Her:natite cement found in Durban Island samples. 
forms from the removal of approximately 1% Fep3 by intense weathering and leach-
ing of the c6mmon iron-rich minerals such as magnetite. ilmenite, biotite. and horri-
btende (Greensmith, 1979). In this case from the local granitic source .rock located 
adjacent to the sediments. 
The absence of sedimentary rock fragments. the prominence of gneissic and 
granitic rock fragments and the angularity of clasts in the sandstones of this study 
strongly suggests only one cycle of weathering_ and deposition. The prominent lithol-
ogy represented lies in the quartz-rich subarkose to arkose category. However. as in 
the fluvial facies of the PorrHood Formation (e.g. Gersib and McCabe, 1981) few 
differences in composition between sandstones of different facies are present. 
. . . I 
· 2.6 Reservoir Rock Potential 
. The environments· of deposition for the strata in this study are mainly fluviatile. · 
Fluvial sedimentary sequences often constitute significant hosts for hydrocarbons 
(Ethridge. 1985a); the largest oil producing field in North America, Prudhoe Bay, is 
reservo.ired in braided stream deposits. 
.. 
Fluvial depositional systems produce hydrocarbon reservoirs which are highly 
variable. Galloway and Hobday (1983) state that braided river deposits produce 
abundant potential reservoir rocks but lack good seals; meandering deposits, on the 
other hand. have smaller reservoirs with adequate sealing roc.ks present. 
Porosity estimates have been made for all sandstones. on Ouqaluit. Padloping. 
and Dur1:)an islands. During point counts for-sandstone petrolOQY. pore spaces were 
counted taking great care not to include voids due to plucking. Appendix B, ex-
presses pore percentages in terms of to tar rock volume. Porosities range from 0% to 
more than 24% in sandstones varying in grain size and composition . . According to 
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Levorsen's ( 1967) classification, porosities of 5-10% are poor. 10-15% fair, 15-20% 
good, and 20-25% very good. Some sandstones, especially on Durban Island. have 
. 
good to very good intergranular poros ity .~.., 
Detailed measurements tor permeability have not been made, however, using the 
porosity values for these samples, general estimates of permeability have been 
made; the majority of the s_andstones have good (1 0-100 millidarcys) permeabilities. 
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CHAPTER 3 
PALEOBOTANY, PALYNOLOGY AND OTHER ORGANIC MATIER 
3.1 Introduction 
Paleobotany and palynology have been employed for age determination of the 
strata exposed on the southeast coast of Baffin Island. Previous works, based solely 
on paleobotany report these sediments as Paleocene in age (McMillan. 191 O; Clarke 
and Upton, 1971). 
lfis a long and well understood fact that oil and gas are formed by the thermal 
maturation of organic matter (levorsen, 1967). Information concerning the type of. 
. . I 
organic matter leads to conclusions about the type of hydrocarbons that potentia! 
. source rocks may prbvid_e. Organic matter observed in polished blocks of coal and 
mudstone samples and in palynology strews has been utilized for organic mat1er typ-
ing and organic maturation assessment. 
A source rock is defined as any fine-grained rock which. on the basis of organic 
richness and maturity is believed to be presently, or formerly, capable of expelling 
. . 
petroleum (levorsen, 1967). The basic requirements for a source rock are : (1} or-
1 
ganic richness. (2) organic type, and (3) maturity (Tissot and Welte. 1978). Sourco 
rocks are commonly classified on the basis of chemical composition and ratio of H/C 
to 0/C (Gutjahr, 1983); however, these chemical analyses are very time consuming 
and expensive. Microscopic techniques also permit recognition of source rock qual-
ity. 
According to Waples (1982) the two most commonly used parameters for measur-
ing thermal maturity ·Of potential source rocks are thermal alteration index (T AI) and , 
vitrinite reflectance (%Ro). However, Oembicki (1984) points out, in an interlabora-
tory comparison of source rock data. that most methods of source rock analyses are 
subject to much error. Also, Heroux, e.t al: (1979) state that there is no known ther-
mal parameter which is self-sufficient in hydrocarbon exploration. TAl and %Ro are 
., 
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employed for organic maturity assessment. 
3.2 Paleobotany· 
Samples of tree bark, woody detritus, petrified wood, coniferious needs. and fern 
impressions were analysed by J. Bassinger (University of Saskatchewan) for taxo-
n_omic affinities and age determination (Table 3.1 ). 
Logs of ?Metaseauoja are preserved as wood. some lignitic, and locally by per- · 
mineralization through silica replacement. Organ ic matter of th is typ!:, coniferous 
needles, fern frond impressions, _and "planthash" is pr.esant in beds of Facies C, B 
and D (overbank and backswamp). however, fossil IO!;JS are only found above the 
debris flow -on Ouqaluit Island and above the first volcanic ash on Padloping Island.-
3.3 Palynology 
3.3.1 Methods 
Processing 
_Over 150 samples were collected from freshly exposed strata on Padloping, 
"Quqaluit and Durban islands; fifty samples, representing the various lithologies and 
facies of the section, have been processed and examined for palynomorphs and 
other organic debris (Appendix C,). · 
Before preparation, all samples received a five digit laboratory number (Appendix 
C,} identifying the sample and year of processing. Consolidated samples were 
washed in distilled water. scrubbed with a wire brush, and air dried for approximately 
twelve hours; many of the samples were poorly consolidated and washing was not 
possible. Samp:les were then wrapped in aluminum foil, crushed to mill~m~te r size. 
weighed (15 gm for shales, siltstones and coals. 30 gm for sands and sandstones, 
. and 60 gm for volcanic ash) and placed in labelled 250 ml beakers. Before chemical 
treatment four tablets each containing 12,100 .± 400 Lycooodjum grains (Stock· 
marr, 1971) were added to each crushed sample to provide an estimate of 
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TABLE 3.1 
SUMMARY OF PALEOBOTANICAL ANALYSES 
(" indicates samples located above the first volcanic ash) 
Sample Description Affinity Possible Age 
PD-01803 Con iferous ?Eiatjdes Aptian-Albian 
PI.1Fig. 2 needles 
·eo-018-15 Tree bark Taxodiaceae Cretaceous -
Tertiary 
"PD-LOG .Permineral - ?MetaseQuoia oceloo Paleocene -
Pl.1 Fig. 1 ized wood ?Giyptostrobus Eocene 
QU-2 Root unidentifiable 
• P1.1 fig . 4 
QU-5 Fern Frond ?Gieichenjtes Early 
P1.1Fig.7 Cretaceous 
OU-6 Fern Frond ?Cladophlebis Early 
P1.1 Fig . 6 Cretaceous 
PD-2a Leaflets ?Podozamites Early .. 
P1.1 Fig. 3 Cretaceous 
PD-2b Fern Frond ?Gieicbenites · Early 
P1.1 Fig. 5 Cretaceous 
.. 
,.. 
,, I 
v, 
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palynomorph concentrations. 
To remove carbonates 100-150 ml of 20% hydrochloric acid was added to each 
sample . . Methal)ol was used to control any excessive effervescence. The sample 
was left tor approximately 8-10 hours until the reaction was complete. Samples were 
· ~entrifuged and the acid decanted. Distilled water was added, centrifuged and de-
canted to remove all remaining hydrochloric acid. At least1hree washings were nee· 
essary to neutralize the sample. 
Hydrofluoric (HF) acid was used to remove silicates in the samples. Sam~les 
were left in 150 ml of H~ for 8 to 12 hours then washed in distilled water, centrifuged 
. and decanted three times. Residues were t~en examined to determine the quantity 
of organic and remaining mineral mqtter. Prior to sieving, a slide (1 . of 5) of this 
unoxidized, unsieved sample was prepared. Darvan (1 00 ml) was added to particu-
iarly mud-rich samples prior to sieving. Darvan removes the < 3 um particles and 
speeds up processing. Few samples,..required this step and no noticeable difference 
in the percentage of total organic matter in treated samples was detected. A ·slide. of 
the darvan residue contained 99% clay m~tter and very fine organic matter; no paly-
nomorphs were present in the darvan residue. 
Samples were then sieved through a 10 urn screen using a technique described 
by Cw'ynar et al. (1979). Prior to oxidizing, a slide {2 of 5) was mounted of this 
sieved. but unoxidized, sample. In addition, about 5 ml of-the residue was placed in 
a labelled vial with 2 drops of phenol. Wet mounts of s·amples were microscopically 
examined to determine the amount of time required for oxidation in "Schultz" solution. 
The time limitations were based upon the color of the palynomorphs present in each 
• sample. It the palynomorphs were black the sample wa$ placed in ScHultz solution 
for 5 minutes; if they were brown, 3 minutes; and if yellow only 1 minute. 
· About 20 ml .of Schultz solution was added to samples in a 50 ml test tube and 
then stirred. Samples were washed and centrifuged three times. While wash-
'' I 
/ \ .. 
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ing and sieving for the final time 1 0% potassium carbonatf' was added to the oxi-
dized samples briefly and then washed out with distilled water. The ~ample was then 
re-examined under a microscope. If loo sandy, heavy liquid was employed to sepa-
rate the organic fraction followed by decanting as outlined above. Samples (3. 4 and-
. / 
5 of 5) were mounted. , 
To mount slides one drop of .sample was placed upon a glass coverslip with three 
drops of polyvinyl alcohol and ~pread evenly with a toothpick. The sample was le.tt to 
drY _tor approximately 2 hours. Once dry. two drops of Elvacite (Dupont) were placed 
upon the residue on the coverslip and then turned over onto the glass slide. The 
coverslip was allowed to settle on the slide where it was left to dry f~r approximately 8 
hours. To preserve residues. _2 drops of phenol were placed in a labelled vial with 
remaining sample. 
Identification and Statistics 
A Reichert Zetopan microscope. serial number 341717, with a Reichert Photo· 
automatic camera was used for strew examination and palynomorph identificatio~s . 
Photographs were taken using black and white, Kodak. PX 135, ISO 125 film, with 
the optics set for interference contrast. 
Slides were scanned on at least ten horizontal traverses; total counts of palyno-
morphs were taken to 200 grains not including the grains of the Lycopodium tracer . 
... 
The abundance, type and condition of organic matter other than palynomorphs were 
also noted. 
r 
Confidence limits (0.95 confidence level} (error bars on pollen diagrams, Figures 
3.1 ·3.5, in pocket) for relative frequency abu'ndance are calculated from equation: 
p(0 . 95~~m~~) = (Z + (K2/2N} ± K I {(Z(1 -Z)/N +~K2/4N2)} 
1 +{K2/N) 
(N = the number of grain~)n the count) ,, 
1.• 
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where Z is the relative percent abundance of a taxon and K is a constant equal to 
1 .96 (Maher 1972). 
Statistics have been calculated to det~rmine the diversity and evenness of spe-
cies contained in each sample (Appendix C2) . Beerbowec and Jordan (1969, p. 
1186) define diverSity as the "number of equally common taxa" and they state (p. 
1196) "reflect both the number of taxn present and their proportional abundance." 
Diversity. H'~ .is given by the formula tor the "Shannon-Wiener Index" .(Pmlou, 
1966; p. 290) ; 
s 
H'= -_m ln(p;) 
L=1 
"where p, is the proportion of the community that belongs to the im species." S equals 
the number of species in the _assemblage. The units given here are not impor~ant as 
long as consistancy is practiced in the base of the logs (Pielou. 1966). 
The sampling variance of diversity is given by; 
s 
G H~;:; 1/ N (lB' (In p' )2 - H' 2 
i=1 
where n1 is the number of individuals in taxon i and s' is the number of species 
counted-in a count of N grains and P,=njN (Pielou 196p}. 
. . \ . 
Evenness, which is dependant upon diversity, is a measure of the equitability of 
probabilitl~s for palynomorphs in a particular sample (Svrtlen 1982). Evenness may 
be expressed as a ratio between the previously calculated diversi ty H ' and the num-
ber of species in a sample. Evenness. E, is represent~ by_; . 
E=H'/In s 
'< .'. . 
. ... 
. · . 
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and the sampling variance of evenness is represented by; 
a E 2 = a H~ /(In· s)2 
. This statistical information (Appendix Cr Figures 3.1-3.5) can be used in 
I 
paleoecologic analysis as an aid for defining environment3! boundaries. However, 
due to transportation and selective preservation these statistics may not directly re-
late to the sites where plants grow. 
• i.-4 
.. 
3.3.2 Systematics 
As the ph¥1e~ic affinities of fossil_ palynomorphs can rarely be determined w ith cer-
tainty, most classification scl'lemes (morphological) are somewhat artificial. 
A morphologicalclassification system is used'in this study. Paleo~cological or 
. . . . . / · , 
phyletic affinities are not inferred. This classific~tion scheme is that of~rden (1982) 
and Burden and H ills (in prep.) and is based on the ta)(onomic key of Burden and 
. . 
Hills (in prep.) of.-the Lower Cretaceous of western Car1ada. Palynomorphs a re sub· 
divided into the following groups and subgroups: 
TERRESTRIAL PALYNOMORPHS 
Trilete Spores 
Monolete Spores · 
tnaperturate P6Uen . 
Bisaccate Pollen 
Monosulcate Pollen 
Tricotpate ~ollen 
Tricolporate Pollen 
Triporate Pollen · 
Periporate ·Pollen 
.I 
\ 
.. 
FUNGAL REMAINS 
MARINE MICROPLANKTON 
Chorate Dinoflagellates 
Proximate Dinoflagellates 
Cavate Dinoflagellates . 
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The entry for each taxon includes a photogr~ph, selected synonymy. a short de-
scription for some specimen~ classified only to the generic level. worldwide range. 
occurrence in this study, relative abundance, and any specializ,ed characteristics 
unique to this study. 
The species from Padloping, Ouqaluit and Durban islands, are illustrated as paly-
' 
nomorph co~.,~nts in Appendix D. 
TERRESTRIAL PALYNOMORPHS 
~ -
Trilete Spores 
Genus Polycjpgylatjsporjtes Simoncsics and -Kedves 
emend. Playford and Dettmann. 1965 
Type Species: Polycjngulatjsporjtes cjrculus Simoncsics and Kedves. 1961. 
Polycingy!atjsporjtes sp. cf . .e,.r~djatus Singh, 1971 
Pl. 2 Fig. 1 ~-
J } Selected Synonymy: 
-1971 Pglycjngy!atjsporjtes radjatys Singh, p. 131. pl. 18. f igs. 4-7 . 
.I 
Remarks: The single specimen observed, resembles Po!ycjngy!atjsporjtes radjalus. 
however, itis corroded and therefore assignment to this species is questionable . .e.. 
radjatys is reported from the early Aptian to late Albian _(Burden and Hills, in prep.): · 
The single occurrence of this taxon is in a sample from a bed of Facies C (overbank) 
located below the debris flow on Ouqaluit Island . 
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Genus Djstaltrjaoguljsporjtes Singh, 1971 
Type Species: Distaltrjangyljsporjtes perolexus (Singh) Singh, 1 \}71. 
Djstaftriangulisporjtes perolexus {Singh) Singh. 1971 • 
Pi. 2 Fig. 2 · 
SelecteQ Synony~y: · 
1964 AppendiCjsporjles perplex us Singh, p. 55. pL 5, figs. 6·9. 
1971 DjSta!trjanguljsrjorjtes pigrplexus (Si.ngh) Singh, p. 89, pl. 12, f igs. 1 ·6. 
1975 Distaltriangulisporites perolexus {Singh) SinQh; Brideaux and Mcintyre. 
p . 16, pl. 2, fig. 40. 
1982 Qjsta!trjangulisporites oemlexu::~ (Singh) Singh; Burden. 
p. 183,pl. 9, figs. 17-20. 
Remarks: The reported range for this species ~s Valanginian to late Albian (Burden , 
'- 1982). Specimens in this stuqy are 5-S;m larger than Singh's {1964)maximuj-'size 
0 0 
(4? jJm) for the species. This taxon is present (in very low abu~dance ; 2 speCimens). 
in a ~mple from a bed ofF acies C (overbank) from below the debris flow on Ouqaluit 
· · Island. 
Qjstaltrjanguljsporjtes jrregularjs Singh, 1971 
Pl. 2 Fig.~ 
Selected Synonymy: 
HH1 Qjstaltrjanguljsporjtes jrregylarjs Singh, p. 91, pl. 12, figs. 10-13'. 
~· • 1982 Dista!trjangyljsporites jrreaylarjs Singh; Burden, p . 185, pl. 9, figs. 23·26. 
Remarks: Burden (1982·) reports a range of late Berriasian to Alb ian for 
Qjsta!trjangyljspodtes jrregularjs. Only two specimens, each, in a sample from .~ bed 
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of Facies C (overbank) located below the debris flow on Ouqaluit Island were ob-
served. 
Genus Pensoisoorites Weyland and Krieger emend. 
Dettmann, 1963 
Type species: Qensojsporjtes yelatus Weyland and Kreiger, 1953 . 
. Densoisporjtes roicrorugulatus Brenner. 1963 
Pl. 2 Fig. 4 
Selected Synonymy: 
1966 Densojsporjtes mjcrorugulatus Brenner ; Burger, 
p. 253, pl. 22. figs. 1. 2; pl. 23, fig. 1. 
1971 P~nsojsporjtes mjcrorugulatys Brenner; Singh, 
p . 46, pl. 3, figs.11, 12. 
1975 Qensojsporjtes mjcroruaulatys Brenner;Brideaux and Mcintyre, 
p. 16, pl. 3, fig. 4. 
1980 Densojsporjtes miCrorugulcitus Brenner; Wingate, p. 11, pl. 2. fi~J. 9. 
1982 Oensojspprjtes mjcrorygylatys Brenner; Burden, p. 306, pl. 24, figs. 12, 13. 
Remarks: According to Burden (1982) the range for Qensojsporjtes mjcrorugulatus 
is Berriasian to Albian. This species occurs (1 c3 specimens/sample) in samples from 
beds pf Facies C, Band D (overbank and backswamp) on all three islands. ·It occurs 
once (corroded) in a sample from a bed of Facies B (backswamp) located above the 
., . 
debris flow on Ouqaluit Island. 
Genus Appendic;isporjtes Weyland and Krieger, 1953 
Type Species: Appendicisporites tricuspidatus Weyland and Greifeld, 1953. 
Apoondjcjsporjtes bjfyrcatys Singh, 1964 
{ . 
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Pl. 2 Fig. 5 
Selected Synonymy: 
1964 Appendjcjsporjtes bjfurcatus Singh, p. 54, pl. 5, figs. 1·5. 
1971 Appendjcjsporjtes bjfurcatus Singh; Singh, p. 56, pl. 4, figs. 3-5. 
1975 Appepdicisporjtes bj!urcatus Singh; Brideaux and Mcintyre,. 
p. 15, pl. 2, fig. 10. 
1975 Appeodjcjsporjtes bjfurcatus Singh; Srivastava • 
. p. 12, pl. 3, figs. 8-1 o. pl. 4, figs. 1-8. pl. 5, figs . 1-3 . 
. Remarks: Specimens in this study resemble more closely Singh's (197'1) assignment 
than his earlier 1964 assignment. Appendjcjsporites bjfurcatus is restricted to the 
middle and late Albian of Western Canada (Singh, 1964): Srivastava ( 1975) reports . 
a North American range of Bauemian~Cenomanian . This species is rare in the 
samples examined from the study area and occ;:urs only three times in samples from 
beds of Facies D and C (backswamp and overbank) located below the first volcanic . 
ash on Padloping _Island and below the debris flow on Quqaluit Island. 
Appendjcisporjtes prob!ematicus (Burger) Singh, 1971 
Pl. 2 Fig. 6 
Selected Synonymy: 
""" 
1966 Plicate!! a problematjca Burger; p. 245, pl. 10, fig. 3. 
1971 Appendjcisporjtes problematjcus (Burger) Singh, p. 63, pl. 6, figs. 1-6. 
1975 Appendjcjsporjtes prob!ematjcus (Burger) Singh; Sriva'stava, 
p. 17, pl. 9, figs. 3, 4. 
1982 Armendjcisporjtes prob!ematicus (Burger) Singh; Burden, 
: p. 206, pl. 11,figs. 9, 10. 
Remarks: Like Appendjcjsporjtes bifurcatus Singh. Appeodjcjsporjtes oroblematjcUs 
(Burger) Singh is well preserved. However, A.-problematjcus is much more .frequent 
/ 
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than A- bilatera!js occurring in samples from beds of Facies D and C (backswamp 
and overbanf<\ from Padloping and Quqaluit islands and a single occurrence in a 
sample from a bed of Facies F (distal alluvial fan). Corroded specimens (1 -2 speci-
. mens/samples) occur in a sample from a bed of Facies B (backswamp) locqted . 
above the debris flow on Quqaluitlsland. A- problematjcus is found in Berriasian to 
Albian strata of Western Canada (Singh, 1971) and in Berriasian and Valanginian 
strata of Holland (Burger, 1966). 
Genus Murospora Somers, 1952 
Type Species: Murosoqra kosankej Somers, 1952. 
Murospora mesozojca Pocock, ·1961 
Pl. 2 Fig. 7 
,.Selected Synonymy: 
1961 Murospora mesozojca Pocock, p. 1233, text-fig. 1. figs. 3-5. 
1982 Murospora meSozojca Pocock; Burden. p. 21 o. pl. 11, figs. 13, 14. 
Ae.marks: . The North American range for MuroSpora mesozojca is Portlandian to 
Albian (Burden, 1962). This speciesoccurs in. only two samples in the study area. 
Both occurrences are below the first volcanic ash and are in a cqal sample (Facies D) 
(2 specimens) and a sample from a bed of Facies B (backswamp mudstone) (~ 
specimen) located on Padloping Island. 
Genus Tri!obOsoorjtes Pant. 1954 ex. Potonie', 1956 . 
. . 
. Type Species: Tri!Qbospodtes hannonjcys (Delcourt and Sprumont) Potonie', 1956. 
Trjlobosporjtes hannpnjcys (Delcourt and Sprumont) Potonie', 1956 
Pl. 2 Fig. S 
· Selected Synonymy: 
. . 
1963 Trj!obosporjtes hannonjCus (petcourt and Sprumont) . Potonie'; Delcourt, . 
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Dettmann and-Hughes, p . 288, pl. 43, figs. 9, 10. · 
1982 Irilobosporjtes haoooojcus (Oelcourt and Sprumont) Potonie'; Burden, 
p. 211,pl.11. figs.15-16. 
1984 Tri!obosporjtes hannonicus (Delcourt and Sprumont) Potonie'; Burden. 
p. 265, fig. 11 e. 
Remarks: This species occurs in Valanginian to middle Albian strata: (Burden and 
Hills, in prep.)~ Trj!obosoorjtes bannonjcus is very rare; only thre·e specimens in three 
separate samples from beds of Facies B (backswamp) and Facies C (overbank)) lo -
·. cated below the first volcanic ash on Padloping Island were observed. 
Genus lmpardecjspora Venkatachala, Kar and Raza, 1968 
. Type Species: lmpardecjspora apjyerrucata (Couper) Venkatachala, Kar and Raza, 
1968. 
lmpqrdecjspora trjbotrys (Dettmann) Venkatachala, Kar and Raza. 1968 
Pl. 2 Fig. 9 
Selected Synony·my: · 
..... 
· 1963 Trjlobosporties trjbotr:ys Det1mann. p. f31, pl. 12. figs. 10-14. 
1982lrilpardecjspora trjbotrys (Dettmann)Venkatachala, Kar and Raia ; Burden, 
p. 221, pl. 13, figs. 1 0-11 . 
Remarks: Ac~rding to Burden (1982) the range of this species is not well. dofined. It 
occurs in the middle to late Albian in northwestern Alberta {Singh, 1971), however it 
also occurs in . both younger and older strata from Australia and Siberia (Dettmann, 
1963). This species occurs only once (highly corroded) in a · samp le .of · Facies· B .· 
· (backswamp) taken from a .bed located above the debris flow on Ouqaluit Island . 
• 
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Genus Sestrosporjtes·Dettmann, 1963 
Type Species: Sestrosoorjtes jrregylatus (Couper) Dettmann. 1963. 
Sestrosporjtes pseudoalyeolatus (Couper) Dettmann, 1963 
Pl. 2 Fig. 10 
Selected Synoymy: 
1958 Qjogulatjsporjtes pseudoalyeolatus Couper, p. 147, pl. 25, figs. 5, 6. 
1963 Sestrosporjtes pseUdoalyeolatys (Couper) Dettmann, p. 66, pl. 13 , figs. 11 -16. 
1964 Hymenozoootriletes pseudoa!yeolatys (Couper) Singh, p. 83, pl. 10. figs. 1-3. 
· 1971 Sestrosporjtes pseydoalyeolatys (Couper) Dettmann; Singh, 
p. 44, pl. 3, figs. 3-7. 
1982 Sestrosporites pseudoalyeolatys (Couper) Dettmann; Burden, 
p. 222. pl. 13, figs. 14-15 .. 
Remarks: Singh (1971) reports a composite worldwide range of Bajocian to early 
.. 
Cenomanian for Sestrosporjtes pseudoalyeolatus. Only two specimens were ob-
{ . 
served in this study. Both specimens of are in a sample from a bed of Facies C 
(overbank) located below the debris flow on Ouqaluit Island. 
Genus G!e jchenjjd jtes Ross 1949 ex Delcourt and Sprumont emend. Dettmann. 
1963 
Type Species: G!ejcbeojjdjtes senonjcus Ross. 1949. 
Gle jcheniid jtes senonjcus Ross, 1949 
Pl. 2 Fig . 11 
I 
Selected Synonymy: 
1958 Glejchenjjdjtes senonjcus Ross; Couper, p. 138, pl. 19, figs. 13.· 15 . 
· 1964 Glejchenjjdjtes senanjcus Ross; Singh, p. 69, pl. a. figs. 1 o, 1 1. 
1965 Glejchenjjdjtes s_enonjcys Ross; McGregor, p . 30, pl. 10, fig . 6. 
1966 Glejcheniidjtes seponjcys Ross; Burger, p. 239, pl. 3, fig. 5. 
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1971 Glejcbeojjd!tes senoojcus Ross; Singh, p. 97. pl. 14, fig. 1. 
1973 Gleicheojjdjtes seoonjcus Ross; Hopkins and Balkwill. 
p. 14. pl. 10 fig . 23. 
1974 G!ejcbeniidi!es seoonjcus Ross; Hopkins. p. 12, pl. 2, fig. 22. 
1975 G!ejcheojjdjtes seoonjcus Ross; Srivastava, p. 41. pl. 18. figs. 7-15 . 
1980 Glejcheojjdjtes seooojcys Ross; Wingate. p. 21, pL 8, fig . 10. 
1982 Glejcbeoiidjtes serwnicys Ross; Burden. p. 22~. pl. 13, fig . 20. 
Remarks: The range for this cosmopolitan taxon is Jurassic and Cretaceous world· 
wide (Burden , 1982). This spore occurs (1-15 specimens/sample) in almost every 
sample. both above and below the first volcanic ash on Padloping Island and both 
above and below th~ debris flow on Ouqaluit Island. It is very abundant (up to 25 
specimens present) in samples from beds of Facies Band D (backswamp). 
Genus Foveog!ejcheojjdjtes Burger. 1976 . 
Type species: Eoyeoglejchenjjdjtes coofossus (Hedlund) Burger, 1976. 
. . ' . 
Eoveog!ejcbeojjdjtes confossus (Hedlund) Burger, 1976 
Pl. 2 Fig. 12 
Selected Synonymx: 
1983,foyeoglejcbeoj jdjtes confossus (Heolund) Burger; Singh, p. 39, pl. 4 , fig. 3. 
Remarks: According to Singh(1983) the range of this taxon is Albian and Cenoma-
nian. The single specimen observed. in a sample from a bed of Facies B . 
(backswamp), located below the debris flow on Ouqaluit Island. is 9 }'m larger than 
Singh's (1983) specimens (Singh's (1983) specimens measure 30 ym in maximum 
equatorial diameter). 
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Genus Lycooodjacjdjtes Couper emend. 'Potonie", 1956 
Type Species: Lycopodjacjdjtes bullereosjs Couper, 1953. · 
Lycopodjacjdjtes cana!jcu!atus Singh, 1971 
Pl. 2 Fig. 13 
Selected Synonymy: 
1971 Lycopodiacjdjtes canaljculatus Singh, p . 38, pl. 1, fig. 15. 
Remarks: Singh (1971) reported this species from the middle and late Albian in the 
Peace River area of Alberta. Only two specimens, ea~h in !'NO separate samples 
' from beds of Facies C (overbank) located below the debris flow.on Ouqaluit Island, -
,.. 
were observed. 
Genus Hamulatjsporjs Krtuzsch, 1959 
Type Species: Hamu!atjsporjs hamu!atjs Krutzsch; 1959. 
Hamu!atjsporjs sp. ? 
Pl. 2 Fig. 14 
Remarks:. The single broken specimen in this study dO€$ not have a proximal face, 
therefore accurate species assignment cannot be made. ·The specimen occurs in a 
sa111ple from a bed of Facies B (backswamp) located above the debris flow on Ouqal-
uit l~and.· SJ.one_ (1973) and Wilson (1978) state that Hamu!atjsporjs hamy!atjs oc-
curs in uppe~ Campanian to Eocene strata in both Europe and North America. 
·Genus Cjqatrjcosjsgorjtes. Pflug and Thomson, 1953 
Type SpeciAS: Clcatdcosjsoodtes dorogensjs Potonie' and Gelletich, 1933. 
Cjcatdcosjsporites annu!atus Archangelsky and gamerro. 1966 
Pl. 2 Fig. 15 
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Selected Synonymy: 
1964 CjCatrjcosjsporjtes sp. 8; Singh, p. 60, pl. 7. figs. 4-6. 
1971 Cicatrjcosjsporjtes iJnnulatus Archangelsky and Gamerro; Singh, 
p. 67, pl. 6. figs. 13-15; pl. 7. figs. 1. 2. 
1975 Cjcatrjcosjsporjtes annulatus Archangelsky and Gamerco; Brideaux and 
Mcintyre, p. 15, pl. 1, fig. 33, 34. 
1982 CjcatrjCosjsoorjtes annulatus Archangelsky and Garnerro; Burden, 
p. 235, pl. 14, figs. 14-18, 
Remarks: According to Singh ( 1971) the range of Cjcatrjcosjsporjtes anoulatus is 
Cretaceous. This spore is extremely rare in the study area; it occurs only three times 
in a coal sample from Padloping Island. 
Cjcatrjcosjsporjtes aystcaliensjs (C9okson) Potonie' . 1956 
Pl. 3 Fig. 1 
Selected Synonymy: 
1963 Cjcatricosisporjtes australiensis (Cookson) Potonie'; Dettmann, 
p. 53. pl. 9. figs. 10-16. 
1971 Cjcatrjcosjsoorjtes austra!jensjs (Cookson) Potonie'; Singh, 
· p .. 69, pt. 7, figs. 12-15. 
1974 Cjcatrjcos jsporjt~s australiensis (Cookson) Potonie'; Hopkins, 
p. 15, pl. 3. fig. 32 . 
. . 
· 1975 Cjcatrjcosjspocjtes austra!jeosjs (Cookson) Potonie'; Brideaux and Mcintyre . 
. -~ 
p. 15, pl. 1, fig. 37: 
1982 C jcatrjcos jsporjtes auStral iensis (Cookson) Potonie' ; Burden, 
p. 239, pl. 14. figs. 21, 22. 
• 
- Remarks: As with Appeod1cjsporjtes Weyland and Krieger, this genus also exhibits 
excellent preservation compared with the total assemblage in this study. This taxon 
occurs only once. in a sample from a bed of Facies C (overbank) located below the 
debris flow on Ouqalu.it Island. The range of Cjcatrjcostsporjtes australiensis is Cre-
taceous worldwide '(Singh, 1971 ). _) 
. . . 
Cjcatrjcosjsoorjtes ~ Delcourt and Sprumont. 1955 
~ · 
. Pl. 3 Fig. 2 
.Selected Sy~onymy: 
1.964 Cicatricosjsporjtes medjostrjatus (Bolkhovitina} Pocock; Singh, 
p . 59, pl. 6, fig. 8.' 
1966 Cjcatrjcosjsporjtes h.aJ.Wl Del court and Sprumont ; Burger. p. 244, pl. 9 . fig. 2. 
1971 Cjcatrjcosjsporjtes hal.l.el Del court and Sprumont ; Sing.h, p. 71, pl. 8,_ figs. 7 -1 1. 
1975 Cjcatrjcosjsoorjtes b.aJ.J.e.i Delcourt and Sprumont: Brideaux and Mcintyre. 
p. 15, pl. 1' fig, 38 .. 
1975 Cjcatrjcosjsporjtes· hall.ei Delcourt and Sprumont: Srivastava. 
p. 27, pl. 11, figs. 5. 6. 
1982 Cjcatrjcosjsporites hallW Delcourt and Sprumont; Burden . . 
p, 239, pl. 14, figs. 25, 26. 
Remark$: According to Burden (1982) this cosmopolitan taxon is distributed in Kim-
. meridgian to Santonian strata. Cjcatrjcosjsporjtes b.al.l.e.i is the most abundart spe-
cies of Cjcatrjcosjsporjtes present in this study. It occurs in samples from all three 
islands. It is found in low abundance ( 1-3 specim'enslsample) both above and below 
the first volcanic ash on Padloping Island and both above and below the debris f low 
on Quqaluit Island. Specimens found in samples from above the ash or debris flow 
are corroded . . 
Cjcatdcosjsoorites hyghesj Dettmann, 1963 
.· 
, 
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Pl. 3 Fig. 3 
( Selected Synonyn:)y: 
1963 Cjcatrjcosjsoorjtes hygbesj Dettmann, p. 55, pl. 10, figs . 6-16. 
1971 Cjcatricosjsoorjtes hygbesj Dettmann; Singh, 
p. 72, pl. 6. figs. 12, 13; pl. 9, figs. 1, 2. 
1975 CjcatrjcQsjsporjtes hughes; Dettmann: Brideaux and Mcintyre. 
' p. 15, pl. 1. fig. 42. 
1982 Cjcatricosjsoorites hughesj De"mann: Burden. 
p. 240, pi: 14. figs. 27-31 . 
Remarks: Burden ( 1982) reports Cjcatrjcosjsoorjtes hughes; as a cosmopolitan spe-
cies which ranges from the Berriasian to the Danian. This species occurs only twice 
in a sample from a bed of Facies C (overbank). taken from below the debris flow on 
Quqaluit Island. 
Cicatricosjsoorites jmbrjcatus (Markova) Singh: 1971 
Pl. 3 Fig. 4 
• Selected Synonymy: 
1966 CjcatOcosjsporjtes strjatus Rouse; Burger, p. 244, pl. 6, figs. 1, 2. 
' ' . . . 
1967 Appendicisporjtes potomaceosjs Brenner; Norris, p. 94, pl. 13, fig. 1. 
1982 Cjcatrjco~isoorjtes jmbricatys (Markova) Singh; Burden. 
p. 240, pl. 14, figs. 32-35. 
Remarks: The. range of Cjcatacosjsporjtes jmbrjcatus is Berriasian and Cenomanian 
of Europe and Siberia and middle and late Albian of Alberta (Burden, 1982). Two 
· specimens are present in a sample from a be~ olFacies C (overbank) located below 
. I . 
the debris flow on Quqaluit Island. 
. 
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· . ··,.I 
qenus ChomotrUetes-(Naumova) ex Naumova,1953 emend. Hart 1964-
. . . . - . . 
. Type Species:Chomptrjletes yedugensjs-Naumova,1953. 
Chomotrjletes ~ (Kedves} Pocock, 1970 
PL_3Fig. 5 
Selected Synonymy: -
197} Chomotrj!etes rnin2r (Ketives); Do"rho"fer a~d Norris, p. 88, pL 1, fig. 32. 
1982 Chomotrj!etes mio.o! {Keqyes)_P()Go_c~; Burden. p. 296. pi. 23. figs.1-3: · _ 
, 983 Cbomoirjletes IDlD..cir (Kedves) Pocock;-Singh, p. 34. pL 2. fig. e. -
•. •. . ·. • • '''1. • • 
1986 Chwmotrjletes rnJ.rul[ {Kedyes) Pocock; Boland, p. 137; pl. ;1. · t i g~ ~-
Remarks_: According to Burden (1982) this species is widespread in the northern 
,, -
hemilf>here occuring in Upper Jurassic and Cretac;;eous strata. _ The single specimen 
present in this study occurs in a sample from a bed ot Facies C (overbank) located 
below the debris flow on Quqaluit Island. 
G~nus Betjtrjletes Van der Hammen, 1956, ex Pierce · 
emend. Oo"ring, Krutzsch, Mai arid Schulz, 1963 
Type Species: Retitrj!etes globosus Pierce,. 1961. -
Betjtrjl~tes .singbli Srivastava. ·19 72 
Pl. 3 Fig. 6 
Selected Synonymy: 
1Q64 Lycooodjumsporjtes margjoatus Singh, p. 41, pl. 1, f}gs. 7-10. 
1971 LycoMdjymsporjtes margjnatuS Singh; Singh, p. 43, pL 2, figs. 12'·14. 
1975 Lycopodjymsporjtes margjoaty~ Singh; Etrideaux and Mcintyre. ·. 
p . 15,_pl. 1' fig. 22 . 
• 
· 1975 Betjtrjletes ~Srivastava; Sriva~tava, 
. p . 59, pl. 27, figs .. 4-8; pl. 28, figs. 1, 2. 
I;, , 
!, 
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Remarks~ According to ·Bu~den and Hills (in prep.) the range ~for this species is Val-
anginian-Maastrichtian." :only ~o speci,ens of B~tjtrjleies ~were observed. in 
this study~ Both specimens·occurred in a sample from a bed of Facies,C {overbank) 
. . . 
lo·cated below the debris flow on Quqaluit lsfal)d. 
. . 
Genus Betjculisporjtes Potonie' and Kremp, 1953 
Type Species: Retjcu!iSporjtes parvogranu!atus Weyland and Krieger. 1953 .. 
. . . . 
Selected Sl(nonymy: 
Reticuljspocites eloOgatus Singh, .1971 
.Pl. 3 Fig. 7 
· J971 8€:ticu!jsoorjtese!OngatusSingh, p . 134, pl. 18, figs. 11 ; 12. 
·. Remarks: Recent unpublished work by Fensome (1983) suggests that this species 
should be transferred to the genus Saxetja. Basis of this transfer is its possession of 
an indistinct distal polar crassitude. This species is reported from the middle and. !ate 
~lbian of Alberta (Singh, 1971) and from the Oxfordian-Hauterivian strata of the 
.Aklavik_range, N.W.T. (Fensome, 1983). A composite range of Oxfordian-lateAibian 
is inferred. Betlcu!jsporjtes elprigatus occurs only occassionally (.1-2 specimens/ 
! 
sample) in samples from beds 9' Facies C (overbank) located below the first volcani·c 
· ash on Padloping Island and below the debris flow on Quqaluit Island. 
· Genus Tappanjsppra Srivastava, 1972 
Type Spe'cies: TapRanjspoca loeblicbjj Srivastava, 1972. · 
Tappanjsponi retjcylata (Singh) Srivastava. 1975 
Pl. 3 Fig. 8 
Selected Synonyr.ny: 
.. 
1971 Tjgdsoorjtes retjcylatus Singh, p. 139, pl. 18, figs. 17, 18. 
, ' . 
. ' 72 
1975 Tappanjspora reitjc(Jiat"a (Singh) Srivastava, p. 64, pl. 29, figs. 7-9. · 
. . 
. . . . 
Remarks: The reported range for Tappanjspora retjculata is early Barremian "to early 
Cenomanian (Burden and Hills, in prep.r i reticylata is rare in the study area; only 
. . . . 
four specimens were observed. Samples which yielded this species were collecteq 
on Ouqaluit Island from beds of Facies C (overbank} located below the debris_ flow. 
I . 
Genus Eoveosporjtes. Balme, 1957 
Type Species: Eoyeosporjtes ~ Balme, 1957, 
Foyeosporjtes labjosus Singh. 1971 
Pl. 3 Fig. 9 
·Selected Synonymy~ 
197.1 Foyeosporjtes !abjosus Singh, p. i 21, pl. 17, figs. 1-3. 
Remarks: Two specimens of foyeosporjtes !abjosus are present in separate 
samples from beds of Facies C (overbank) located below the debris flow on·Quqaluit 
Island and 'irst volcanic ash on Padloping lsland. The range for this taxon is 
Hauterivian to l.ate Albian (Burden and Hills, in prep.). 
\ 
Genus Klukjsporjtes Couper, 1958 
Type Species: Klukjsporjtes yadegatys Couper, 1958. 
K!ykjsporjtes pseydoretjcylatys Couper, 1958 
Pl. 3 Fig. 10 
Selected Synonymy: 
1958 Klykjsporjtes pseydoretjculatys Couper, p. 138, pl. 19,figs. 8-10. 
1971 K!ykjsporjtes pseydoretjculatus Couper; Singh, p, 96, pl. 13, figs. 12~15. 
1975 Klykjsporjtes pseudoretjcy!atys Couper; Brideaux and Mcintyre, 
'· 
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. p. 15,pl. s. fig. 28. 
--- 1977 Klukjsporjtes pseudoretjculatus Couper; Do"rho"fer and Norris, 
p.88,pl.1,fig.12. 
i 
1 
. 
Remarks: Singh (1971) raports a range of Late J~rassic to ea~ly Cenomanian for 
Klukjsootites dseudoretjculatus. Only one specimen of Klukjsporjtes pseudoreticula- _ 
~occurs in the study area. It is found below the first volcanic ash in a sample from 
a. bed of Facies 8 (backswamp) on Padloping Island. 
Genus Undulatisporites Pflug, 1953 
Type Species: Undulatisoprjtes mjcrocutjs Pflug. 1953. 
Undulatjsporjtes undulapolus Brenner ,1963 
P1.3Fig.12 
1974 Undulatisporites undu!apolus Brenner; Hopkins, p. 21, pl. 5, fig. 62. 
1980 Undulatjsporjtes undu!apolus Brenner; Wingate. p. 31. pl. 11, fig. 15. 
1982 Undy!atjsporites yndu!aoolus Brenner; Burden. p. 260, pl. 17, figs. 21-22. 
1983 Undulatisporites undutapolus Brenner; Fensome. p. 444, pl. 16, fig. 2. 
Remarks: The range for this species is Oxfordian to Albian (Burden, 1982; Fensome, 
1983). This species occurs occasionally (1-2 specimens/sample) in samples from 
. . 
beds of Fa~ies B, 0 and C (backswamp and overbank) below the first volcanic ash 
-on Padloping Island and below the debris flow on Quqaluit Island. Two corroded 
specimens were observed in samples from beds of Facies B {backswamp) above 
the debris flow on Quqaluit Island. 
. \ .,_. 
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Genus Bjretjsporjtes Delc6urt and Sprumont emend . 
Delcourt. Dettmann and Hughes, 1963. 
~ype Species: Bjretjsporjtes potoniaei Delcourt and Sprumont 1955. 
Bjretjsporjtes potoojaej Delcourt and Sprumont. 1955 
Pl. 3 Fig. 13 
Selected Synonymy: 
1963 BjretjsporjteS' cf. E.. potoojaei D.elcourt and Sprumont; Dettmann . . 
p . 26, pl. 2, figs. 1.. 2. 
1971 Bire~sp6rjtes potonjaei Delcourt and Sprumont; Singh, 
p. 49, pl. 3, figs. 15, 16. 
1960 Bjretjsporjtes potonjaej Delcourt and Sprumont; Wingate, p. 14, pl. 3; fig. 5.' 
1962 Biretisporjtes potonjaej Delcourt and Sprumont; Burden , 
p . 263, pl. 17, figs. 33, 34. · 
. Remarks: · This species occurs frequently (1-5 specimens/sample) and is p resent in 
almost all samples from t~e study area. One cor.roded specimen occurs in a sample 
from a bed of Facies B (backswamp). located above the debris flow on Ouqaluit Is-
'~ . 
land. One problem er1countered when examining spores which may or may not be 
. . . 
Biretjsporjtes .is preservation and folding. When this species is fqlded it is extremely 
difficult to discern it from Cyathjdjtes .!IlinQr Couper dr Oeltojdospora halli Miner. ·. 
Bjretjsporjtes potonjaej is found in the Early Cretaceous of Western Canada, Belgium 
and France {Singh, 1 ?71; Norris. 1967) and the Early Cretaceous of Southeastern · 
Australia (Oettmann, ·1963). 
Genus Djctyopby!!jdjtes Couper emend. Dettmann. 1963 
,. 
Type Species : pjtyophy!!idjtes harrjsjj Cou~er, 1958. 
pjctygpbyllidjtes sp. 
. 75 
Pl. 3 Fig. 14 . 
. Selected Synonymy: 
1971 Djctyophyliidjtes sp.; Singh, p. 104, pl. 14, fig. 13. 
1973 bjctyophyllidjtes sp.; Hopkins and Balkwill, p. 14, pl. 1, fig. 24. 
Remarks: . The North American range for Djctyophyl!jdjtes sp. is Cretaceous (Singh, · 
1971 ). This is a common species and occurs in most s·amples ( l-5 specimens! 
· sample) both above and. below the first volcanic ash on Padloping lslano and above 
and below the debris flow on .Quqaluit Island. 
Genus Sterejsporjtes Pflug, 1953 
.. Type Species: Stereisporites stereojdes (Potonie' and Venitz) Pflug, 1953. · 
. . 
·Stereisporites antiauasoorjtes (Wilson and ~ebster) Dettmann, 1963 
Pl. 3 Fig. 15 
Selected Synonymy: 
. . . . ' . 
19~3 Stereisporites aotjguasporjtes (Wilson and Webster) Dettmann, 
. p . 25. pl. 1. figs . 20. 21. 
1971 Sterejsporjtes aOtjouasporjtes (Wilson and Webster) Dettmann; Singh, 
p. 33-34, pl. 1, figs. 4, 5. 
. . . . . . . . 
1975 Sterejsportes aotjguasporjtes {Wilson and Webster) Dettmann; Brideaux aRd 
Mcintyre, p. 14, pl. 1, fig. 6. 
. . ,· ' 
' 1982 SterejSporjtes aojjguasoorjtes {Wilson and Webster) Dettmann; Burden, . 
p . 266, pl. 18. figs. 3, 4. 
Remarks: Singh (1971) states that Sterejsporjtes aotjayasoorjtes occurs from the 
Jurassic to Tertiary, worldwide. In this study S. aptjauasporjtes occurs occasionally 
(1 -2 specimens/sample) in most samples from below the first volcanic ash (Padlop-
. " 
• 
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ing Island) and below the debris flow (Quqaluit Island). 
Genus Deltojdospora Miner 1935 . 
. . . ' 
Type specie.s: Qe!toidospora b.a1lli Miner, 1935. 
Selected Synonymy: . 
Qeltojdospora ~ Miner, 1935 
Pl. 3 Fig. 16 . 
1964 De!tojdospora b.a1lli Miner; Singh, p. 80, pl. 9, figs. 13, 14. 
; 971 Peltojdospora hallij Miner; Singh, p. 1_18, pL 16, fig. 8. 
1980 Peltojdospora haJ.lli Miner; Wingate, p. 24, pl. 9, fig. 14. 
1982 De.ltojdospora ha1lli Miner; Burden, p. 261, pl. 17, tig. 23. 
1986 Deltoidospora ha1lli Miner; Boland, p. 106, pl. 1, fig. ·11. 
Remarks: Qe!tojdospora hal!.i.i ranges from Jurassic to Cretaceous worldwide (Singh, 
1971; Burden, 1982). This is a common species in the study area; it occurs com-
monly (1-1 0 specimens/sample) in samples from beds of most facies exc:ept for coal 
~amples where as .many as 27 specimens were observed in a 200 grain count. Only 
one specimen (corroded) . was observed in a . sample from a bed of Facies B 
(backswamp) located above the debris flow on Quqaluit Island. 
. . . 
· Genus Cyathjdjtes Couper. 19~3 
Type Species: Cyathjdjtijs aystra)js Couper. 1953 . 
S~ected Synonymy: . · 
Cyathjdjtes miW2J: Couper, 1953 
Pl. 4 Fig. 1 
1958 Cyathjdjtes miil.Q.[ Couper; Couper, p. 139,pl. 20, figs. 9, 10. 
1963 Cyathjdjtes miJlgr Couper; Dettmann, p. 22, pl. 1, tigs: 4, 5. 
. -- ~ . 
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. 1964 Cyatbjdjtes.mlo.Qr Couper; Singh·. p:71, pl. 8, fig. 13. 
1965 CyathjC'ites .rn.inQr Couper; McGregor, p. 24, pl. 7, figs: 3. 4 . . 
. · A . . . 
1966 Cyattijdjtes .rn.inQr Couper; Burger, p. 237, pl. 4. fig. 1. 
1971 Cyathidites .rn.inQr CoyPef; Singh, p.-1 01, pf. 14, fig. 9. 
1973 Cyatbidites mlo.g.r Couper; Hopkins and Balkwill, p. 15, p~ fig. 2?. · 
1974 Cyathjdjtes min.Qr Couper; Hopkins, p . 12, pl. 2. fig. 20. 
1975 Cyatbjdjtes mlrlw: Couper; Brideaux and~Mclntyre, p. 14, pL·t. fig. 3. 
1982 Cyathjdjtes ID.in.Q.[ Couper; Burden~ p. 267, pl. 1 a. fig. 6. 
Remarks: Cyathjdjtes m.i.nQr is a cosmopolitan taxon with a range of Jurassic toTer-
tiary (Singh, 1971; Burden. 1982). This is an abundant species and occurs both 
above and below the_ first volcanic ash in samples from beds of most facies. As many 
. . t .. 
as 32 specimens of Cyatbjdjtes miD,Q[ are present in samples below the first volcanic 
ash (Padlooing Island) and debris flow (Quqaluit Island), whereas above the ash and 
"-
debrisflow the maximum number of specimens/s~ple encountered is 8. As pointed 
out in the remarks of Biretjsporjtes potonjaej Delcourt and Sprumont. preservation 
plays an important role in identification of this genus. 
Genus ConcayjspOrjtes Pflug, 1953 
Type Species: Coocavjsoorjtes rug•.Jiatus Pflug, 1953. 
Concayjsporjtes jurjenensjs Balme, 1957 · 
Pl. 4 Fig. 2 
Selected Synonymy: 
1966 Concayjsporjtes jyrjeoeosjs Balme; Burger, p . 237, pl. 4, fig. 6. 
1971 Concayjsporjtes jurjeoeosjs Balme;Singh, p. 112, pl. 15, figs. 16, 17. 
1980 Coocayjsporjtes jurjeoensis Balme; Wingate. p. 25. pl. 9. fig. 12. 
1982 Coocayjsporjtes jurjenensjs Balme; Burden, p. 267, pl. 18, figs. 7-10 . 
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Remarks: This taxon ranges from late Jurassic to Early Cretaceou~ worldwide 
(Singh, 1971; Burden, 1962). The two occurrences of this species are from coal 
. . . 
samples located below the first volcanic ash on Padloping Island. 
-.. 
Genus Concayjssjmjsporjtes Delcourt and Sprumont. 1955 
Type Species: Concayjssjmjsporjtes yerrycOsus Delcourt and Sprumont emend. 
Delcourt. Dettmann and Hughes, 1963. 
· Concayjssjmjsporjtes Jlli.nQ.[ (Pocock) Delcourt, Dettmann and Hughes. 1963 
Pl. 4 Fig. 3 
Selected Synonymy: 
19 71 Concayjssimjsporjtes lilin.Q.c (Pocock) Delcourt. Dettmann and Hughes; Singh, 
p. 113. pl. 15, fig. 18. 
1 ~82 Concayjssjmjsporjtes IIJ.i..oQ.[ (Pocock) Delcourt. Dettmann and Hughes; Bur 
den. p . 277. pl. 19. figs. 21. 22. 
Remarks: The stratigraphic range of Concayjssimjsporjt~s m.i.n.o.r. according to Bur-
den ( 1982}. is Late Jurassic to Albian within Western Canada. Only two specimens 
of Concavjssimisporjtes miD,Qr were observed below the first volcanic ash·in a coal 
sample from Padloping Island, and mudstone (Facies B) sample located below the 
debris flow on Quqaluit Island. 
Concayjssjmjsporjtes penolaeosjs Dettmann, 1963 
Pl. 4 Fig. 4 
Selected Synonymy: 
1963 Concayjssjmjsporjtes penolaensjs Dettm'3nn. p. 31, pl. 3. figs. 13-16. 
1970 Ccmcavjssjmjsoorjtes sp. cf. !L. penolaensjs Dettmann; Kemp, 
p. "85, pl. 1 0, figs. 4-6. 
/ 
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1982 Concayjs_sjmjsoorjtes sp. ct. .Q. penolaebsjs Dettmann; Burden. 
p. 278, pl. 19, figs. 27; 28. 
/ 
Remarks: The one specimen, in a sample from a bed of Facies C (overbank) located 
below the debris flow on Quqaluit Island, has interradial thickenings on the distal sur-
face and is 5 pm smaller than Dettmann's (1 963) minimum size. which is 52 ym. for 
this species. The distribution of this taxon is Valanginian to early Aptian worldwide 
(Dettmann, 1_963). 
Genus Neoraistrjckja Potonie', 1956 
Type Species : Neorajstrjckja truncata (Cookson) Potonie', 1956. 
Neorajstrjckja truncata (Cookson) Po_tonie', 1956 
Pl. 4 ,Fig. 5 
. ·Selected Synonymy_: 
1963 Neorajstrjckja truncatus (Cookson); Dettmann, p. 36, pl. 5, figs. 4, 5. 
1971 Neorajstrjckja truncata (Cookson) Potonie'; Singh, p. 47, pl. 3, fig. 13. 
1982 Neorajstrjckja truncata (Cookson) Potonie'; Burden. p. 268. pl. 18, figs. 11-13. 
< 
· Remark's: According to Singh ( 19 71) Neorajstrjckia truncata is distributed worldwide 
in the Jurassic and Cretaceous. This species (one specimen in very poor condition) -
occurs in a sample of the volcanic ash on Padloping Island. once (poor condition) in 
a sample from a bed of Facies B (backswamp) located above the debris flow on 
Quqaluit Island and once in good condition in a sample from a bed of Facies E 
(meandering channel) located below the first volcanic ash on Padloping Island. 
Genus Osmuodacidjtes-Couper, 1953 
Type species: Osmundacjdjtes wel!manii Couper, f953. 
""· 
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Osm uodacjdjtes wellmaojj. Couper. 1953 
Pl. 4 Fig. 6 
Selected Synonymy: · 
1958 Osmupdaciditeswellmaojj Couper; Couper, p. 134, p1.16, figs. 4, ~-
1963 osaiundacidjtes wellmariii Couper; Dettmann, p, 32. pl. 3, figs. 19-21 . 
1964 OSmypdacjdjtes wel!maojj Couper; Singh, p. 44, pl. 1, fig. 20. 
1966 Qsmyndacidjtes wellmapji Couper; Burger, p. 251 , pl. 20. fig. 3. 
~ 
1971 Qsmuodacjdjtes wenmapii Couper; Singh, p. 50, pt 4 , fig.1. 
1973 Osmyndacjdjtes Wt:llmaojj Couper; Hopkins iiDd Balkwill, 
· p. 12. p~. 1. figs.15, 16. 
~ 1974 Osmundacidites weflmanjj Couper; Hopkins, p. 13, p1. 2. fig. 24. 
1975 Qsmupdacidjtes wellmapjj _Couper; ,Brideaux.and Mcintyre, p. 14, pl. 1, fig. 11. 
1975 Osmundacidites wellmaojj Couper; Srivastava, p. 54. pl. 25, figs. 13, 14. 
1982 Osmuodacjdjtes we!tmaojj Couper; Burden, p. 268, pl. 18, figs. 14, 15. 
Remarks: The stratigraphic range for this species is Liassic to Senonian worldwide 
(Srivastava, 1975). Osmyndacjdjtes wellman jj is a common species ahd occurs oc-
casionally (1 -2 specimens/sample) in most samples collected below the firstyolcanic 
ash on Padloping Island and below the debris flow on Quqaluit Island. 
Genus Bacy!atisporjtes Thomson and Pflug, 1953 
Type Species::a:~:~::~::,:::~s ~olfO Thomson an~ Pflug, 1953. · 
Baculabsooqtes ------ ensts (Cookson) Potcnte', 1956 
Pl. 4 Fig: 7 
Selecte,d Synonym;-: 
1963 Bacy!atjsporjtes comaumerisjs (Cookson) Potonie'; Dettmann. 
, 
p. 35. pl. 3, figs. 22. 23. 
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1971 BaculatjspoCites comaumeo· .;i (Cookson) Potonie'; Singh, p. 48, pl. 3, fig . 14. 
1982 ~aculatjsporjtes comaumensjs (Cookson) Potonie'; Burden, 
p . 269, pl. 18, figs. 16·18. 
. . 
Remarks: This species, according. to Singh (1971) is cosmopolitan and ranges from 
Late Triassic to Tertiary. Only three specimens of this taxon were encountered in 
samples from beds of Facies C (overbank) located below the debris flow on Ouqaluit 
Island. 
.Genus Acanthotrj!etes Naumova, 1939 ex 1949 
Type Species: Acaotbbtrjlete.s ci!jatus (Knox) Poto1.1ie' and Kremp, 1954. 
Abantbotriletes yarjspi nasus Pocock. 1962 
i 
t 
{ 
Selected Synonymy: ' I 
Pl. 4 Fig. 8 
1962 Acanthotrjletes yarjspjnosus Pocock; p. 36, pl. 1, figs. 18·20. 
1964 Acantbotriletes yarjspjoosus Pocock; Singh, p. 43, pl. 1, figs. 17, 18. 
1971 Acanthotriletes yarjspjnosus Pocock; Singh, p. 45, pl. 3, fig. 8. 
1975 Acaatbotrjletes vartspjnosus Pocock; Brideaux and Mcintyre, 
p. 14, pl. 1, fig. 13. 
1977 Acanthotrjletes yarjspjnosus Pocock; Do"rho"fer and Norris, 
p. 88, pl. 1, fig. 16. 
Remarks: According to Singh (1964, 1971) and Norris (1967) A. yarjspjnosus is a 
common Early Cretaceous spore worldwide. Specimens of Acaothotriletes yarjspj-
ll.Q.SJ.I..S occurred occasionally (1-2 specimens/sample) in samples from beds of Facies 
B. 0 and C (backswamp and overbank) both above and below the first volcanic ash 
on Padloping Island and above and below the debris flow on Ouqaluit Island. Speci· 
mens found above the first volcanic ash (in a sample from a bed of Facies .• B) and 
debris flow are corroded. 
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GenusGraou!atjsporjtes Ibrahim emend. Potonie' and Kremp, 1954 
~ Type Species: Graou!atjsporites granu!atus Ibrahim, 1933. 
Granu!atjsporjtes sp. 
Pl. 4 Fig. 9 
Selected Synonymy: 
1964 Granulatjsoorjtes sp.~ Singh, p. 98, pl. 13, fig. 8. 
1982 Grpnulatjsoorites sp.; Burden, p . 274, pl. 19 • . figs. 13-16. 
Remarks: This spore occurs in the Early Cretaceous of eastern Australia (Hopkins; 
1974). and ih the Barremian? to middle Albian in the northern hemisphere (Burden; 
1982). Granulatjsporjtes sp. occurs occasionally ( 1 ·2 specimen-s/sample) in sa~ples . 
from all sections, both above and beiow the first vofcanic ash and debris flow; how-
ever. specimens from samples ~bove the first volcanic ash and debris flow are cor.-
roded. 
Genus Yerrucosjsporjtes Ibrahim emend. Potonie' and Kremp, 1954 
Type Species: Verrucosjsporjtes yerruC-osus Ibrahim emend. Potonie' and Kremp, 
1955. 
YerrucOSjsporjtes rotundus Singh, 1964 
Pl. 4 Fig. 10 
Selected Synonymy: \ 
1964 Yerrucosjsporjtes rotundu~ Singh, p. 96, pL 13. fig. 3. 
1971 Yerrucosjsoorjtes rotundys Singh; S'ingh, p. 149, pl. 20, fig . 14. · 
r 
Remarks: The North American range for Yerrucosjsporjtes rotyndys is Aptian_ a~ 
Albian (Singh, 1971; Hopkins, 1974). This species occurs frequently .(1-5 speci-
mens/sample) in samples from beds of Facies C. B and D (overbank and 
back.swamp) and occasionally (1 -2 specimens/sample) in sampies from beds of Fa-
I 
\ 
I 
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cies E (meandering channef) and Facies F (distal alluvial tan) . One corroded speci-
men was observed in the t.irst volcanic ash on Ouqaluit fsland and in a sample from a 
bed of Facies B (backswamp) which overlie3 this ash. 
Monolete Spores 
Genus Laeyjgatosoorjtes Ibrahim emend. Schopf, Wilson and Bentall, 1944 
Type Species: Laeyjgatosporjtes yu!garis (Ibrahim) Ibrahim. 1933. 
Laeyjaatosoorites ~Wilson and Webster, 1946 
Pl. 4 Fig. f1 
Selected Synonymy: 
1963 Laeyjgatosporjtes ~Wilson and Webster; Dettmann, 
p. 86, pt. 19, figs. 9-1 1. 
/ 
/ 
" 1964 Laeyjgatosporites ~Wilson and Webster; Singh, p. 99. pl. 13, figs. 9-1 1 . 
1971 Laeyjgatosoorjtes ~Wilson and Webster; .Singh, p. 105. pl. 14, fig . 14. 
1973 Laeyjgatosporjtes .ikawsWilson and Webster; Hopkins and Balkwill, 
p. 15. 'pl. 1. fig. 25. 
1974 Laeyjgatosporjtes .c:ta11J.S Wilson and Webster; Hopkins. p. 14, pl. 3 . fig . 28. 
1975 Laeyjgatosporltes m1J.1.S Wilson and Webster; Brideaux and Mcintyre . 
p. 16, pl. 3, fig. 8 . 
1980 La@'fita.tosporjtes ~Wilson and Webster; Wingate, p. 23, pt. 9, fig . 6. 
Remarks: Singh (1971) and Hopkins (1974) suggest a J~rassic and Cretaceous age 
for Laeyjgatosporjtes oyatus; however, Hopkins ( 1974) suggests it is much more 
. abundant in the Tertiarj. This monolete spore is very common in the study area 
·occurring in almost all samples located both above and below the first volcanic ash 
(Padloping Island} and debris flow (Quqaluit lslan~) . 
"' 
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Genus PunctatosporjteS Ibrahim, 1933 
. .. ) 
Type Sl?ecies: Punctatospodtes mjnutus Ibrahim, 1933. 
Punctatosporjtes scabratys (Couper) Singh, 1971 
, ..... 
Pl. 4 Fig. 12 
Selected Synonymy: 
1958 MaraHjspodtesscabratys Couper, p. 133, pl. 15, figs. 20-23. 
·1971 pynctato;:;porjtes scabratus (Couper) Singh, p. 106, pl. 14, fjg. 15. 
1980 pynctatosporjtes scabratys (Couper) Singh; Wingate, p. 13, pl. 3. fig. 2 . 
1982 Pynctatosporjtes SCabratus (Couper} Singh; Burden, 
p. 285, pl. 20, figs. 30, 31. 
Remarks: According to Singh (1971) and Burden (1982) Punptatosporjtes scabratys 
occurs from Late Triassic to Albian and is widespread in the northem hemisphere . 
. 
This species occurs in most overbank (Facies C) samples (1·4 specimens/sample) 
and in a sample from a bed of Facies F (distal alluvial fan) on:Durban Island (12'7 
speci,{ens).·. A single occurrence of this:' taxon above t~e debris flow on Quqaluit Is-
land (Facies B. backswamp) is corroded and very poorly preserved. 
lnaperturate Pollen 
Genus lnapertyropollenjtes 
P!!':l.9· 1952 ex Thompson and Pflug emend. Potonie', 1~58 
Type Species: lnaperturogoi!Emjtes dybjys (Potonie' and Venitz) Thomson and 
Pflug, 1953. 
lnaoertvrppo!lenjtes sp. 
Pl. 4 Fig. 13 
Selected Synonymy: 
·. 
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1971 lnaperturopolleojtes sp.; Singh, p. 150, pl. 21, fig. 1 ~· 
1973 lnaoorturopol!enjtes sp.; Hopkins and Balkwill, p. 20, pl. 2, fig. 45. 
1974 !napqrturopollenjtes sp.; Hopkins. p. 23, pl. 6, fig. 70. 
Remarks: Singh ( 1971) and Norris (1967) report ages· of middle and late Albian for 
this species in the Peace River and Central areas of Alberta. This species is found in 
most samples below ttle first volcanic ash (Pad loping Island) and debris flow (Quqal· 
_ uit Island). It occurs in high abundance (up to 35 specimens/sample) in samples 
from beds of Facies F (distal alluvial fan) and in samples from beds of Facies C and 8 
(ayerbank and backswamp}. 
Genus Taxodiaceaepo!lenjtes Kr_emp, 1949 exPotonie', 1.958 
Type Species: Taxodjapea~l!enijes hi.ali.l.s Potonie' ex Potonie', 1958. 
Taxodiaceaeool!enjtes lliaJ,u.s (Potonie'} Kremp, 1949 
Pl. 4 Fig. 14 
Selected Synonymy: 
1971 Taxodlaceaeoo!lenjtas ~ (Potonie') Kramp; Singh, p. 158, pl. 22, fig. 7. 
1975 Taxodjaceaepo!lenjtes ~ (Potonie'} Kramp; BrideaUlc and Mcintyre, 
p. 17, pl. 4, fig. 19. 
1980 Taxodiaceaepol!enjtes~ (Potonie') Kremp; Wingate, p. 37, pl. 13, f ig. 15. 
Remarks: Singh ( 1971) states that the distribution of TFlxodjaceaeool!enjtes 1l.i.a.Ws is 
widespread throughou1 the world; it occurs in middle Albian to Miocene strata of 
~ . 
W~stem Canada. It is vf!ry common i!" all samples in this study. Higher concentra-
. tions of I . .bia1us occur in samples from beds of finer grained facies, particularly Fa-
cies D (coal). 
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Genus Seguojapollenjtes Thiergart, 1938 
Type Species: Seguojapollenjtes polytoanosus Thiergart, 1938. 
Seguoiapollenjtea palcocenjcus Stanley, 1965 
Pl. 4 Fig. 15 
Selected Synonymy: 
1965 Seguojaog!!enjtes paleocen jcus Stanley~ p. 283, pl. 38, figs. 8-11 . 
. Remarks: Stanley_(1965) reports this species from Paleocene strata of northwestern 
South Dakota. This taxon occurs only four times; one specimen in a sample from a 
bed of the the volcanic ash on Pad! oping Island and 3 specimens in a s~mple from a 
bed of Facies E which o'lerUes the ash on Padloping Island. 
' 
Genus-Araucarjacjtes Cookson, 1947 ex Couper 1953 · 
Type Species: Araucarjacjtes australis Cookson, 194 7. 
. - . 
Araycacjaqjtes a,ustn(llis Cookson, 1947 
Pl. 5 Fig. 1 
Selected Synonymy: 
1958 Araycadacjtes australis Couper, p. 151, pl. 27, figs. 3-5,. 
. _ · 1963 Araucarjacjtes australis Cookson; De~ann, p. 105-106, pl. 26, fig. 15. 
1971 Araucarjacjtes aystraJjs Cookson; Singh, p. 156, pl. 22, fig. 4. 
1974 Araycarjacjtes australis Cookson; Hopkins, p. 22, pt 5, fig . 66 . . 
1975 Araucarjacjtes australis Cookson; Brideaux and MCintyre, p. 17, pl. 4, fig. 15. 
1980 Araucarjacjtes australis Cookson; Wingate, p. 37, pl. 13, fig. 14: 
Remarks: The minimum size of this taxon, according to Couper (1958) 1s 52 ym. 
Specimens in this study are commonly as small as 40 Jlffi· Singh (1971), Couper 
· (1 958), Hopkins (1974) report that A@ycarjacnes aystraljs occurs in Jurassic to Terti~ 
. .., . 
.\. 
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ary strata and is widespread in m~y pCi[ts of the world. A. australis is comm!n (1-S 
specimens/sample) in most samples in the study area . 
Bisaccate Pollen 
.... . 
Genus Podocarpjdjtes Cookson, 1947 ex Couper 1953 
Type Species: Podocarnidites ellipticus Cookson, 1947 . 
Podocar,pidjtes canadensis Pocock, 1962 
Pl. 5 Fig. 2 
Selected Synonymy: 
1964 Podocar;pjdjtes canadenSis Pocock; Singh, p. 163, pl. 16, figs. 1-3. 
1965 Podocar,pjdites canadensis Pocock; McGregor, p. 24, pt. 7. fig. 40. 
1971 Podocar;pidjtes canadensjs Pocock; Singh, p. 163, pl. 23, figs. 3, 4 . 
1975 Podocarnjdjtes caoadensjs Pocock; Brideaux and MCintyre, p . 16, pl. 4, fig. 2. 
1982 podocar;pjdjtes canadensis Pocock; Burden, p. 310, pl. 25," figs. 7 ·9. 
Remarks: Burden and Hills (in prep.) report a Canadian range of Valanginian to late 
b Albian for Podocar:pidites canadensjs. .f. canadensis is not a common species in 
this study. It occurs occasionally (1-2 specimens/sample) in samples from both 
above and below the first volcanic ash (Padloping Island) and debris flow (Quqaluit 
Island). Specimens from strata above the first volcanic ash and debris flow are cor-
roded and identification is difficult. 
Podocarpjdjtes mjniscylus Singh, 1964 
Pl. 5 Fig.3 
Selected Synonymy: 
i 
1964 Podocar;pidjtes mlnjscylys Singh, p. 111, pl. 15. figs. 15, 16. 
.:_; 
. . 
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. ' . 
1971 !odocarpjdjtes mjojsculus Singh; Singh, p. 165, pl. 24, fig. 1. 
1982 Podocarpjdjtes ~jojsculys Singh; Burden, p. 313, pl. 25, fig. 15: 
1986 Podocarpidjtes mjnjscylys Singh; Boland, p. 162, pl. 4, fig. 7. 
. ' 
. '< 
Remarks: This species was previously observed by Singh (1964, 1971) and Burden 
(1982) in Neocomian to Albian strata of western Canada. Podocarpjdjtes mjnjsculus 
has been observed only rarely (1-2 specimens/sample) in samples from beds of Fa-
cies E. F, C and B (meandering channel, distal alluvial fan, overbank, and 
. ~ 
backswamp) taken frorri below the debris flow on Quqaluit Island and from Durban 
Island. 
podocarojdjtes mu!tesjmys (Bolkovitina) Pocock, 1962 
Pl. 5 Fig. 4 
Selected Synonymy: 
1964 podocarnjdjtes my!tesjmys (Bolkhovitina) Pocock; Singh, 
p. 116, pl. 15_, figs. 12,_f3. 
1971 Podocarpjdjtes myltesjmus (Bolkhovitina) Pocock;' Singh, p. 166, pl. 24, fig. 2. 
1975 Podocarnidjtes myltesjmus (Bolkhovitina) Pocock; Brideaux and Mcintyre, 
p. 16, pl. 4, f~gs. 3, ·4. 
1980 Podocarnjdjtes myltesjmys (Bolkhovitina) Pocock; Wingate, 
p. 38, pl . 14, figs. 7, 8. 
1982 Podocarnjdjtes myltiesjmys (Bolkhovitina) Pocock; Burden, 
p. 314, pl. 25, fig. 16. 
1986 Podocarpjdjtes muttesjmys (Bolkhovitina) Pocock:; Boland, p. 163, pl. 4, fig. 8. 
Remarks: The range in the northern hemisphere and Australia for podocam!djtes _ 
myltesjmys is JuraSsic and Cretace~us (Burden, 1982). This species has only been 
. ) 
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. . 
observed occasionally (1-3 specimens/sample) in samples from Facies c. Band D 
(overbank and ~ckswamp) taken from below the first volc,.anlc ash · (Padloping Is-
' ' 
fand) and debris flow (Quqaluit Island). 
Genus Pjtvospodtes Seward emend. Manum, 1960 . 
Type Species: pjtvosporites amarcticus Seward, 1914. · 
pjtyospoptes alatjpollenjtes (Rouse) Singh, 1964 
Pl. 5 Fig. 5 
Selected Synonymy: 
1964 pjtyosporites alatjooi!Bnjtes (Rouse} Singh, p. 123, pl. '16, fig. 10~ 
1971 pjtvospodtes alatipol!enjtes (Rouse) Singh; Singh, p. 173,pl. 25; fig. 9. 
1982 pjtyospodtes a!atjpol!enjtes (Rouse) Singh; Burden. p. 315, pl. 26, fig. 1. · · . · 
' Remarks: The range of this _species in western Canada, according to Singh. (1971 ). · 
. . . . 
is Late Jurassic to Late Cretaceous . . This species is present in many samples in low 
-· -----aburiaance (1-3 speCimenS/sample), located below the. first volcanic ash (Padloping' 
. . . . ,; 
Island) and debris flow (Q~Iuit Island) and once in very p()or condition, In a sample 
from a bed of Facies B located above the debriS flow. It is most_comrilon in samples 
from beds Qf Facies C (overbahk) . . 
Genus ·Abjespollenjtes Thiergart emend. Potonie', 1958 
Type Species: Abiftspol!enjtes abso!ytus Thiergart, ·1937. 
Abipspollenjtes sp. 
PL5 Fig. 6 
., 
Selected Synonymy: 
1971 Abjesool!enjtes sp.; Singh, p. 168; pl. 24, fig. 8. 
Remarks: Singh's (1971, p. 168) description of Abiesoollenrtes sp. is suitable for 
) 
. I 
! . · 
\· 
·., 
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specimens In this study. Singh (1971) repOrted Abjespol!en~e& sp. from the middle 
Albian in 1he Peace River area of Alberta. The separation of Ab!espo!Jenltos and 
· Piceaoo!lennes, in this study, Is extremely difficult due to the absence of well pre-
served specime~s. Many broken pieces of large bisaccate-s ate pre$ent both above 
and below the first volcanic ash. These broken bisaccates are most common In 
coarse and medium-grained sandstones (Facies A, braided channel sands). Broken 
bisaccates from samples located above the: first volcanic ash (Padloping Island) and 
. debris flow (Quqaluit tsland} are corroded. 
Genus Yitrejsggdtes Leschik emend. Jansonius, 1962 
Type Species: Vitreisporites sjgnatus Leschik, 1955._ 
Yitrejspodtes pallidys (Reissinger) Nilsson, 1958 
Pl. 5Fig. 7 
Selected Synonyrry:: 
·------ 1964 v!trejspo@es pamdus. (Reissinger) Nilsson; Singh, p. 102, pl. 14, fig. 1; 
1965 Vitrejspgrites paWdus (Reissenger) Nilsson; McGregor, p. 24, pl. 7, fig. 38. 
1966 Vitteisgorites gamdus (Reissinger) Nilsson; Burger, p. 256, pl. 27, fig:?· 
1971 vitrejsporttes pamdys (Relssinger) Nilsson; Singh, p. 154, pl. 22, fig. 1. 
1973 Vitreisporites paWdus (Reissinger) Nilsson; Hopkins and Balkwill, 
b 
p. 16. pl. 2, fig. 34. 
__ 1974 Vitreisporites Qamdys (Reissinger) Nilsson; Hopkins, p. 21, pl. 5, fig. 65. 
1975 Yitrejsgorites pallidys (Reissinger) Nilsson; Brideaux and-~lntyre, 
-------.... 
p. 16, pl. 3, fig. 30. 
1980 Vitreisporites pa!lidys (Reissinger) Nilsson; Wingate, p. 35, pl. 13; fig. 7. 
1982 Yittejsgodte3 palljdua (Reissinger) Nilsson; Burden, p. 31~ pl. 26, fig. 4. 
Remarks: According to Singh (1971}, Srivastava (1975) and Burden (1982) the 
\ 
\ 
- , 
. -r· 
! ' ,.-
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range for Vjtrejsoorites pa!!idus is Triassic to Cretaceous worldwide. This species 
occurs occasionally (1-2 specimens/sample) in samples from beds of Facies D, B 
~ . 
· and C (backsWamp and overbank) located below the first volcanic ash (Padloping 
Island) and debris flow {Ouqaluit lslan_d). • 
. 
Genus AHsporjtes Daugherty emend. Janson ius, · 197~ · 
Type Species: Aljsporjtes ~ Daugherty, 1941 . 
Alisporjtes bilateraljs Rouse, 1959 
Pl. 5 Fig .. 8 
Selected Synonymy: 
1964 A!isgodtes lhomasii (Couper) Pocock; Singh, p. 109, pl. 14, figs. 11, 12. 
1965 AHspodtes thomasjj (Couper) Nilsson; McGregor, p. 24, pl. 7, fig. 39 . 
. , 966 Aljsqorites thomasii (Couper) Pocock; Burger, p. 2S9, pl. 35, fig. 2. 
1971 Alisgodtes bj!ateraljs Rouse; Singh, p . 169, pl. 24, fig. 9. 
1975 Aispodtes bjlateraljs Rouse; Brideaux and Mcintyre, p. 16, pl. 3, fig. 32. 
1982 Aljspgtites bjlateralis Rouse; Burden, p. 318, pl. 26, figs. 5, 6. 
1965 A!ispOdtes bi!ateralis Rouse; Burden and Holloway, p. 34, pl. 1, fig. 3 . . 
. • 
Remarks: Singh (1971) reports a range of. Late Jurassic to Cenomanian for 
Aljsporjtes bjlateralis. This vety common (Singh, 1971) Early CretaceoUs bisaccate 
pollen grain is abundant in most samples both above and below the first volcanic ash .. 
and debris flow. Grains in samples from beds located above the ash and debris flow 
' . 
are corroded. 
Alispodtes grandj$ (Cookson) Dettmann, 1963 
Pl. 5 Fig. 9 
Selected Synonymy: 
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1964 Alj§podtwrotundus Rouse; Singh, pl. 14, figs. 13, 14; p. 110, pl. 15, figs. 1, 2. 
1971 Alsporites grandls (Cookson) Dettmann; Singh, p. 170, pl. 25, figS. 1, 2. 
1975 A!isporites grandjs (Cookson) Dettmann; Brideaux and Mcintyre, 
p. 16, pl. 3, .fig. 29. 
. . .• -
1980 Aljsoodtos grandjs (Cookson) Oettmann;wingate, p: 39, pt: 15, fig. 1. 
1982 Ali$porHes grandjs (Cookson) Dettmann; Burden, p. 318, pT.26, fig. 7 . 
.t 
Remarks: Burden (1982) reports a range of Mesozoic- in the northern hemisphere 
and Australia for Aljsporites grandjs. This species is present in samples from beds of 
Facies C (overbank) · located below, the debris flow on Quqaluit Island. Few 
-Alispodtes grandjs specimens are present in the study area. Specimens of this taxon 
. . 
found in samples from a bed of Facies B (backswamp) located above the debris flow . 
on Quqaluit Island are corroded. 
Genus pjceaepoUenjtes Thiergart, 1937, 1938 
Type SJ)ecies: Picea-oollenjtes a1a1ua (Potonie'~ Thiergart, 1937.. · 
Piceaepollenjtes sp. 
I 
_, 
·· . Selected Synonymy: 
Pl. 5 Fig. 10 
· · 1964 pjceaepollerijtes sp:; Singh, p. 121, pl. 16, fig. 7. 
Remarks: ·Singh (1964) reported this species as being very rare in the middle Albian 
of western Canada. The separation of Abjesoollenjtes and Piceaeool!enjtes is ex-
.· tremely difficult due to the absence of well preserved specimens. This taxon occurs . 
occasionally (1 -3 specimens/sample) in most samples of beds located below the first 
volcanic ash (Padloping Island) and debris ftow (QuqaJuitlsland). Broken, corroded 
pieces of these bisaccates lire present in samptes from beds located above ttie first 
.  -
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volcanic ash and debri$. flow. 
Genus Bugubivesicylites Pierce, 1961 
Type Species: Byqyblyesiculites ·coayolytys Pierce, 1961. 
Ryqul;!i¥esicyljtes redy'ctys?Pierce, 1961 
. . , 
.... _ .... Pl. 5Fig. 11 
' '· · .. 
Selected Synonymy: 
'"'' 
1971 Bugybjyesjcylites reductus Plerce; Si~gh, p. 167, pl. 2~. figs. 4, 5. _ 
. -· 
Remarks: . spdtmens in this study are markedly corrodE;~d and therefore are only 
tentatively assigned to this species. ,Aceording to Burden and Hills (in prep.) this 
taxon ranges from the early Albian to Paleocene . .B. reductys occurs only once in a 
sample from a bed ofFacies C (overbank) located below the debris flow on Ouqaluit 
Island. 
Genus Cedtipjtes Wodehouse, 1933 
Type Species: Ceddpjtes eoceojcus Wodehouse. 1933. 
Ceddpttes canadensjs Pocock, 1962 
Pl. 5 Fig. 12 
Selected Synonymy: 
19~ Ceddpjtfts camidensjs Pocock; Singh, p. 112, pl. 15, fig. 6. 
1971 Ceddpito:s canadeosjs Pocock; Singh, p. 171, pl. 25, figs. 4, 5. 
1975 Ceddpjtes canadensis Poco~ Brideaux and Mcintyre, p. 16, pl. 3, fig. 3i 
1982 CeddpijQS c;anadeosjs Pococki Burden, p. 325, pl. 2711 figs. 1, 2. 
RemBrks: According to Singh (1971) this species is distributed t~ Barremian to Al-
bian strata In Alberta Ceddpttes canadensjs occurs occasionally (up to 8 speci-
-. 
• 
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mens/sample) In most samples from beds located below the first volcanic ash (Pad-
loping lsl;md) and debris flow (Ouqai\Jit .lsland). 
Ceddnites cretaceys Pocock, 1962 
~1. 5 Fig. 13 
Selected Synonymy: · I 
, 1964 Ceddpjtes ctetaceys Pocock; Singh, p. 111, pl. 1 ~· figs. 3-5 . 
... 
1971 Ceddpjtes cretaceys Pocock; Singh, p. 171, pl. 25, fig. 6. 
1975 Cedrjpjtes CCeJaceys Pocock; Brideaux and Mcintyre, p. 16, pl. 3, figs. 33, 34. 
1980 Ceddpjtes cretaceys Pocock; Wingate, p.. 40, pl. 15, fig. 4. 
1982 CedripitBs cretaceus Pocock; Burden, p. 326, pl. 27, f.gs. 3, 4. 
Remarks: ·Burden (1982) reports a range of .Valanginian to Campanian for Ceddpjtes 
cretaceys. This taxon is very common (up to 31 specimens/samP,Ie) in moat 
samples. Corroded specimens of this spe~ies are common In a sample from a bed of 
Facies B (backswamp) located above the debris flow on Ouqaluit Island. 
Genus Pristinuspollenites B.D. Tschudy, 1973 
Type species: Pristjnuspoll9njtes mjcrosacctis (Couper) B.D. Tsehudy, 1973. 
~ -~ 
prtstjouspoDenjtes mlcrosaccus (Couper) B.D. Tschudy, 1973 
Pl. 5 Fig. 14 
Selected Synonymy: 
1958 Pterucblpo!lenjtes mjcrasaccys Couper, p. 151, pl. 26,Jigs. 13, 14 . 
. 1982 Pristioysoofteojtes mjcrosaccus (~oupef} Ts~dy; Burden, 
p. 319, pl. 26, f.gs. 10-13. 
Remarks: According to Burtten (1982) the range for this species is Late Jurassic and 
. ... 
; . 
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Cretaceous worldwide. Only one .specimen of PdstjnusR;QIIenjtes mjcrosaccys is 
present In the study area. It occurs in a sample from a bed_ of Facies C·(overbank) 
collee1ed below the debris flow on Quqaluit Island. 
Monosulcate P9llen 
Genus CerebrQQQIIenjtes ~son, 1958 
Type Species: Cerpooollenjtes mesozojcy~ (Couper) Nilsson, 1958. 
Cerebrgpo!!enHes m~sozojcus {Couper) Nilsson, 1958 
Pl. 5 Fig. 15 
Selee1ed Synonymy: 
1966 Cerebropp!lenjtes mesozojcys (Couper) Nilsson; Burger, 
p. 261, pl. 27, fig. 4; pl. 28, fig. 1 .. • 
1971 Cerebcppollenjtes mesozojcus (Couper) Nilsson; Singh, p. 172. pl. '25, fig. 7. 
1975 Cerebcogo!lenjtes mesozpjcus (Couper) Nilsson; Brideaux and Mcintyre, 
" ' 
. . p. 16. pl. ·3. fig. 35, 36. 
1977 CerebcogoDenjtes mesoi:ojcus {Couper}; Do"rho,er and Norris~ 
. p. 88, pt 1, fig. 3. 
. .. 
1980 Cer8brgoo!lenttes me:;pzotcus (Couper) NilsSon; Wingate, p. 40, pl. 15, fig. 5. 
1982 CereprapOUenjtes mesozojcys (Couper) Nilsson; Burden, 
p. 307, pl. 24, figs. 14,- 15. 
·~ . . .. ... , A. .. . . - ... . 
Remarks: This monosulcate pollen grain Is widespread in both N'orth America and 
. . . . . 
Europe in Jurassic and Cretaceous strata (Burden, 1982). Cec8br®ollenjtas ~ 
~ is a common species in most samples from all three islands in the study area; 
1t occurs in samples ;rom beds -located both above and below the first volcanic ash . 
on Padloping ISI~~d and debris flow on Quqaluit Island~ 
. · . : . 
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Genus Cycadogjtes Wodehouse, 1933 
Type_ Species:'Cycadopjte:J fpmcutarjs Wilson and Webster, 1946~ 
Qyca~opjtCs foWcylarjs Witsin/a~d Webster, 1946 
i · 
P.l. 6 Fig. 1 
Selected Synonymy: 
1964 Qycadooites .fra.gilia Singh, p. 103, pl. 14, fig. 2 .. 
1965 CycadoPites tpmcylaris Wilson and Webster; McGregor, p. 26, pl. 8, fig. 24. 
1983 QycadQpjtes follicy!aris Wilson and Webster; Fensome, . '· 
. . p. 553, pl. 21, f!Qs. 4, 6. 
• 
Remarks: The worldwide range tor this spe-cies,~ given by Fensotne (1983); Is late 
,.- --~ . . ,. 
'-·-·- . - . - . .. -
Paleozoic to Cenozoic)i Thjs species occurs occasional!~ (1·2 spe<:imenslsample) In 
most samples from be~ located below the first v·olcanic ash (Padloping Island} and 
. . ' ........... __ .. _ . . . . 
debris flow (Ouqaluit Island). 
-Tf'icotpate Pollen 
Trjcolpjtes sp. 1 · 
... 
. .. 
, ... I 
\ 
Description: Tricolpate qrain. The equatorial diameter of ~.!Qi1u sp. 1 ·is 37 }Jm. 
. Pl. 6 Fig. ~ 
The exine of the specimen is granulate. 
Remar~: Th~ specime~ resembl~. Tricolporoool!enites kryshcbj! (Potonie1 Th~m­
son and Pflug sensu Elsik, 1968lc. Gaponoff (1984) however, due to the orientation 
_ _, 
of the single specimen encountered definite identification was not p()ssibfe. Only one 
. . 
specimen of Trico!gjtes sp. 1 is present; ii1 a sample of Facies B (backswamp} lo· 
cated above the debris flow on Quqaluit Island. 
. . . 
. ( 
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Trjcolpites sp. 2 
Pl. 6 Fig. 3 
Descr:fption: This tricol~te. spherical gfain is 18 x 16 jJffi with a tectate wall ( 1 .5 ym 
thick) and exine which exh)bits uniformly distributea.fine reticulate sculpture. One 
colp is visible and is a simple short (7 )Jm) slit, 2 pm wide. 
Remarks: . A single specimen of1rjcolpjtes sp. 2 was observed in the sample of vol-
canic ash from Padloping Island. 
Irjcolpjtes sp. 3 
Pl. 6 Fig. 4 
Description: This prolate tricolpate grain is 22)Jm in polar length and 18)Jm in equa-
. . 
torial width. The wall of the grain is thick (1.0 pm), however, the surface of the grain 
is psilate except within, the colpi. The colpi extend the entire length of the grain and 
· flair slightly at the poles to 4-6 )Jm in width. The surface sculpture of the colpi is 
granulate. 
' Remarks: A single specimen of Trjcolpjtes sp. 3 was observed in the sample from a 
bed of volcahic ash from Padloping Island. 
Trjcolpjtes sp. 4 
Pl.~ Fig. 5 
Description: This tricolpate subtriangular grian is 17.5 pm in largest equatorial w idth 
and 15.5 )Jm in smanest equatorial width; the wall is 1.2 }Jffi thick. The exine exhibits 
evenly distributed granulate sculpture. The one visible colp flairs slightly (to a maxi-
mum width of 8 pm) at the poles: 
Remarks: Tricolpites sp. 4 was observed only once in a sample of volcanic ash from 
Padloping Island. 
• 
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Trjcolpjtes sp. 5 
Pl. 6 Fig. 6 
Description: These tricoipate grains range in polar length from 19 to 31 pm and in 
equatorial width from 1 0 to 19 pm. Surface sculpture consists of a reticulate pattern 
which becomes slightly smaller nearer the poles (from muri width of approximately 1 
pm near the equator). The colpus is a simple slit whi<::h extends to both poles. 
Remarks: Two specimens of Iricolojtes sp. 5 were observed in a sample from a bed 
of the volcanic ash from Padloping.Jsland. 
Tricolporate Pollen 
Genus Cupu!iterojpoUenjtes P-otonie', 1951 ex Potonie', 1960 
Type Species: Cupuliferojpolleoites gusillus (Potonie') Potonie', 1960. 
Cupuliferojpolleojtes sp. 
Pl6 Fig. 7 
Description: This prolate tricolporate grain measures 22 )Jm in polar length by 18 )Jffi 
in equatorial width. The wall is psilate. Colpi almost reach the poles. 
... . ' 
Remarks: One specimen of Cypuliferojpalleojtes sp. (in a sample of the volcanic ash 
from Padloping Island) was observed. Frederiksen ( 1983) reported 1his genus from 
the Middle Eocene of California. 
Genus Rygytrjcolpodtes (Gonza'lez) Guzma'n, 1967 
Type Species: augutrjcoloodtes !Wix (Gonza'l~z) Guzma'n, 1967. 
·' 
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Bugutrjcolpodtes sp. 
Pl. 6 Fig. 8 
Selected Synonymy: 
1983 Bugytrjco!porjtes sp. 1; Frederiksen, p. 85, pl. 23, figs. 17, 18. 
f' 
Remarks: Frederiksen (1983) describe~ Rugutrjco!podtes as prolate to subprolate, 
tncolporate; usually possessing long cilpi. The single specimen observed in this 
study (in a sample from the volcanic ~h on Quqaluit Island) is 23 pm in polar lengh 
by 16 )Jm in equatorial width. This size falls well within Frederiksen's (1983) size 
range for this taxon. The exine of this grain is 1.5 )Jm thick and is striate to rugulate. 
This ornament runs oblique to the polar axis. Colpi extend nearly the full length of 
the grain. Frederiksen (1-983) reports this genus from the Middle Eocene of Califor· 
nia. 
Triporate Pofle11 
Genus Carojojpjtes Srivastava, 1966 
Type Species: Camjnjpjtes ancipites (Wodehouse) Srivastava, 1966. 
Camjnjpjtes sp. ct.~. soackmaojaoa (Traverse) Zhou, 1975 
Pl. 6 Fig. 9 
Selected Synonymy: 
1986 Camjnlpjtes sp. cf. Carnjojpjtes spackmaojana (Traverse} Zhou; Norris, 
p. 39, pl. 10, figs. 31 -33. 
Remarks: According to Norris (1986) this taxon ranges from Eocene to Miocene. 
Specimens of this species are present In a sample of the volcanic ash and In a 
sample from a bed of Facies E (meandering channel) located above the ash on Pad-
loping Island. 
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Genus Myrjcjpjtes Wodehousa, 1933 
Type Species: Myrjcjpjtes dubjus Wodehouse,1933. 
_Myrjcjpjtes annu!jtes {Martin and Rouse) Norris. 1986 
Pl. 6 Fig. 10 
Selected Synonymy: 
1966~annu!ites Martin and Rouse, p. 195, pl. 9, figs. 91, 92. 
1969 ~aonu!ites Martin and Rouse. Hopkins, p. 1124, pl. 10. figs. 153. 154. 
1986 Myrjcjpjtes annu!ites (Martin and Rouse) Norris, p. 39, pl. 10, figs. 30, 34 . 
• 
Remarks: This species has been observed in the Upper Oligocene and Miocene 
strata of the MacKenzie Delta area, Northwest Territories (Norris, 1986) and in the 
Eocene and Oligocene of British Columbia (Martin and Rouse, 1966 and Hopkins, 
1969). This taxon occurs (3-5 specimens/sample) in a sample from the volcanic ash 
and in a sample from a bed of Facies E (meandering channel) which overlies this ash 
on Padloping Island. 
Genus Trjyestibulooonenjtes Pflug, 1953 
< 
Type Species: Trjyestjbulopol!enjtes betulojdes Pflug, 1953. 
Trjyestjbulopollenjtes bety!ojdes Pflug, 1953 
Pl. 6 Fig. 11 
Selected Synonymy: 
1986 Trjyestjb!J!Opol!enjtes betulojdes Pflug, ln Thomson and Pflug; Norris, 
p. 40, pl. 10, figs. 38-42. · 
Remarks: Norris (1986) reported this taxon from the Late Oligocene and Pliocene of 
the MacKenzie Delta region of the Northwest Territories. Thomson and Pflug (1953) 
as cited in Norris (1986) state that this species Is present In the European Tertiary 
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and is abundant in the Pliocene. Norris (1986) summarizies the range as Paleogene 
and Neogene. Trivestibulopollenjtes betu!ojdes is a dominant (19 and 27 speci-
mens/sample) species. found in tWo samples from beds located above and in beds of 
the first volcanic ash on Padloping Island. 
Periporrue Pollen ._ 
Genus Polyatriopolleojtes Pflug, 1953 
Type Species: Polyatdopolleojtes stellatus (Potonie') Pflug, 1953. 
Polvatrjopollenjtes stellatus (Potonie') Pflug, 1953 
Pl. 6 Fig. 12 
Selected Synonymy: 
1966 Pterocarya stellatus (Potonie'); Martin and Rouse, p. 196, pl. 8, figs. 79, 80. 
1969 Pterocarya stellatus Martin and_Rouse; Hopkins, p. 1121. pl. 9, figs. 122-124. 
1971 Pterocarva stellatus (Potonie') Martin and Rouse; Pie!, 
p . 1910, pl. 13,figs. 113,114~ 
1986 Polyatriooollenjtes stellatus (Potonie') Pflug; Norris, p. 42, pl. 11, figs. 5 -7. 
Remarks: According to Martin and Rouse (1966), Hopkins (1969), Pie! (1971) and 
Norris (1986) this species is common in Eocene and Oligocene strata of British Co-
lumbia and the Northwest Territories. It also occurs in Tertiary strata of Europe (Nor-
ris, 1986). This taxon occurs only once from a sample from a bed of Facies 8 
(backswamp) locattid above the debris flow on Ouqaluit Island. 
PolyatriQpOUenjtes yermontensjs (Traverse) Frederiksen. 1980 
Pl. 6 Fig. 13 
Selected Synonymy: 
10~ 
1983 Polyatriogollenjtes yerroontensjs (Traverse) Frederiksen: Frederiksen, 
p. 43, pt. 13, figs. 4, 5. 
Remarks: Martin and Rouse (1966) consider Polyatrjopol!eojtes stellatys (Potonie') 
Pflug and Polyatrjopol!enjtes yeapoptensjs Traverse synonomous. Frederiksen 
(1980) suggests that e. Vermontensjs (Traverse) Frede\idsen be used for North 
. 
American specimens and f. stellatus (Potonie') Pflug be used for EuropeaD speci-
mens on the .basis that e. stellatus has higher labra than f. yeanontensjs. Based on 
the criteria stated ~y Frederiksen n980), the two species have. been divided in this 
study. Frederiksen (1983) reports this species from the Middle Eocene of S~ Diego, 
California. e. vermontensis was observed in samples from beds located in and 
above the first volcanic ash (10 'specimens in the volcanic ash sample and 1 spe~i­
men in a sample from a bed of Facies E (meandering channel)) on Padloping Island. 
FUNGAL REMAINS 
Genus Pesayjs Elsik and Jansonius, 1974 
Type Species: Pesayjs taglueosjs Elsik and Jansonius, 1974. 
Pesavjs taglyensjs Elsik and Jansonius, 1974 
Pl. 7 Fig. 1 
Selected Synonymy: 
1974 pesavjs taglyensjs Elsik and Jansonius. p. 956, pl. 1, figs. 5-11. 
1976 Pesayjs lag!yensis Elsik and Jansonius; Jansonius, p . . 131', pl. 1, fig . 1. 
1986 Pesayjs tagluensjs Elsik and Jansonius: Norris, p. 26, pl. 3, figs. 24, 25. ~ 
Remarks: Fungal"spores increase in abundance upward (str~tigraphically) from the 
Maastrichtian-Paleocene boundary (Eisik and Jansonius, 1974). They report a Pa· 
klocene-Eocene age for these fungal forms In Northwestern Canada, British Colum-
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bia, and Alaska. This fungal body is present in samples from beds located in and 
above the volcanic ash on Padloping Island and in a sample from a bed of Facies B 
(backswamp) (located above the debris flow on Ouqaluit Island and above the vol-
canic ash on Padloping Island). 
Genu!! Ca!!imotballus Dilcher, 1965 
Type Species: Call!motha!!ys pertusus Dilcher, 1965. 
CaWmotha!lus pertysys Dilcher, 1965 
Pl. 7 Fig. 2 , 
Selected Synonymy: 
1965 Ca!!jmotballus oertusys Dilcher, p. 13, pl. 6, fig . 45. 
,, 
1986 CaWmolhal!us oertusus Dilcher; Norris, p. 30, pl. 6, figs. 4, 6-9. 
Remarks: The range for Callimothal!us pertysys is Eocene (Dilcher, 1965; Norris, 
1986). This fungal body is common in the samples taken from beds of Facies B and 
' ' 
E located above the first volcan ic ash on Padloping Island and in samples from beds 
. I 
of Facies B {located above the debris flow on Ouqaluit Island). 
MARINE MICROPLANKTON 
Chorale DinoflageUates 
Genus O!igosphaerjdjym Davey and Williams emend. 
Davey, 1982 
Type Species: Oljgosphaeridjum CO!IlQICl! (White) Davey and Williams. 1966. 
Olioospbaerjdlum comg!ex? (White) Davey and Williams. 1966 
Pl. 7 Fig. 3 
Selected Synonymy: 
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1971 Oligosphaeridjum c:gmplex (White) l?avey and WiHiams; Singh, 
·p. 333, pl. 53, f~gs. 4-6. 
1975 Oljgosphaeddjym complex (White) Davey and Williams; Brideaux and Mcin-
tyre, p. 19 and 28, pl. 8, ftg. 2. 
1975 Oljgosphaeddlym complex (White) Davey and Williams; Williams and • 
Brideaux, p. 110, pl. 21, fig. 2. 
1985 O!jgosphaerjdjum comolex (White) Davey and Williams; Williams and Bujak. 
p. 935, fig. 34.14. 
Remarks: According to Brideaux and Mcintyre (1975) and Singh (1971) this species 
is widely distributed in Cretaceous and Tertiary strata. Only one poorly preserved 
specimen. in a sample from beds of the first volcanic ash located on Ouqaluit Island, 
was observed in this study. This single poorly preserved broken specimen is only 
tentatively assigned to this species (on!)' one undamaged orthogonal process re-
mains on_the cyst). 
Genus Spiniferit.es Mantell emend. Sarjeant, 19 70 
Type species: Spjojferjtes ramosus (Ehrenberg) Loeblich and Loeblich, 1966. 
Spjojferites sp. 1 
Pl. 7 Fig. 4 
Description: Spiniferjtes sp. 1 is a subsphericaJ chorale cyst measuring 46 urn x 36 
urn not including processes. Processes measure 10 um long and 2 urn wide, the tip 
of which bifurcate. Preservation of the single specimen is poor. 
Remarks: Only one specimen of Spjnjferites ap. 1, In a sample from beds of the vol-
canic ash located on Ouqaluit Island. was observed. 
\ 
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Spjojfedtes sp. 2 
Pl. 7 Fig. 5 
Description: Spjojfedtes sp. 2is a spherical chorate cyst measuring 62pm in diame-
'ter not including processes. Processes measure 14pm long and are< 2pm'wide. 
The tip of the processes appear to be capitate, however preservation is poor. The 
specimen possesses a radial split which has been interpreted as a mechanical break 
and not an archeopyle. The number 3M position of the processes could not be de-
tem1ined. 
Remarks: A single specimen of Spjojferites sp. 2 occurs in a sample from a bed of 
the volcanic ash located on Ouqaluit Island. This genus is long ranging (lentin and -
Williams, 1985) and therefore of little assistance in age determinalion. 
/ 
Spjnitedtes sp_ 3 
PL 7 Fig. 6 
Description: Spjnjlerjtes sp. 3 -Is a chor'ate spherical cyst which measures 30 }Jm in 
diameter. Processes are 10 }Jm long and 2 )Jm wide at the base. The processes 
taper in width towards the tip to < 1.5 pm wide. Due to poor preservation the exact 
number and position of processes, therefore tabulation pattern, could not be deter-
mined. 
Remarks: Only one specimen is present in a sample from a bed of the volcanic ash 
on Ouqaluit Island. 
Dinoflagellate Type 1 
Pl. 7 Fig. 7 
Oescr~ption: This chorate cyst is subspherical and measures 58 x 42 pm. Processes 
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are approximately 24 )Jm long and taper to a point (processes measure 6 }Jm wide at 
'the -base and < 3 pm wide -at the tip), however, many processes are broken. The 
.. 
cingulum and tabulation pattern were not discernable. 
Remarks: A single specim~n of MDinoflagellate Type 1" was found in the ~study area 
(in a ~ample from a bed of the volcanic ash on Ouqaluit lslandY. 
Proximate· Dinoflagellates 
~ . 
... 
Genus Spjojdjnjum Cookson and Eisenack emend. lentin and Williams, 1976 
Type Specie~: Spjnjdjnjum stvlonjfefum· Cookson and Eisenack, 1962. 
Spjnjdjojym sp.? 
Pl. 7 Fig. 8 
Remarks: Only one specimen of Spjnjdjnjum sp. is present in the study area in a 
sample from beds of the volcanic ash located on Qu_qaluit Island. This broken proxi-
. 
mate cyst measures 75 x 42pm. This cyst is broken in both the apical and antapical 
areas therefore assignment to this genus is only tentative. According to Lentin and 
Williams (1985} this genus occurs throughout the world in Cretaceous and Tertiary 
strata. 
Cavate Dinoflagellates 
DinoflageHate Type 2 
Pl. 7 Fig. 9 
Description: A cavate cyst which is two layered;-both an endocoel and pericoel are 
' evident. The length of the main body ranges from 37-71 JJm; the width of the main 
body ranges from 38-48 pm; the total cyst length ranges from 60 )Jffi to 104 )Jf"· The 
.. 
I . 
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main body of the cyst is folded and. possesses a granular sculpture. The antapical · 
and apical cavities (pericoels) are psilate and triangular in shape. A cingulum is evi-
dent on one specimen and is approximately -4 }Jm wide. Tabulation pattern could not 
be discerned. 
Remarks: Two specimens of "Dinoflagellate Type 2" were discovered in a sample 
from a bed of the volcanic ash located on Quqaluit Island. "Dinoflagellate Type 2" 
may be related to Gejselodjojum tyonekensjs sp. nov. described by Engelhardt 
(1976). 
!I 
3.4 Other Organic Matter 
Organic matter present in coal samples from Padloping Island and mudstone 
samples from Durban lslahd has been assessed for source rock quality. This was 
performed using both plane polarized light a!ld ultraviolet light microscopy on pol-
. . 
ished blocks. Macerals were identified following the work of Gutjahr (1983) (Table 
3.2) and percentages of each 'were estimated (Table 3.3). 
Organic matter type-s were also studied and classified following the work of Bujak 
ill .al.(1977a, 1977b) (Table 3.4). This classification scheme has been used for the 
Scotian Shelf and Grand Banks and catagorizies organic components using trans-
mitted light. Organic matter has been described and classified using four morpho-
- . 
logical terms: amorphogen, phyrogen, hylogen and melanogen, corresponding to 
. " 
amorphous (organic matter in fluffy masses), herbaceous (all nonop8que recogniz- ·-
able plant matter; includes cuticle, spores, polle.n and dinoflagellates), woody (nono-
~ 
paque fibrous ·plant material) and coaly organic matter {opaque organic material), 
respectively. 
Msturity estimates have b&en determined (Table 3.5) w~ing vitrinite reflectance 
and thermal aneration index (T AI). Percent vitrinite reflectance has been measured 
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using plane polarized light microscopy with reflectance measurement capabilities. 
Thermal alteration index (TAl) measurements on palynomorPhs (a bisaccate pollen 
grain population and a spore pOpulati'On) were taken (Table 3.5) following the work of 
Staplin (1969, 1982). His scale ranges from 1 to 5; higher numbers correspond to a 
greater, thermal m!turity. The color chart used for this study was that of .Pearson 
(1984). Pantone color chips were employed to measure the subtle· color differences 
in the palynomorphs. Upon obtaining the. measurements, the average TAl for each 
sample was calculated. 
I 
,. 
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TABLE 3.2 
ORGANIC MACERALS (modified from Gutjahr (1983)) 
I 
INERTINITE (Carbon-rich) 
Fuslnite 
Semi-tusinite 
Macrlnite 
Sclerotlnite · 
Micrinite 
- Constituents of coal which are more or less non-reactive; fusibility 
of these macerals is very weak or nil. " 
- The richest of carbon content of all the constituents of coat 
- The intermediate stage between Fusinite and Vitrinite. 
- Non-granular groundltlass of. high reflectance, exhibits no 
structure. 
- Fungal remains. 
- Pale grey to white grains; reflectance higher than Vitrinite, is 
related to Uptinites and may be formed from them 
(particularly from Resinite). 
VITRINITE (Oxygen-rich) 
- The most common maceral occurring in coals; forms the humic 
fraction. 
LIPTINITE (Hydrogen-rich) 
Sporlnite 
AesJnlte 
Cutinlte 
Alginite 
Suberinlte 
Up1odetrlntte 
- Precursors of oil and gas. 
- From exines of spores and pollen. 
- From reSinous secretions; excretions ot plant cells. 
- From cutldes of leaves and stems. 
- From algae. 
- Consists of corklfied cell walls (ba~) formed on the surface of 
the roots, stems, and fruit 
- Fragments of the above. 
BITUMEN (Solid hydrocarbon) 
- End product of Up11nlte. 
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TABLE 3 .3 
ORGANIC MATTER TYPJNG USING REFLECTED LIGHT 
- SAMPLE NUMBER 
). 
PERCENTAGE PD-01<: PD-01A PD-01C PD-10C ON-01A 
-19A -00 -11 
-15 -08 
Mineral 
<" 
5 . 6 9 9 . 73 
Total Vitrinite 
/ 
33 30 34 39 2 
Semlfuslnlte 3 2 3 2 6 
Fuslnite 9 6 6 6 4 
Mictinite 30 25 26 30 0 
Totallnerti_nite 42 33 . 35 38. 10 
Reslnite 2 10 7 1 0 
Sporlnlte 2 1 2 2 0 
Cutinlte 9 0 1 6 0 
Alginite . 6 19 10 4 0 
Uptodetrlnite 1 1 2 1 1 
Total Liptinite 20 31 22 14 1 
Solid Hydrocarbons 0 0 0 0 G 
Other 0 0 0 0 8 
(200 Points Counted) 
::. 
TABLE 3.4 
ORGANIC MATTER TYPING USING TRANSMITTED LIGHT 
PERCENTAGE 
AMORPHOGEN 
PHYROGEN 
HYLOGEN 
MELANOGEN 
SAMPLE NUMBER 
P0-01C-11 PD-01C-19A 
3.6 
13.8 
60.0 
22.8 
0.0 
5.0 
40.2 
54.8 
ON-01A 
-06 
84 
0 
0 
2 
0 
2 
0 . 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
6 
7 
• 
,. 
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TABLE 3.5 
MATURITY MEASUREMENTS 
SAMPLE NUMBER 
PD-01C P0-01A PD-01C P0-01C 
-19A -00 -11 -15. 
Vitrinite (Colllnlte) 
Rehectance (%Ro) .517 .548 .500 .481 
(50 Points) 
Mean Vitrinite Reflectance = .527 
Standard Deviation - .. 0425 
Max . .. . sag- Min. : ._481 
( 
Thermal Alteration 
Index (TAl) 
Spores 1.06 NA 1.46 NA 
Mean * 1.26 
Standard Deviation ..; .2828 
Max. • 1.46 Min. = 1.06 
Blsaccates 1.76 NA 1.94 NA 
Mean • 1.95 
Standard Deviation •. 2055 
Max .• 2.14 Min ... 1.76 
Coal Rank H\i'B HVB HVB HVB " 
HVB • 1-:flgh Volatile bituminous. 
MATURITY MEASUREMENTS (SUMARY) 
MEAN 
VItrinite 
Reflectance {o/oAo): 
Thennal Alteration 
.527 
CORRELATIVE 
%Ro 
. Index (T AI): Spores: . 1.26 < 0.3 Waples. 1982 .. 
< 0.3 Waples, 1982. : Bisaccates: 1.95 ,. .. 
• Coal Rank: High 
v_olatile Bituminous (<0.4 - 1.0) . 
Bustin, m a.t .• 1983. 
ON-01A 
-08 
.589 
NA 
2.14 
-- - · - -- -- - --- --
CHAPTER 4 DISCUSSION 
4.1 Biostratigraphy 
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Palyn~logical analyses of sedimentary strata from Padloping, Quqaluit and Dur-
ban islands fall into two distinct palynological assemblages, herein called Assem-
blage 1 and Assemblage 2; figure 4.1 indicates the known ranges of the significdnt 
• 
taxa in these assembages. 
4.1. i Assemblage 1 
~-
Assemblage 1 is characterized by the occurrence of: Polycjngulatjsporjtes sp. cf. 
1 
f.. radjatus Singh, Ojstaltriangulisporj_tes perplexus (Singh) Singh, 
Djsta!trjangulisporjtes jrregularjs Singh, Qensojsporjtes mjcrorugulatus Brenner, 
I 
N~pendjcisporjtes bjfurcatys Singh~ Apoendjcjsporjtes orob!ernatjcus (Burger} Singh, 
. ' ' 
Trilobosporjtes bannonjcus (Delcourt and Sprumont) Potonie', Epveoglejchenjjdjtes 
\ . 
confossus (Hedlund) Burger, Lycopodjacjdjtes cana!icu!atus Singh, 
.... 
CjcatdcoSjsoodtes jmbrjcatus (Markova) Singh, Aetjtrj!etes iingbll Srivastava, 
Tappanjspora retjculata (Singh) Srivastava, Eoyeosporjtes labjpsys S ingh, 
Concayjssjmjsoorjtes penolaensjs Dettmann, Yerrucosjsporjtes rptyridys Singh, 
Podocacpiditas canadensis Pc:>cack, Bugubjvesjculites reductus? Pierce, and 
Cedrjpjtes ~&nadensjs Pocock. 
Other very common taxa in Assemblage 1 include: Aljsporjtes bilateraljs Bouse, 
Cedcipjte:a cretaceus Pocock, Cecebrow!lenjtes mesozojrua (Couper) Nilsson, 
Cyathidjtes 1.t1inQ! Couper, G!ejchenjjdjtes seooojcys Ross, lnaperturopolleojtes sp., 
and Taxodjaceaepollenites J:li.a1u.s (Potonie') Kremp. Rare taxa found in this assam· 
blage are indicated in palynomorph.-eounts in appendix D. 
~ 
Qjstrjbytioo ~ 
. f 
Assemblage 1 is found in strata located below the first volcanic ash on Padloping 
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Island and below the debris flow on Quqaluit Island. It is also found in all sedimen-
tary STrata examined on Durban Island. 
The basis for the age of Assemblage 1 has been determined from ttle western 
Canadian palynological studies of Singh (1964, 1971, 1983), Burden (1982), Burden 
and Hills (in prep.); northern Canadian studies by Hopkins (1974) and Hopkins ~nd 
--- · . 
Balkwill (1973); an Australian study by Dettmann (1963) and a European study by 
Burger (1966). 
The restricted ranges (Figure 4.1) of EoyeoglejcheOjjdjtes confossus (Hedlund) 
Burger, Lycopodjacjdjtes canaljculatus Singh~ and Yerrucosjsporjtes rotundus Singh 
suggest an Albian age for Assemblage 1, however Albian strata located further north 
(Hassel _and Christopher Formations) contain simple angiosperm grains (Hopkins. 
1974; Hopkins and Balkwill, 1973). Other stratigraphically significant palynomorphs 
(Figure 4.1) in Assemblage 1 are found in the Lower Cretaceous (Aptian-Albian) 
rocks in Alberta (Singh 1964,.19.71.; Burden, 1982; Burden and Hills, in prep.). Based 
on the occurrence of the same taxa (Assemblage .1 and Aptian-Albian strata of Al-
berta) and the presence of angiosperms in western and northern Canadian Albian 
strata, an Aptian to latest Albian age is suggested for Assemblage 1 .. ·_ Early Creta· 
ceous plant megafossils are restricted to strata which contain Assemblage 1. 
BemarJss 
1. Assemblage 1 contains few or no species of Trjlobosporjtes Pant ex . 
. Potonie', Pilosjspodtes Delcourt and Sprumont, and Com;ayjssjmjspoc.ites Delcourt 
and Sprumont. These genera are present in the Christopher Formation (Albian) 
(Hopkins, 1974) and in western Canadian studies (Burden, 1982; Burden and Hills, · 
in prep.; Singh, 1964, 1971), howeve~. are rare to absent in the Hassell Formation 
(Hopkins and Balkwill, 1973). 
2. In Assemblage 1, specimens of Cjcatdcosjsoodtes Pflug and Thomson and 
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. Appendjcjspor!tes Weyland and Krieger are very rare. Both these genera have been 
reported in western Canadian studies (Singh, 1964; 1971; Burden, 1982) and occur 
in the Christopher Formation (Albian) of Arctic Canada (Hopkins and Balkwill,1973); 
however. they are very rare in the Hassel Formation (Hopkins and Balkwill, 1973). 
3. Assemblage 1 contains high percentages of blsaccates. particularly CedriD· 
ru Wodehouse. High counts (Appendix 0), suggests only that the radiation of this 
taxon may be linked to favor~le climatic conditions subsequenUy followed by favor· 
able preservational conditions. Very abundant bisaccate pollen is also found in the 
Hassel Formation; however, it is less abundant in later Cretaceous rocks of the cen· 
tral Sverdrup Basin (Hopkins and Balkwill, 1973) . . 
4.1.2 Assemblage 2 
Assemblage 2 is characterized by the occurrence of Cupuli!erojpol!enjtes sp .• filL: 
gutrjcotporjtes sp., Caepjojpjtes sp. cf. C,. spackmanjana (Traverse) Zho.u, M>'rjcjpjtes 
annuljtes (Martin and Rouse) Norris, Trjyestjbulooollenjtes betuloldes Pflug, 
Pol>'atriopollenjtes yermontensjs (Traverse) Frederiksen, pol>'atrjopol!enjtes stellatus 
(Potonie') Pflug. eesavjs taglyensjs Elsik and Jansonius, and Cammotbai!U3 pm; 
1.iJ..Sus Dilcher. 
Common, reworked and corroded, Early Cretaceous taxa found in Assemblage 2 
include: A!ispodtes bilateraljs Rouse, A!ispodtes grandjs (Cookson) Dettmann,~ 
odjaceaepolleojtes hi.i1ui (Potonie') Kramp, G!eji:beniidjtes seooojcus Ross, 
Cyatbidjtes Jiling[ Couper, Caddpjtes cretaceys Pocock, Bjretjapodtes potoojaei Del· 
. ~ 
court and Sprumont, and verrucosjsporttes rotundus Singh. Also present in this as· 
semblage are six .specimens of dinoflagelates and five unknown tricolpate species; 
indicated in appendix D. 
Ojstribytign 
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Polycingulatisoorites sp. cf. _F. radiatus Sin;Jh 
Distaltriarq.tisoorites perplexus (Sin;Jh) Sin;Jh 
Distal trianguJisporites irregularis Sin;Jh 
Densoi soorites micron.~gulatus Brenner 
Appendicisporites bifurcatus Sin;Jh 
Appendi cisporites problematicus (B.lrger) Sin;Jh 
Trilobosporites hannonicus (Delcourt ani Sp:runcnt) Potoni6 
• IInpa..-rdecispora tribotrys (Dettmann) Venkatachala, Kar ani Raza 
Foveogleicheniidites =nfossus (Hedl1..1Ni) B.lrger 
Lycopodiacidites canaliculatus sin;Jh 
Cicacn.cosisoorites llllbricatus (Markova) Singh 
Retitriletes ~Srivastava 
Tappanisoora reticulata (Sin;Jh) Srivastava 
Foveosoorites labiosus Singh 
Concavi ssimisporites penolaensis Dettamann 
Verr.lcosisoorites rot1..1Nius Singh 
Podocaroidites canadensis Pocock 
? Ruoubivesiculites reductus Pierce 
Cedrip~tes canadensis Pocock 
* CUpuliferoipollenites sp. 
* Rugut:ri=lporites sp. 
* Can:linipites sp. cf. !;;. spackmaniana (Traverse) Zhou 
* Mvricioites annulit~s (Ma-rtin and Rouse) Norris 
* Trivestibulopollenites betuloides Pflug 
* Polyatriopollenites verm:mtensis (Traverse) Frederiksen 
* Polvatriopollenites stellatus (Potoni6) Fflug 
* Pesavis tagluensis El.sik ani Jansonius 
* Callimothallus oertusus Dilcher 
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Figure 4.1 Range chart of significant taxa identified in this study (* indicates species 
which occur in or above the first volcanic ash on Padloping Island and/or 
above the gravel conglomerate on Quqaluit Island). 
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Assembtage 2 exists in sections located above the lower contact of the first vol-
canic ash ~i! Padloping Island and above the upper contact of the debris flow on 
Ouqaluit Island. 
-The basis for the age of Assemblage 2 has been determined from the western 
Canadian palynological studies of Martin and Rouse (1966}, Pial (1971), and 
Hopkins (1969); northern Canadian studies Elsik and Jansonius (1974) and Norris 
(1986} and American studies by Frederiksen (1983) and Dilcher (1965). The ranges 
of the taxa in Assemblage 2 (Figure 4.1) suggest a Late Paleocene-Eocene age. In 
particular, the presence of: Trjvestjbulooolleojte~ betu!ojdes Pflug (Paleogene-
Neogene), Cammothallus pertusus Dilcher (Eocene}, Cupyliferojpolleojtes sp. 
(Middle Eocene), Bygutrjcolpodtes sp. (Middle Eocene) and pesayjs tagly8nsjs Elsik 
and Jan'sonius (Paleocene-Eocene) are good evidenc~ . for a Late PaieocEme-Eo· _ 
cene age. Paleocene-Eocene plcl~t megafossils are restricted to strata whiCh con-
tain Assemblage 2. 
Bemark,s 
The high percentage of reworked Cretaceous taxa in this assemblage is not un-. 
common for an Arctic Tertiary basin deposit. Norris and Miall (1984, p. 174) state 
that "Arctic Te~iary basins in Ellesmere and Axel Heiberg islands are characteriz~ 
by rejuvenation and uplift of marginal areas leading to recycling of older palynomor-
phs, including Cretaceous, into Tertiary." 
4.2 Palynology and Uthology 
Hughes and Moopy-Stuart (1967) used the phrase •palynological facies" to in· 
elude all organic elements in a kerogen preparation (the entire acid resistant organic 
content of the rock). Its 8pplication has been directed towards paleoenvironmental, 
biostratigraphic, GUld source roCk stucfA&s (Batten, 1981 ). Other authors (Habib and 
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Groth, 1967; Hughes and Moody~Stua.rt. 1967) have used palynological assem-
blages (characteristic of specific lithological units) for defining sedimentary paleoen-
vironments on the basis of their palynological content. 
Some factors which affect the abundance of spores and pollen in a rock include: 
· production rates (some taxa produce large numbers of palynomorphs.relative to real 
abundances; size. shape and density eHect where palynomorphs occur in tenns of 
hydrodynamics; the more common and closer a parent plant is to the depositional 
site. the more palynomorphs it will deposit and; post-depositional effects such as 
·secondary corrosion and biodegradation (Williams and Sarjeant, 1967; Batten, 
1962). 
Some generalities concerning the organic content in the various sedimentary 
rocks from the study area have been identified (Table 4.1 }: 
1. Concentration Factor (no. of Lycopodjym grains/total no. of grains counted) 
is extremely useful in identification of environments of deposition in terms of "energy 
of depositional medium·. The lowest palynomorph concentrations (high Concentra-
tion Factors) occur in high energy depositional environments (i.e. Facies A, braided 
stream)_. whereas the highest palynomorph concentrations (low Concentration Fac-
tors) occur in lower energy (relative) d~positional environments (i.e. Facies D. peat 
swamp). 
2. High percentages of bisaccates (conifer pollen) occur in meandering stream 
env~ments (relative to other environments). High percentages may relate to either 
the transport of conifer polten from hinterland areas or that the flood plain was co-
vered with coniferous vegetation. Conversely, high percentages of blSaccates may 
not directly reflect vegetation type; abundance may be related entirely to hydrody-
namic conditions (e.g. Catto, 1985). 
3. The presence of dinoflagellate cysts In one sample of air-fall ash suggests 
that the ash •rained" into a marine or marginal-marine environment. 
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TABLE 4.1 
SUMMARY OF PALYNOLOGICAL DATA 
braided meandering back swamp back swamp distal Corresponding Environment stream stream air-fall ash 
complex complex ponds peat swamps alluvial fan 
Corresponding Facies A and C E and C B 0 H F 
*Concentration Factor 0 .2 5 0.05** 0.03*** 0.01 1.56 0 .5 4 
Diversity 1.5-2.5 1.5-2.5 1.0-2.6 2 .0 -2 . 3 1.4-2.2 1.6-2.0 
Evenness 6-9 4.5-9 4.5-8.5 7-8 6 . 2-8 7-7.3 
Total 20-50% 10-95~~ 30-55"!. 15-40% 15-42"'• 40-60% Blaaccates Broken 20-65% 10-90% 10-75% 20 - 45% 50-70% 30 -60 % 
Glelchenlldltes 1->14% 0-12% 0->14°~ 2->14''c. 0-6% 0-So/o 
Tax odla cea epollenltes 0-20% 0->30% 0-30% 5->30% 5->30% 0-6o/o 
1 na perturopollenltes 2-21% 0->30% 0-30% 5->30% 4-24o/o 
Angiosperm Pollen >0-26"'• 
Dinoflagellates 0- <-lo/o 
Other Spores 10-21% 4-28% 5-25°~ 10-35% S-12 ~~ 15-25% 
Other Pollen C-12% 2-10~~ 0-5% 0-8"'• 0- < 1% Q- < 3% 
c# 
Woody Debris Abundant Abundant Present Abundant None Present 
Corroded Corroded Amorphous Corroded Corroded Comments O.M. 
Palynomorphs Palynomorphs Present Palynomorphs Palynomorphs 
*<no. of Lycooodium grains/total no. of grains counted in sample, i.e. the lower the value the higher the palynomorph concentration) 
**<three samples i n this complex have very l ow abundance ratios, approximately 2 .151 
***<two samples i n this complex have low abundance ratios, approximately 0.261 
O.M. • Organic Matter 
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4. Corroded palynomorphs are common wherever exposure and secondary 
meteroric water circul~tion are likely to occur. Woody debris js abundant in high 
energy and ci>ally depositional environments; this is almost eertainly related to the 
energy required to carry these 'particles and to the source of these particles. Amor-
phous organic matter in pond deposits relates to the presence of algae and bacteria. 
4.3 Geologic Model 
4.3.1 Local Basin Development · 
Detailed observation of the sedimentary strata for lithology, facies and palynol-
ogy provides the basis for reconstructing the geologic history of these deposits. 
Phase 1 (Early Cretaceous) depicts initial basin faulting producing a half-graben, and 
rapid sediment infilling in a braided stream depositional environment (Figure 4.2A). 
Faulting was normal, striking approximately N-S, with a small rotational component, 
thereby producing an elevated (relative) region to the south. The Precambrian 
gneiss and local (Durban Island) granite are considered the source rocks for these . 
sediments. The half-graben formed during basin filling. If the half-graben was pre-
, sediment infill, the braided stream complex would probably have eroded the exten-
sive Precambrian regolith. Phase 2 (Early Cretaceous) illustrates continued infilling 
under eonditions of uniform subsidence (Figure 4.2A}. The depositional environment 
during phase 2 is that of a meandering stream. Phase 3 indicates renewed motiqn 
(Late Paleocene-Eocene) of the major fault controlling the development of this sedi-
mentary deposit and the onset of volcanism in the area (Figure 4.28). A gravel sup-
ported conglomerate (debris flow), · unconformably overlies Lower Cretaceous fluvia-
tile strata which contain Cretaceous sediments shed from this uplift. Air-fall volcanic 
ash, Which overlies the conglomerate or, where the conglomerate is not present, di-
rectly overlies Lower Cretaceous fluviatile strata, was deposited during volcanic 
eruptions. This hiatus (50 Ma between Phases 2 and 3)is recognized solely on paly- · 
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Phase 1 Initial basin faulting and rapid sediment infilling i n a braided 
depositional environment. Not to Scale 
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Phase 2 Fluvial-meandering sediment infilling, with flood blanks. 
Not to Scale 
Figure 4.2A Geologic history (Phases 1 and 2, Early Cretaceous). 
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Debris flow and volcanic ash unconformably overlying the 
fluviatile strata. Onset of volcanism. Not to Scale 
............................. 
................. ......... .. 
Basin subsidence, deposition of thin t~estrial deposits, renewed 
subsidence and depos i tion of subaqueous basaltic breccia. 
Not to Scale 
Figure 4.28 Geologic history (Phases 3 and 4, Late Paleocene-Eocene). 
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nologicaJ evidence and is addressed .in section 4.3.2. Phase 4 is characterized by 
continued fluvial deposition (Late Paleocene-Eocene) and deposition of cro$s bed. 
ded subaqueous basaltic breccia (Figure 4.28). Following Late Paleocene-Eocene 
sediment deposition, yet prior to the deposition of volcanic breccia, the basin sub-
sided.· The overtying basaltic breccia was deposited in at least 60 metres of water 
(Clarke arid Upton, 1971 ). Fol~owing emplacement of the overlyW1g basalts the entire 
area was uplifted such that it was a coastal nunatak durin~ the last glaciation (An· 
drews, 1980) . 
. 4.3~2 Regional Scope 
The Mesozoic and Cenozoic sedim9Atary strata located on the southeast coast of 
Baffin Island constitute one of several'sedimentary deposits in the north-east Arctic 
Archipelago, Greenland and and north-west Atlantic ocean (Figure 4.3). Many of· 
· these deposits exhibit similarities in structural style and stratigraphy (Miall .W .at., · 
1980). Points of note includfl: 
1. Sediment trans~ort was along the basin axis; this is the case for fluviodeltalc 
strata in the Eclipse Trough (Miall ~.at .• 1980) and for Cretaceous dettaic strata in 
the Nugssuag Embayment of western Greenland (Henderson .W at .. 1980). Accord- . 
ing to Miall m .al. (1980) basin-parallel deposition patterns indicate active subsidence 
during deposition. 
2. A regional late Maastrichtian-Early Paleocene unconformity in both Eclipse 
Trough and Labrador Shelf may also occur in strata of southeastern Baffin Island 
~between the Lower Cretaceous and Upper Paleocene-Eocene strata on Padloping 
and Quqaluit islands). According to Mlall a! .al. (1980) the timing of this unconformity 
may correspond with the tectonic movements separating Greenland and North Amer-
ica, the generation of Batf111 Bay -volcanic rocks, and the occurrence of · global 
ch~nges in sea lev8J. 
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3. Menzies ( 1982} states that marine conditions existed in BaHin Bay at tha 
end of the Cretaceous. Also. Maclean and Williams (1980) report a rich Campanian 
din~flagellate assemblage from a core taken_~~ Buchan Trough. This supports the 
t existenCe of a seaway connecting the Buchan Trough area with Davis Strait. and the 
North Atlantic In the Campanian (Maclean and Williams. 1980) . . Although the 
mudstones and sandstones which compose the sedime~tciry strata at?ove beds of 
the debris flow and volcanic ash on Ouqaluit and Padloping islands contain only ter-
restrial palynomorphs; a sample of the volcanic ash from Quqaluit Island contains 
dinoflagellates, an 'indication of marine to marginal-marine conditions. 
4. The assignment of these strata (volcaniclastic complex and thin overlying 
terrestrial sediments) to the Late Paleocene-Eocene supports Clarke and Upton's 
(1971) 58.±. 2 ma (Paleocene) age for the overlying volcanics. 
5. Nonmarine Albian sedimemary,strata. sampled in core, at ~station 16" toe-
. . · ..... _
: ' T • 
ated 13 km northeast of Padloping Island in Davis Strait (Maclean and Williams. 
. \ _I 
1983), may be depositionally equivalent to strata in this study and may suggest wide-
spreat1 Early Cretaceous terrestriat deposition. 
According to Srivastava (1978). initiation of rifting betwee~ Greenland and North · 
America occurred in the Campanian (75 Ma). However. this study ill~strates from . 
paleob?tany and palynology that sedimentary strata were deposited in rift-related or 
. , 
crustaJ aHenuation-related half grabens active in the Early Cretaceous (Aptian to lat-
est Albian) and Late Paleocene-EOcene. 
4.4 Petroleum Geology 
4.4.1 Preaent State of the Offshore 
To date. no exploratory wells have been drilled in the offshore area adjacent to \ . 
the study region. This Is primarily because of high exploration costs and lack of we~l· 
oJ 
defined prospects. However. five welts ha\'e been drilled off the coast of western 
~ VolcanJclastlc 
~ Manna 
~ Maro•na.J Marine 
E[] T.,.rastrial 
~ Basall•c eracc.a 
w Basalt 
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Figure 4.3 Regional stratigraphic correlation. 
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Greenland and two wells have been drilled off the southern coast of Baffin Island in 
the no~hern Labrador Sea (Figure 4.4). 
The five wells drilled, through Neogene to .Campanian strata. in the offshore re-
. .. 
gion of western Greenland did not discover hydrocarbons (Rolle, 1985). The two 
wildcat wells (Gjoa G-37 and Hekja 0-71)-drilled off the south coast of Baffin Island 
penetrated PaJ~ne to EQCene strata; Hekja 0-71 int!rsected a gas/condensate-
filled sandstone (Klose .W a1 .• 1982). This· hydrocarbon-bearing sandstone was de-
.. . 
posited in deltaic to nearshore conditions during the P~le_ocene {Klose m .al .• 1982). 
· 4.4.2 Petroleum Prospects (Cape Dyer Region) 
As expected the organic matter contained in the fluvial sedimentary rocks ex-
posed on Padloping, Quq~uit, and Durban islands is immature. Both TAl and %Ao 
values (approximately 1.6 and .53 respectively) are lower than the values for the 
main generation stages for oil and gas. In addition, according to Gutjahr's (1983) 
classification of potential source rocks, tt'le Padloping Island coals and the shales 
~ . . , 
from Durban Island are landplant-contai~ing source rocks. It is therefore suspected 
', that these potential source rocks may produce gas and minor oil, given a sufficient 
thermal .maturation history. , 
Sandstones from all three islands exhibit variable porosity and lateral extent. For 
these reasons one would explore with caution, a potential reservoir (possibly oH-
shore) of tijis nature. 
•, 
BAFFIN 
BAY 
. . 
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Figure 4.4 Location of the seven exploratory wells driUed to date in the Davis Strait· 
Northern labrador Sea area (1·Hellefrsk 1, 2- lkerm 1, 3-Kangamiut 1, 
4-Nukik 2, S.Nukik 1, 6-Gjoa, 7•Hakja). 
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· CHAPT~R 5 CONCLUSIONS 
Integrated sedimentologicaVpalynological study has established a geologic model. 
using depositional environments and palynomorph biostratigraphy otMesozoic and 
· Cenozoic fluvial strata from islands located off the southeast coast of Baffin Island. 
: 
The results improve our understanding of the ~ming of initial rifting events or crustal 
attenuation between Greenland and North America and the likelihood that hydrocar-
bons may be present offshore. 
Strata on a thick regolith of Precambrian gneiss consist of braided, backswamp 
and 111eandering fluvial deposits; deposits of distal alluvial fans(?) and volcaniclastics 
(at upper contact with volcanic breccias and basaltic flows) are pr,esent locally. 
Strata are of two ages: Aptian to latest Albian (Assemblage 1 ). located on Durban 
· Island and below the first volcanic ash on Padloping Island and debris flow on Ouqal-
uit Island. and Late Paleocene-Eocene (Assemblage 2), located in and above the 
first volcanic ash on Padloping and Ouqaluit islands and above the debris flow on 
Quqaluit Island. These ages; Early Cretaceous and Early Tertiary, defined by paly-
nology. ar~ supported by paleobotany. 
Since these strata are related to the timing of either initial rifting events or crustal 
attenuation between Greenland and North America an earlier age for the timing of 
either tectonic event is proposed. Initial rifting or crustal attenuation probably started 
in the Early Cretaceous, at least 30 rna earlier than previously stated. 
Organic matter in the sedimentary strata is immature~ and largely humic in nature. · 
If sediments, similar to those onshore, are buried offshore. gas and minor liquid hy· 
drocarbons might be expected. 
j 
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PLATES 
All specimens. except those in plate 1 (paleobotany). are illustrated in interfer-
ence contrast at 1 000 X magnification, unless otherwise stated: Specimens are fol-
lowed by a sample and slide identification number, microscope coordinates and 
view . 
Plate 1 
·-
.The scale for all specimens is in centimetres. The sample identification number 
follows each figure number and caption. 
Figure 1. Fossilized log, ?Metaseaupja ocelon or ?Giyptostrobus; PO-LOG. 
Figure 2. Coniferous needle, ?Eiatjdes; PD-018-03. 
Figure 3. Leaflets. ?Podozamjtes; PD-2a. 
Figure 4 . Root; OU-2. 
Figure 5. Fern frond, ?Giejchenjtes; PD-2d. 
Figure 6. Fern frond, ?Ciadophlebjs; QU-6. 
Figure 7. Fern frond, ?Giejchenjtes; OU-5. 
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Plate 2 
Figure 1. Eolyciogylatjsporjtes sp. cf. f. racHatus Singh; QU-01 B-19, 86154(3/5), 
122.5 18.3, Distal. 
Figure 2. Djstaltc!angy!jsporjtes perolexus (Singh) Singh; QU-O 1 B-19, 86154(3/5), 
11719.1, Distal. 
Figure 3. DjStajtrjaogylisporjtes jrregujarjs Singh; QU-O 1 B-23, 86155(5/5), 124.6 
242, Distal. 
Figure 4. Denso!§POrites mjcrorugulatys Brenner; PD-02A-4 7-, 86166(3/5), 126.8 
26.9, Proximal. 
Figure 5. Aooeodjcjsporjtes bjfurcatus Singh; PD-01C-19, 86114(515), 120.1 29.9, 
630 X, Mid-focus. 
Figure 6. Aooondjcisporltes prpb!ernatjcus (Burger) Singh; DN-01 A-18, 86160(5/5). 
124.1 12.1. Distal. 
Figure 7. Murosoora mesozojca Pocock; PD-01C-15, 86113(4/5); 125 28.5, 
Proximal. 
Figure 8. Trilobospodtes hannonjcus (Delcourt and Sprumont) Potonie'; PD-02A-1 0, 
86008(315), 121.1 34.3, 400 X, Proxima!. 
Figure 9. lmpardecjsoora trjbotcys (Dettmann) Venkatacha!a, Kar and Raza; QU-
01A-02, 87027(515), 120.317.7, Mid-focus. 
·Figure 10. Sesttospprjtes pseydoalyeolatys (Couper) Dettmann; OU-01 B-19, 
86154(3/5), 120.3 18,630 X, Proximal. 
Figure 11. Glejcbeojjdjtes seopojcus Ross; P0-02A-1 0. 86008(3/5), 127.8 25.8, 
630 X, Mid-focus. 
Figure 12. Eoyepglejcheojidjtes cgntossys (Hedlund) Burger; PD-02A-47, 86166{3/ 
5), 125.9 41.8, Proximal. 
Figure 13. LWPodiacidites canaliQJ!atus Singh; OU-01 B-19, 86166(3/5), 123.4 
37.31 Proximal. 
~ 
' ' 
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Figure 14.?Hamulatjsgorjs sp.; QU-01A-01, 87025(415), 122 20.9. 
Figure 15. Cjcatricosispodtes annylatys Archangelsky and Gamerro; PD-01C·08, 
8611 0(515), 120 16.3, Proximal. 
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Plate 3 
Figure 1. Cjcatdcosjsoodtes austra!jeosjs {Cookson) Potonie'; OU-01 B-23. 86155(5/ · 
5), 121.4 43.4. Proximal. 
Figura 2. c;catrjcosjspodtes h.allW Delcou~ and Sprumont; PD-01 B-11 ,-86007(315), · 
122.717.5, 630 X, Mid-focus. 
Figure 3. Cjcatdcosjsooriies hugheSj Dettmann; PD-02A-1 0, 86008(3/5),'122.2 
43.8, 630 X, Distal. 
... 
' . ' . . 
Figura 4. Gicatdcosjsoodtes jmbrjcatus (Markova) Singh; OU-018~23 . 86155(515), 
121.8 35.6, 630 X, Distal. 
. ' . . . . 
Figure 5. Chomotdletes mirlm (kedves) Poco~k; OU-018-14; 86153(3/5). 123.7 . 
432, Mid-focus. 
Figure 6. Betjtriletes singbti Srivastava; QU-P1 B-19, 86154(3/5), '117.2 19.6, . 
Proximal. 
Figure 7. Betjcu!jsporjte$ elongatus Singh; QU-01 B-19, 86154(3/5). 120.5 31 .9, 
Distal. 
Figure 8. TappanlsMra retjcu!ata (Singh) Srivastava; QU-0.18-19, 66154(3/5), 
124.8 20.5, DistaL 
Figure 9. Eoyeosporjtes labjosus Singh; PD-02A-70, 86010(3/5), 125 32:7, 630 X, 
· Mid-focus. 
Figure 10. K!ukjsporjtes pseudoretjculatus Couper; PD-01C-01 , 86109(4/5), 124.6 
25.9, Proximal. 
Figure 11 . Unknown; OU-01 B-27, 86156(3/5), 126.7 44.3. 
Figure 12. Undulatisporites uodulapoluS Brenner; PD-0 1 C-01, 86.1 09(4/5), 124.7 
22.5, Mid-focus. 
Figure 13. Bjretjspodtes potoniaej Delcourt and Sprumont; OU-018-19, 86154(3/5). 
. '\ 
126 42.3, Mid-focus. 
Figure 14. Djctygghyfljdites sp.; QU-018-19, 86154(315), 125 43.5, Mid-focus. · 
f 
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Figure 15. Sterejsporjtes aotjauasporjtes (Wilson and Webster} Dettmann; PD-01C-
. . ' . 
08, 86110(515). 120 37.1, Mid-focus. 
Figur~ 18. D8!tojd6s00ra Ilallli Miner; DN01A-07, 86013(3/5), 124.2 36.7, Mid-focus. 
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Plate 4 
Figure 1. Cyatbjdjtes m.illg,[ Couper; P0-02A-10, 86008(3/5), 126 12.6. Mid-focus. 
Figure 2. Concavisporites judeoeosjs Balm; PD-01 C-09, 86111 (3/5), 124 34.2, I 
Distal. 
Figure 3. Cpocayj$simjspodtes miW (Pocock) Dekourt. Dettmann and Hughes; 
P0-01C-oa. 86110(515), 120 30.7, 630 X. Mid-focus. 
Figure 4. Concayjss!mjsporites penolaeosjs Dettmann; OU-01 B-19, 86154(3/5), 
120.4 12.2, Mid-focus. 
Figure 5. Neorajstdckja truncata (Cookson) Potonie'; P0-02A-68, 86172(5/5), 128.2 · 
49.8, Mid-focus. 
. . 
Figure 6. Osmundacjdjtes wellmaojj Couper; PD-01 C-08, 8611 0(515), 124.2 49.5, 
Mid-foct.is. 
Figure 7. Bacu!atisporjtes comaumeosjs (Cookson) Potonie'; OU-018-19, 86154(3/ 
5), 120.7 19.2, Mid-focus. 
i 
Figure 8. Acanthptri!etes yadspjnosus Pocock; P0-01C-19, 86114(5/5), 120.2 14.7, 
Mid-focus. 
Figure 9. Gr}nulatjsporjtes sp.; QU-01 B-23, 86155(5/5), 121.7 9.6, 630 X. Proximal. 
Figure 10. verrucosjspodtes rotyndus Singh; QU-018-19, 86154(3/5). 126 43.3. 
Mid-focus. 
Figure 11. Laevjgatosporjtes ~Wilson and Webster; PD-029-05, 8611 5(3i5), 
126 30.2. Equatorial. 
Figure 12. Punclatosoorjtes scabratys (Couper) Singh; PD-01C-09, 86111(3/5), 124 
34.6, -Equatorial. 
Figure 13. lnape£turpoo!lenjtes sp.; QU-018-19, 86154(315). 124.1 36.9, Equatorial. 
Figure 14. Taxodjaceaepa!!eojtes.biaJ.us (Potonie'fKremp;.QU-018-19, 86154(3/5), 
124.5 13, Mid-focus. 
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Figure 15. Seguojapolleojtes paleoceojcus Stanrey; 8-5, 87049(415), 120 45.9, Mid~ 
focus. 
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/ Plate 5 
' 
Figure 1. An:iycacjFicjtes australjs Cookson; OU-01 B-19, 86154(3/5), ·123.7 19, 
630 X, Mid-focus. 
Figure 2. POdoCafilidites canadensis Pocock; OU-01 B-19, 86154{3/5), 124.6 34.6, 
630 X, Proximal. 
Figure 3. Podocaroidjtes mjnjscu!Us Singh; DN-01A·14, 86158(3/5), 122.2 16.1, · 
Equatorial o~liqoe. ' · 
Figure 4':Podocarojdjtes muftesjmys (Bolko'vitina) Pocock; PD-01 B-04, 86006(3/5), . 
124 32.8, 630'X,.Distal. 
Figure_ 5. PjtvoSpodtes a!atjpolleojtes (Rouse) Singh; PD-02A-65. 86170(3/5). 120 
17.2, ~oX, Equatorial. 
Figure-6. Abiesgol!eniU~s sp.; PD-02A-45, 86165(4/5}, 124.7 44.1, 250 X, Oblique. 
Figure 7.,YjtrejsOOrjtes pa!lidus {Reissinger) Nilsson; PD-01 C-09, 86111 (3/5), 130 . 
. 38.2, Distal. 
Figure 8. Ahsporjtes bilateralis Rouse; PD-029-05, 86115(3/5), 125 45.1, 630 X, 
Distal. 
Figt~re 9. A!jspodtes grandjs (Cookson) Dettmann; Pb-01C-01, 86109(4/5), 131.5 
24.6, 400 X, Distal. 
Figure 10. pjceaepolleojtes sp.; PD-01C-01, 86109(4/5), 122.4 25 .2, 400 X, Equa 
toriaJ oblique . 
. Figure 11. ?Bugubjyesjcu!jtes reductus Pierce; QU-01 B-19, 86154(315), 1_20.5 17, 
630 X, Equatorial. 
Figure 12. Ceddpjtes caoadensjs Pocock; QU-018-19, 86154(315), 124.7 33.9, 
630 ~· Equatorial. 
FigurB 13. Ceddpjtes cretaceus Pocock; PD-01C-01, 86109(415), 119.9 25.9, 630 X, 
" Equatorial. 
. _< 1...,· 
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Figure 14. E.Ostjoyspol!enjtes mjcf0saccvs (Couper) B.D. Tschudy; QU-018-19, 
8615:4(3/5), 120.5 26.5, 630 X, Equatorial end view. 
Figure 15. Cerebro.pollenjtes roeso~ojcus (Couper) Nilsson; PD-02A-70, "8601 0(3/5), 
129.5 30, Equ~toriaL · 
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Plate 6 
Figure 1. Cycadopites tomcularjs Wilson and Webster; PD-02A-36, 86164(4/5), 
126.2 22.1 , ProximaL 
Figure 2. Iric.oiRites sp. 1; OU-01A-02, 87027(515), 127.3 32.3, Polar. 
Figure 3 . TrjCQ!pjtes sp. 2; B-5, 87049(4/5), 127 45.2, EquatoriaL 
. . 
Figure 4. Irjco!pjteS sp. 3; B-5, 87049(4/5), 123.9 32.4, Equatorial. 
Figure 5 . Tricolpites sp. 4; B-5, 87049(415}, 124.1 23.3, EquatoriaL 
Figure 6. Trjcolpites sp. 5; B-5, 87049(4/5), 126.4 3.9.3, Equatorial. 
Figure 7. Cupuliferojpolleojtes sp.; B-5, 87049(4/5}, 120.1 41.2, EquatoriaL 
~ Figure 8. Bugutrjco!porjte$ sp.; QU-01A-03, 87028(4/5), 125 29.4, Equatorial. 
Figure 9 . Camjnjpjtes sp. cf. ~- spackoJanjana (Traverse) Zhou; QU-01A-02, 
87027{5/5), 119.5 41.4, Equatorial. 
Figure 10. Mydcjpjtes annulites (Martin and Rouse) Norris; . B-5, 87049(4/5), 125.2 
22.8. Equatorial. 
Figure 11. Irjyestjby!oool!eojtes betulojdes Pflug; B-5, 87049{4~5), 125 38.1, Equa 
· torial. 
.. 
Figure 12. Polyatriopollenjtes stellatus (Potonie') Pflug; QU-01A-02. 87027(515), 
125.8 41 .8, Equatorial. 
Figure 13. Polyatriopo!Jeojt~s yeunontensis (Traverse) ~rederiksen; B-5, 87049(4/ 
5), 126.8 34.3, Equatorial. 
Figure 14. Corroded Appendjdsporjtes Weyland and Kreiger; QU-01 A-02, 87027(5/. 
. 5), 123.8 37.1, 630 X. 
Figure 15. Corroded Bisaccate; QU-01 A-01, 87025(415), 121.5 40.1, 400 X. 
Proximal. 
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Plate 7 
Figure 1. Pesayjs tagluensjs Elsik and Jansonius; B-5, 87049(4/5), 125.9 37.6, Mid-
locus. 
Figure 2. cammothaUys pertusys Dilcher; QU-01 A-01, 87025(4/5); 121.8 40.1, 
630 X, Mid-focus . 
. / 
Fi~ure 3. ?Oiigosphaerjdjy'm complex (White) Davey and Williams; QU-01A-03, 
87028(4/5)~ 125 38.7, 630 X, Phase contrast. Mid-focus. 
Figure 4. Spipjferihn sp. 1; QU-01 A-03, 87028(4/5), 125.1 35, 630 X, Mid-focus . . 
Figure 5. Spjnjferjtes sp. 2; OU-01A-03, 87028(4/5), 125 34.2, 630, Mid-focus. 
Figure 6. Spjojferites sp. 3; OU-01A-03, 87028(4/5}, 127.5 23.2, Mid-focus. 
Figure 7. Dinoflagellate Type 1; QU-01A-03, 87028(4/5), 127 41.4, 630 X, Mid-
focus. 
Figure 8. ?SpjojdjnjuW sp.; OU-01 A-03, 87028(4/5). 1~5 36.4, 630 X, Phase con- ~ 
• ' I ' 
trast, Mid-focus. 
Figure 9. Dinoflagellate Type 2; QU-01A-03, 87028(4/5), 124.7 32.7, Phase con- . 
trast, Mid-focus: 
4 
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APPENDIX 8 1 
· Petrology- Pointcount Percentages (Rounded) 
SamQie a F L M T G MQ 0 c Cc · 
ON" 
01A-03 71 4 0 5 5 0 1 1 '12 0 
01A-o4 79 7 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 o' 
01A-05 81 2 0 0 0 . o 0 0 0 o · 
c01A-o9 69 10 2 2 0 . . 0 0 0 7 0 
01A-13 49 19 0 4 0 0 0 4 2 0 
01A-19 66 6 2 0 1 0 o · 0 2 0 
01A-20 75 • 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 
AL-1 (F) 57 3 6 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
D-3A (F) 90 3 0 1 1 0 2 0 2 0 
0-38 (F) 66 4 0 0 0 0 14 0 0 0 
OU-
018-04 60 5 4 1 0 0 0 0 11 0 
018-21 51 2 0 2 0 0 0 21 14 0 
TOP {F) 59 15 15 1 0 0 0 0 8 0 
' PO~ 
01-01 (F) 39 7 6 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 
01A8ase• 60 4 0 0 2 0 0 0 16 17 
- 018-09* 45 4 0 0 . 0 0 0 2 30 . 17 
018-14 37 1 0 4 1 0 0 31 25 0 
01C-06 65 6 1 0 0 0 0 0 10 12 
01C-13 63 5 . 6 5 0 0 0 0 15 0 
01C-17 49 · o 0 0 1 0 . . 0 0 20 13 
02A-14 45" 7 1 4 1 0 0 5 37 0 
02A-16 47 1 0 11 0 0 0 30 10 0 
02A-31 50 5 1 1 0 0 o· 24 19 0 
02A-34 · 51 7 3 1 0 0 0 10 13 0 
02A-53 46 9 1 0 o · 0 0 8 lti 1 
02A-sa· 46 7 0 1 0 . 0 0 12 26 0 
02A-69 38 0 o · 0 0 0 0 18 19 0 
028-09 41 3 1 · 4 1 0 0 19 30 0 
· 0.; quartz, F • feldspar, M • mica. T • tourmaline, G • garnet, · 
Mg • magnetite, 0 • organics, C • clay matrix, Cc .. calcite cement. 
H 
0 
0 
2 
0 
13 ' 
0 
5 
15 
0 
15 
14 
0 
0 
44 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
H • hematite cement, l· granite and gneiss fragments, Ps • pore space, 
• • only.250 points, (F). glacl~ float. 
\ 
\ 
'· 
Ps 
1 
11 . 
15 
10 
9 
'23 
7 
17 
2 
1 
5 
10 
2 
0 
1 
2 
1 
6 
6 
17 
2 
1 
0 
15 
9 
8 
25 
1 
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Sam~te Facies 
APPENDIX ~ Petrology- Detrital Modes 
0% Fo/o RFo/o Grain Size Sorting 
ON· 
01A-03 A 94.1 5.9 M w 
01A-04 A 89.7 8.5 1.8 M/C M 
01A-05 A 98.0 2.0 vc P/M 
01A-09 F 84.9 12.1 3.0 c p 
01A-13 F 71.9 27.8 0.3 M M 
01A-19 F 89.2 8.4 2.4 vc VP 
01A-20 F 89.5 10.5 c P/M 
AL-1 {F) F 86.5 5.0 8.5 c p 
D-3A (F) F ~ 96.9 3.1 M M 
0-38 ~F) F 94.3 5.1 0.6 M M 
MEAN 89.5 8.8 1.6 
S.D. 7.5 7.3 2.6 
au-
01 B-04 A . - 87.0 6.6 6.4 VC P/M 
01 B-21 E 96.9 3.1 ~ F M 
TOP (F~ F 66.1 H .1 16.8. vc VP 
MEAN 83.3 8.9 7.7 
S.D. 15.7 7.2 8.4 
PD~ 
01-01 (F) F 74.6 12.7 12.7 VC VP 
01C-06 E 90.0 8.0 2.0 M M 
01C-13 E 835 7.7 8.8 M ww 
02A-16 c 98.7 1.3 
' 
F M 
02A-34 c 82.1 11 .7 6.2 M p 
MEAN 85.7 8.3 5.9 
S.D. 9.0 4.5 5.1 
PO-
01A8ase• A 93.1 6.3 0.6** vc· VP 
01 8-09" E 91.8 8.2 .. vc VP 
01 B-14-. E 97.9 2.1 •• F/M p 
01C-17 E 100.0 •• VF M/W 
02A-14 c 
·" 
85.1 12.9 2.o·· F M 
02A-31 c 89.2 9.4 1.4 .. F P/M 
02A-53 . c 83.1 15.5 1.4*" F p 
02A-58* c 85.7 13.2 1.1·· ' F p 
02A-69 c 98.9 1.1 •• VF P/M 
028-09 .. A 92.1 5.7 2.2** M M 
MEAN 91 .7 7.4 0.9 
S.D. 5,9 5.2 0.8 
a- quartz. F • feldspar, RF - rock fragments, W • well Sorted, M - moderately 
sorted, P • poorty sorted; VF - very fine grained, F - flne ;rained, M •medium· , 
grained, C • coarse gra1ned, VC • very coarse grained; S.D. • standard deviation; 
(F) • glacial float. • • only 250 points, •• - > 15% clay matrix. 
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APPENDIX C1 
Field 10 M.U.N.ID Facie:; and Environment 
\ 
P0-018-04 86006 0 (backswamp coal) 
P0-018-05 86105 0 (backswamp coal) 
P0-018-06 86106 c2 (overbank) 
P0-01 8-10 86107 c2 (overbank) 
P0-018-11 86007 B (backswamp mudstone) 
P0-018-12 86108 c2 (overbank) 
B-5 87049 H (air-fall volcanic ash) 
PD-01 B-14 87029 E (meandering channel sand) 
87048 E (meandering channel sand) 
P0-01 C-01 86109 E (meandering channel sand) 
P0-01C-08 86110 D (backswanip coal) 
P0-01C-09 86111 B (backswamp mudstone) 
P0-01C-11 86112 0 (backswamp coal) 
P0..01C-15 86113 0 (backswamp coal} 
P0-01C-19 86114 0 (backswamp coal) 
-P0-02A-10 86008 c2 (overbank) 
PD-02A-17 86163 c2 (overbank) 
PD-02A-36 86164 c2 (overbank) 
PD-02A-43 86009 B (backswamp mudstone) 
P0-:,02A-45 86165 c1 (overbank) 
PD-02A-47 86166 c2 (overbank) 
PD-02A~49 86167 c3 (overbank) 
P0-02A-52 86168 c2 (overbank) 
PD-02A-57 86169 B · (backswamp mudstone) 
PD-02A-65 86170 E (meandering channel sand) 
PD-02A-67 86171 c1 (overbank) 
P0-02A-68 86172 c, (overbank) 
P0..02A-70 86010 c1 (overbank) 
PD-028-02 86011 c2 (overbank) 
?0..028-05 86115 c2 (overbank) 
. ?0..028-08 86116 A (braided channel sand) 
.P0-028-15 86012 c2 (overbank) 
OU-01A-01 87025 B (backswamp mudstone) 
4 OU-01A-02 87027- 8 (backswamp mudstone) 
OU-01A-03 87028 H (air-fall volcanic ash) 
OU-018-03 86149 A (braided channel sana) 
OU-018-QS 86150 c1 . (overbank) 
162 
OU-018-07 86151 c, (overba(lk) 
OU-018.09 86152 c2 (overbank) 
OU-018-12 86162 c, (overbank} 
OU-01 8-14 86153 c2 (overbank} 
OU-018-19 86154 c, (overbank) 
OU-018-23 86155 c, (overbank} 
OU-018-27 86156 B (backswamp mudstone) 
OU-01B-77 87026 E (meandering channel sand) 
DN-01A-07 86013 B (backSwamp mudstone} 
DN-01A-10 86157 c, (overbank) 
DN-01A-14 86158 F (distal alluvial fan) 
· DN-01A-16 86159 F (distal alluvial fan) 
DN-01A-18 · 86160 F (distal alluvial fan) 
DN-01A-21 86161 c, (overbank) 
APPENDIX C2 
Palynology Statistics Data 
Di•Jersity Diversity No. ot Evenness · Evenness 
Field ID ~X 10} Variance Sf:!ecies ~X 1000~ Variance 
'· 
P0-018-04 2.38 0.0059, 18' 8.23 0.0007 
PD-018-05 BARREN ---------------- ----------· ·----· -· --· •· --·-·· •••• ,. -· -----------•.• 
PD-018-06 1.39 0.0445 6 7.88 0.0 139 
PD-018-10 1.55 0.0128 16 5.61 0.0017 
PD-018-11 2.16 0.0229 14 . 8.18 0.0033 
PD-018·12 0.92 0.0538 7 4.47 0.0 124 
B-5 2.21 0.0005 13 . 8.65 0.0001 
PD-01 B-14 1.38 0.0103 12 5.57 0.0017 
. . 
P0-01C-01 ' 1.90 0.0114 23 5.97 0.0011 
PD-01C-08 · 2.29 0.0062 21 7.52 0.0007 
PD.01C-09 2.25 0.0083 22 7.27 0.0009 
PD-01C-11 2.08 0.0044 17 7.35 0.0005 
P0-01C·15 2.18 0.0064 20 7 .27 0.0007 
PD-01C-19 2.05 0.0064 20 6.84 0.0007 
PD-Q2A·10 1.96 0.0057 17 6.91 0.0007 
PD-Q2A·17 2.05 0.0096 20 6.87 0.001 1 
PD-Q2A·36 2.00 0.0224 9 6.69 0.0042 
PD-Q2A-43 1.68 0.0265 11 7.01 0.0046 
PD-o2A-45 2.13 0.0078 · 20 7.11 0.0009 
PD-o2A-47 t.26 0.0107 16 4.54 0.0014 
PD-o2A-49 1.74 0.0227 7 8.99 0.0060 
PD-02A-52 1.87 0.0102 16 s.n 0.0013 
PD-02A-57 1.63 0.0384 6 8.40 0.0101 
• 
PD-02A-65 
PD-02A-67 
PD-02A-68 
PD-02A·70 
PD-028-02 
PD-029-05 
PD-028-08 
PD-029-15 
PD-01A-01 
PD-01A-02 
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~oal swamp ro - o,,-:- ·:a 
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· PD - OIC - 01 
.. 
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BARS 1NDlCATE ABUNDANCE L'M'TS 
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FIGURE: 3.1 
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